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ABSTRACT 
This small scale qualitative case study explores the experience of being a special 
educational needs coordinator (Senco) in a non maintained early years setting * . It is 
based on interviews with fifteen women pre school workers and on observations made 
both in their places of work and throughout the course of a training programme they 
attended with the author. Located within a social constructivist paradigm, grounded 
theory techniques are employed to explore the Sencos' understanding of their role and 
their approach to working with children with special needs. 
The results of the study indicate that the gendered nature of childcare work, combined 
with limited access to the dominant discourse of the 'Code ofPractice'(DfES, 2001) has 
led to a different, gendered approach to working with children with special educational 
needs, which has much in common with inclusive practice. 
The study concludes that this inclusive practice has evolved over time due to the 
gendered nature of childcare work and the previous lack of external support. The 
transition from being classified as care settings to being education settings is identified 
as a threat to this practice though, due to a wider misunderstanding of the non 
maintained sector and to the Sencos' lack of confidence in the value of their own 
practice. 
Following in the tradition of Hollway (1989) and Taylor (1996) the study is presented 
as a dynamic piece of work in which the methodology is not constrained to a single 
chapter, but evolves alongside of the project. As such questions of methodology appear 
throughout the study and the reader is invited to engage not only with the final product 
but also in the research process itself. 
• Non maintained early years settings are taken to mean settings other than schools which provide early 
years education, for example Private day nurseries, Playgroups and Pre-schools. These settings can be 
further divided into two groups - those that have opted to become government funded providers of early 
years education (NEF) and those that operate outside of this system. Settings opting to be NEF funded 
must fulfil a number of criteria including undertaking Ofsted inspections. delivering the Foundation 
Stage Curriculum and having heed to the Code of Practice. All settings involved in this study were NEF 
funded non maintained settings. 
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INTRODUCTIO~ 
WHY HERE? WHY NO\V? 
This chapter introduces the main area of study and how the project came to be located 
in this field. In addition to this, a rationale is given for the dynamic nature of the study 
and an explanation given for some of the process techniques employed. 
The reader is also introduced in this chapter to the type face that is used throughout the 
study to denote personal reflections and musings. 
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'-~~r-.. ~.======================================~.~, .A 
The stork:j' ~VlIt. ~bout to tell descrtbes all\. tli\.'jesHg~ttoll\. 1.11\. to tl1e world of spect~l ~eds 
~Ii\.ci Ii\.OII\. VlIt.~tll\.t~L~d e~rll::jl::je~rs provi.sLOII\.. 
To set tl1e sce~, VlIt.ucl1 of VlIt.l::j te~cl1LI!'..0 career LlI\.volved WOrR.LI!'..0 WLtl1 cl1Lldrell\. 1.11\. tl1e 
earltj tjears wttl1 VlIt.tj i.lI\.terests pertai.lIIllll.0 l~rgell::j to tssues. of currLculuVllt. ali\.ci tl1e 
VlIt.a~geVllt.ell\.t ~Ii\.ci LVlIt.pleVllt.eli\.tattoll\. of a cl1tld cell\.tred pedagogl::j. The pl1tlosopl1l::j ali\.ci 
practLce r eli\.CoulI\.tered LII\. tl1e e~rll::jl:1ears seeVllt.ec~ Lli\..tuLtLvell::j rtgl1t for aLL cl1Hareli\.., Ii\.Ot 
just tl10se 1.11\. tl1e pre scl100l pl1ase. Furtl1erVllt.ore, , beg~1I\. to realLse tl1at tl1e wal::j 1.11\. 
wl1Lch lI\.urserl::j ee;(UcatLOII\. w~s structured ~Ii\.ci cOli\.Ceptuali.sed offeree;( l1uge potell\.tLal 
for tVle tli\.ClUSLOII\. of cVlLle;(rell\. Wi.tVl spectal ~ee;(s. 
DespLte tI1LS, dLffereli\.Ces LII\. phi.losopl1l::j ali\.ci pr~cHce betweeli\. VlIt.l:1self ~Ii\.ci colle~gues 
worR.t~ wtth ote;(er cl1Ltdrell\. LII\. scl100l tee;( to all\. uli\.tasl::j relatLOlI\.sl1Lp. , was el!'..0ulfee;( 
til\. tl1e ge~ral VlIt.Lsuli\.cierstali\.ciLI!'..0 of the value of e~rltj ee;(ucatLolI\. ali\.ci the 
VlIt.argL~lLsatLolI\. of tl10se WOrR.L~ WLtVl sucl1 tjou~ cl1tte;(rell\.. 
"cl1Ltdrell\. uli\.cier 3 (but usualtl::j up to tl1e age of s) used to be oVllt.tttee;( froVllt. 
e;(LSCUSSLOII\.S of educatLo~t stali\.ciare;(s - (;!ssu\l1ll.eti carte;( for at l1oVllt.e or tl1c.tt 
carers or pr~ctLtLo~rs were Ii\.Ot coli\.Cerli\.tc;( for te(;!cI1L~ tl1eVllt.· 
Hurst, ~5T' p.)(LL 
Thts VlIt.~rgLli\..&IlLS~Holi\. w~s tl:1pLfi.ee( bl::j tne l~cR. of ~ aefi.lIIltLve terVllt. to aescri.be tVie 
parti.cut~r pl1ase of ee(ucatLolI\. , was WOrR.L~ til\.. The terVllt.s lI\.urserl::j, pre-scViool ~Ii\.ci 
R.Lli\.ciergartell\. were usee( LlI\.tercha~eabtl::j to descrtbe wVi~t h~ppe~e;( to chLle;(rell\. before 
tl1el::j coVllt.VlIt.eli\.Cee;( 'proper school', There w~s ~lso ~ R.el::j splLt bmveell\. earll::j l1e~rs 
ee;(ucatLoII\. wl1tcl1 was seell\. as t~R.i.~ pl~ce largell::j wLthLII\. scVioolll\.urSerLes, ~Ii\.ci 'dal::j 
care' WhLCh was SUII\. to be offeree;( til\. settLv..gs otl1er thall\. schools. 
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o~ IM..tj yetur~ to t~e ftel~ sOlM..e fOUY tjeays latey, L~ IM..tj yole as f3~ucaHo~L 
pstjcnologtst, I wttli\..t.Sse~ a stClrtlt~ trCl~forIM..Cltto~. The term '~Clrltj yeClrs' ~CI~ 
becolM..e wt~eltj use~ to ~escYLbe t~e pey(.o~ of CClye CI~ e~ucClHo~ offeye~ to cI1LL~ye~ 
betwu~ t~e Clges of 0 - 5 (altl-lougl1 peyl1aps lM..ore COIM..IM..O~tj use~ to ~escytbe cI-lLl~re~ 
betwee~ tl1e Clges of:3 - 5) ClM l1ac( byoa~e~~ to e~olM..pass Ii\.Ot o~tj scnool bClse~ 
~ysertes, but CllSO tI YCl~e of otl1er settt~s sucl1 tiS prtvtlte ~Cltj III-ursertes, 
plCltjgyouPS ClM c~tl~ IM..t~eys. 
A legtslClHve fYCllM..eworR. i1C1~ bee~ put L~ pLClce to e~ble sucn. M~ IM..ClL~tClLIII-e~ e&IYltj 
tjecIYs settL~s to appltj to becolM..e VaLU;(ate~ pyovt~eys' of earltj tjeays e~ucaHo~ as 
well CIS cI1Ll~cClye. I WClS styUCR. btj t~e yC!pt~ t~yeClse t~ tVte lI\..uVl.ol.ber of eClrll:::j tjeays 
provt~ers ClM tne WCll:::j til\.. wnl.cn tVte full ~Cltj caye serVi.ce IM..ClII\..l:::j settl.lI'.0s were Clble to 
offey lM..eClII'.t tl1at cVttl~ye~ wttVt spectCll ~e~s woul~ M Lo~er be cCitere~ for 
ex.clustveltj til\.. L~A settLlI'.0s. III\.. IM..tj role as f3~ucaHolI\..al pSljcl1ologLst I IM..Lgl1t MW 
ft~ IM..tjself WOYR.t~ ClCYOSS CI rCl~e of settL~s wLtl-l a wl10le III-eW ecl1eloll\, of f3C1rLtj 
yeClrs worR.ers. 
Wl1Llst prevtousltj i1avt~ seell\, IM..tjself CIS sOl'\lLeti1L~ of ClII\, eClrltj tjeClrs 'e.x.pert', I WClS 
stu~~~ to realt.se I-low lLlM..ttec( I'\II..lj e.x.perte~e WClS. W~Clt ~I.~ I actuaLltj R.MW Clbout 
tl1e V\.OII\, IM..ClL~ttlt~~ settt~s? t-tow coul~ I begL~ to ~elLvey e~lA.cCltLol'\..&!l pSl:::jcnologl:::j 
servtces to ti1ts sector? How ~t~ se~os LIII- sucl1 settL~s worR.? TIlLs was a worl~ I 
realltj R.Ill-eW vertjlLttle about. Thus tl1e focus of tl1e stu~tj WClS bor~ - to LlI\..vesHgClte 
tl1e ex.perl.e~e of se~os 1.11\, V\.OII\, l'\II..aLlI\,taLII\.tc( earltj tjears settL~s. 
lit lit 
To stop l1ere woul~ be to tell o~tj PClrt of ti1e stortj tnougi1. Rlaso~ CI~ Marsl1C1ll 
(::2.001.) suggest trlClt goo~ reseClrcn Ls bClse~ 011\, ClII\, ex.pressLolI\, of a lI\.tec( to cl1a~e or to 
sl1tft: sOlM..e Clspect of O~'S self (p.-f15). As tl1t.s sOl'\lLewi1C1t le~tl1tj ex.trClct fyOIM.. IM..tj 
reseClrcl1 ~Ltlr1:1 ~el'\lLO~tyates, tl1eye was tllso a c(egyee of peySo~L lM..oHvaHo~ 1.11\.. 
uMertaR.L~ ti1e py~ect: 
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'"Hlilti w..tj tu.tortCil wttl1 Tow.. tjestertiCitj. HLS respo/l\.Se to w..tj ttterliltu.re revi.ew 
WClS til\.. esseVl . ee 'ft~ bu.t vertj tiu.ll'. It's wrLttell\.. at a level tl1at wou.lti be 
acceptCible CI~ provr,c{es CI tl1orou.gl1ali\..d togLcCll Clli\..liIttjsts of tl1e sttu.attoll\.., CI~ 
as Su.cl1 forw...s all\.. acceptable ltteratu.re revi.ew - bu.t tt's Ii\..Ot I1Ls tl1L~ a~ l1e's 
IMt plilrtLcu.lClrltj tll\..teresteti til\.. su.pervi.st~ tt. He sL-<.0gesteti tl1at W-liItjbe, Lf I 
wCllI\..teti to cOlI\..ttll\..u.e til\.. tnat VeLII\.., I woulti be better betl!'.0 supervi.seti btj o~ of 
tne otner tu.tors. 
'lSu.t I'Ve alreliltitj bull\.. tnere. As far as I call\.. rew..ew..ber, I'Ve bull\.. wrLtL~ 1.11\.. tl1Ls 
sttjte,a~ I'Ve ~Ver bull\.. cnaltel!'.0ed abou.t Lt. That's Ii\..Otnl.l!'.0 agaLli\..St tne 
tu.tors I'Ve worRtti wLHI LII\. tne past, tl1etj'VejL-<.St ~ver reCltLl::jnati w..ucn to atiti, 
a~ becliIL-<.Se I'w.. vertj self IilA..DtLvlilted, I'Ve jL-<.St bull\.. left to get 011\. wl.tl1 Lt. 
'lSu.t I'Ve ~ver relillLtj R.II\.OWII\. wnat Lt LS tl1C1t I'w.. ti01.1!'.0 tl1at w..aRts Lt OK. Wntj 
LS w..tj wrLttl!'.0 su.l.tClble fol' M.e;ti / M.Sc / e;ti.D? It'sjL-<.St bull\. a stab 1.11\. tne 
v(IiIYR.. Wl1ell\.. o~ of tne ~w v(octorate stu.v(eli\..ts asRtti w..e Lf tl1e sta~ayv( of 
worR. was ni.gnel', I replteti tl1at I v(tv(II\.'t R.II\.OW - ('V( jL-<.St v(o~ wnat I'v( alwatjs 
v(o~ lilli\..d Lt nav( bull\.. acceptable. 
ThLII\.R.1.1!'.0 bIilCR., wnell\.. I startec( w..tj 'B.. e;v(, for ~ost of tne ttw..e I oll\..ltj SCYlilpeti 
btj - w..tj ~IiIYR.s were low aveYlilge. 'lSut tl1ell\.. su.v(v(ell\.ltj tl1etj cl1li1~ev( ali\..d ~tj 
w..arR.5 weV\..t up to well above aveYCIge. wl1li1t l1a'P'Pe~v(? Wl1tj til.V( tl1l.l!'.0s 
cl1a~e? - wl1at v(tti I start v(oL~ v(LffeyeV\..tltj? It suv(v(ell\..ltj I1Lt w..e - tl1at was 
wl1eV\.. I starteti to becow..e IilA..Dre poLLtLcalLtj Clware - tl1e 'PoLL tlil,X., liIV\..tL apartl1el.V(, 
ClaL-<.Se :2l? all beclilw..e plilrt of wl10 I was. TIlLs LlLL-<.Stratev( a sl1l.f\: 1.11\. tl1e Wliltj I 
vi.ewec( tne worlV(. I I1li1ti stoppec( acceptLl!'.0 tl1at poll.tLcl.liIlI\..S lilli\..d tnose 1.11\.. 
autl10rLttj were alwCltjs ngl1t ali\..d begull\. to quesHolI\... TIlLI!'.0S were 11\.0 lOl!'.0el' 
tlilRtV'\. lilt fClce vCllu.e a~ acceptev(. ASsuw..'Ptl.oV\..s wel'e questLo~ti. TIlLs becClw..e 
plil rt of w..e ali\..d w..tj tiCi tj to tia tj e.x.tstevu.e. 
TIlLS crl.tLcliIl stClli\..Ce represeV\..ts 1.11\. essevu.e a ~ove tOWClrtis socl.Cll cOli\..StrucHvi.st 
tnLV\..R.LI!'.0. TIle accepteti 'trutl1' 01' 'reCi Lttl::j' tioesll\.'t l1ave to be tl1e oll\..ltj o~ -
tl1ere's w..ol'e to tt tl1aV\.. tl1at. Cfol.l!'.0 blilcR. to w..tj 'IS.e;d WOI'R., tne grliltiulill 
l.V\..tyoc(uctLolI\.. of iii crl.tl.cal elew..ell\.t I.II'..t:o tl1e WOyR. cl1a~eti I.t frol-lA. bortierlL~ to 
a goov( /ilc/iltiew..1.c sta~Clrti (too lCite 1.11\. \l\.ttj case - I caw..e out wl.tl1 iii pOOl' :2.:2!). 
TIlLs aware~ss of tl1e ~eti to recogliUse 1iI~ deal wttl1 titffeyell\.t vi.ews of 
reaLtttj s'Purreti w..tj tll\.terest 1.11\. ali\..d IiIwareli\..e5S of qualttatLve reselilrcn 
appyoacnes. Altnou.gn I WIiISIl\.'t aware of tt, I.t was tl1l.s level of crttl.cal tl1l.lI\..R.tl!'.0 
tnlilt got l-lA.e HIYou.gn w..lj M.e;ti ali\..d M.Sc. 
'lSu.t I'\<\.lj feelLI!'.0 I.S tnlilt ti01.1!'.0 tl1e e;d.D snou.ld sow..eVtow be qu.all.tlilt!.veltj 
titffereV"-t. I waV'\.t to be cnallel!'.0ec( - , tioV'\.'t waV'\.t [.t to bejL-<.St tne sa\l\.te IiIS ~lj 
M.e;e( a~ M.Sc wnere ,'VIi\. 'Plilttee( OV'\. tne l1eae( lilli\..d toLe( tl1at [.t's verlj gooe(. So 
wneV'\. Tol'\<\. suggestee( tl1at , go blilcR. to o~ of tl1e otner tutors, , WIiiS IiIffro~eti. 
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I WANT MOR.6 THAN THAT. 
At tYle S£1~e tL~, I £1~ sC£1red. WYlClt tf I C£1l1'.'t do WYlClt I'~ tr!:jl.lII..0 to do? I 
dOll'.'t nClve Cl route mctp ctll'.d I ct~ gotlll..0 tlll1:o uMnctrted wClters. Cittttlll..0 b!:j 
wl.tn ~!:j currelll1: level of tntll'.~tlll..0 n£1s beell'. ver!:j co~fortClble, wntcYl ts good 
for ~e - , ftll'.d crl.tLcl.s~ YlClrd to tClRt, £111'.d ~!:j vul~rClble self-esteem doesll'.'t 
taRt ~LlI'.dl!:j to r£s~ tClR.l.III..0. Tr!:jtlll..0 to do so~etYll.1II..0 dtfferell'.t wttl leClve me 
feeltlll..0 vertj exposed . 
. Wrt.tl.III..0C1S I'Ve CllwCltJs wrtttell'., I £1~ 1.11'. cOlI'.trot - I ~MW rougYlltJ tYle 
wor~loCld I £1~ COmml.ttLIII..0 ~tJself to all'.lil C£1I1'. gctuge tVte tL~e co~~tt~ell'.t I 
~ed to ~ClRt to acl1l.eve tl1at. TI'!:j1.1I'.0 to do so~etl1tll'.0 dtfferelll1:, I wl.ll M 
lOlll..0er Yl£1Ve tYlClt colll1:rot - I WOII'.'t be l.1I'. tYle cMvt.1I'.0 seClt. 
t:>evelopl.lI'.0 a crl.tLcCll (questLoll'.l.lI'.0) st£1Me nClS tClRtIl'. me to tl1e bClstc level for 
Clc&lde~tc worR-, but to Clcl1teve tl1Clt I1l.gl1er plCl~, tt wtll ~ed to per~eClte tYle 
wl10le of ~!:j pl1tlosopl1!:j ClII'.d prClctl.ce. ThClt wl.lt Clffect botl1 tl1e plCllI'.lI'.l.1I'.0 of 
~tJ worR-, tVte WCltJ til'. wl1tcn I cOVI-CeptuClltse tne reseClrcn process, now I collect 
CI~ &llI'.&IltJse tl1e dCltCl £111'.d now I presell'.t tt. It wl.ll tMlude tl1l.lI'.R.tlll..0 £1roulI'.d 
tne relatLOlI'.sYltp betweell'. rese&lrcner, reseClrcn subjects ClII'.d tl1e II'.&Iture of tl1e 
reseClrcl1 ttself. 
III'. esse Me tt's Cl ~eta-cogll\,t.ttve apprOClcn to tne reseClrcl1 process. It's learvUlII..0 
Clbout tl1e leClrll'.tlll..0 tnat I'~ dotlll..0. It's seetlll..0 ClII'.d verbCllt.sl.lII..0 tl1e processes 
tn£1t c.tre til'. operc.ttLoll'. til'. ~!:j OWII'. ~tll'.d. It's wl1Clt Holltda!:j (2002) descr£bes c.ts 
'showing tht workings~ wtHI worR. I'Ve do~ before, tl1e 'wor~LlII..0s' n£1ve heell'. 
LII'. ~!:j nec.td - I'Ve beeV\, (more or less) £1wc.tre of tl1e LSsues of power etc., but I 
l1£1vell'.'t R.MWII'. WVtc.tt to vlo Clbout tne~ or now to mctR.e tne~ expltct.t LV\, WYlc.tt 
I'm dotlll..0. MCltJbe tl1ts (s wnere ~tJ wor~ tl1LS tl.~e becomes quall.tCltLvel!:j 
dLfferelll1:.' DtssertClHoV\,JouYV\.ClL G/10/0':l 
ThUS, tne dl.ssertc.ttLoll'. tells two stortes. FLrstltJ tVtere ts tl1e SCYlOlClrll1 I.lI'.vestLg&ltl.oll'. 
LV\,tO tl1e exper£eV\..c.e of SeMOS til'. Mil\. ~&lLI!I.tCll.~d earl!:j !:je£1rs settl.lII..0s. 6quClll!:j, tYlere 
ts mtj stor!:j- tne stor!:j of tYle struggle to evolve ClII'.d develop ClS Cl reseClrCVter. 
'Preselll1:tll'.0 sucn £1 dual stor!:j l1as Mt beell\. ec.ts!:j. III'. trCldl.tl.oll'.&ll pOSl.tLvt.stLc resec.trcn, 
sucn c.t l1u~&lv\' presell'.Ce would be vt.ewed c.ts uV\.ScLell'.tLftc CI~ CIS detrc.tctLlII..0 from tl1e 
vCllue of tVte wor~. wtHILIl'. tl1e SOCLCll cOv\'structLvt.st pClradl.g~ nowever, tVtere ts greater 
recog~tLoll'. of tne dtfftcultLe5 of re~ClLvU~ 'outstde' of o~'s reseClrcn (wtlttg, 2001). 
The WCll:j til'. wl1tcn tne reseClrcl1er structures tl1e 'Pr~ect ClII'.d tl1e WCll:j til'. Wl1LCl1 yl1e 
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coli\Structs lilA.ea~1II..9 frolilA. tVie clata wat all reflect ViLs/'rtU uMeYLljLIII..9 value 
structures. 
RtltVier tVial'\. trlj~~ to ~gli\,Ore or 1iIA.~~IiIA.~se tl1e vo~ce of tVie researcVier, Taljlor (~3h) 
suggests tVtat tl1e presell\.Ce of tl1e reseclYcVter SVtould be VllLade l".Wre ex:plLcLt &1M opeli\. to 
exalilA.~I'\.tIHol'\. blj tVie reacler. The teYIiIA. 'persol'\.tll refle.x.~~tlj' ~s usecl to clesc~be tVie 
process of reflectLlII..9 UpOli\. tVie walj L.li\. wVi~11 tl1e researcl1er's OWli\. values, exper~lI\.Ces, 
L.l'\.terests a~ beltefs l1ave sVtapecl tVte researcVt process all'.a ~ce versa (l-toll~clalj, 
:200:2). 'BuYIiIA.ali\. (~3h) argues tVtat acR.li\,OwleclgL.1II..9 subject~~tlj tli\. tl1Ls walj allows 
for a lilA.ore VtOli\.tst accouli\.t of tVte researcVt subject, as Lt &lllows VIAOre accouli\.ttlbf.lLtlj for 
tVte subjecHve resources tVtat structure bot)., tl1e researc)., process a~ ell\.Su£~ reports. 
TIlUSVIIL1::j presell\.Ce 1.1'\. tVte stucl1::j cali\. bejusHftecl LI'\. tel'li\A.S of reflexL~t1::j. Here LI'\. tl1ts 
ope~~ CVttlpter, I Lli\.trocluce IilA.ljself. TIlLS LS VIlLe aM tVtLS LS VtOW I cOVIlLe to tVte researcVt 
COli\.text. DLsclosLIII..9 persol/\,lll values aM assulilA.ptl.Oli\.S tli\. tl1LS walj wLll &lllow retlders 
to experLell\.Ce tl1e l'esetlrcVt tl1l'ougVt 1ilA.1::j e1::jes, tlM IilA.tlR.e tVteL.1' OWli\. juclgelilA.eli\.ts about 
tVte Lli\.terpretaHoli\.5 I VIlLaR!. 6X.pOSLIII..9 reaclers to tVte VllLessL~$S of tVtt process (Ta1::jlor, 
:1.33"') a~ LIi'vVLtI.~ tl1elilA. to SVtare LIi'v tVte uli'vfolclL~ stor1::j allows tVtLs process to ttlR.e 
place. 
MMal'\.!1 tracltHol/\,lll acadeVIILLc SOCLCll scteli\.Ce pr~ects are wrf.tteli\. up Lli\. SUCVt a 
Wtl!:1 as to reLli'vfol'Ce scLeli\.tf.ftc pClrClcltgVIAS of L.clealL.sec( researcVt pl'acHce. SUCVt 
pteces of worR. exclucle tl1e faLlures, tl1e cJ.f.fftculttes, tne leal'~~ CIS !:jou go 
alo~ a~ above &Ill 'Wn&lt ntlppe~c('." p.:1.0~ 
To lilA.e, tl1e process of carrljL~ out tVte researcVt ali\.cl tl1e persol'\.tll cJ.evelopVIILeli\.t tVtat Vtas 
ttlR.t"", place tVtrougVtout tVte project l1as bee"", of equtll LVllLpol'ttlli\.Ce to ty,e subject bocJ.1::j of 
ty,e stucJ.!:j. The seco~, VllLore Y,UVIIL&I"'" stor1::j CVtarts botVt ty,e nLgns &1M tVte lows of ty,e 
rese&lrcVt process: 
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r~Vioo! I feel ye~ll~ elatect, e.x.cttect a~ eV\..tViusect to get ov\.. wtth w.~ 
cttssertaHoV\. ... ., DtssertClHoV\.Jour-VI.CIl G/G/03 
'I'Ve s~t ov\.. the stttt""'0 yoow. floor- MW for- tVir-ee Vl.tgVits ruV\..VI.t""'0, surrouVl-ctect 
Lv\' a sea of paper aVl-ct I still feel totClll~ lost. I caV\..'t get w.~ cttrecHoV\. aVl-ct I'w. 
startL""'0 to paVl.tc ... ., Dl.ssertCitLoV\. JourVI.CIl 3/G/03 
As well as coV\..b-tbutl.""'0 to tVie persoVl.Cll yefLe.x.hA.t~ ew.bectctect tv\" tVie stuc(~, e""'0~gt""'0 
tVie reacter Lv\' sucr, ~ per-soVI.CIl jour-V\..t~ LV\..vites aV\. ew.otLoVI.CIl attacViw.eV\..t ClVI-ct Clltows 
tVie reCicter to s~aye tv\" aVl-ct e.x.peyLeVI.Ce tVie huw.aVl. stor~ of ~VI. ew.eYgeVl.t resear-cVier. 
As such the worR LS t~ptftect b~ ClV\.. altel'"V\.ClHoV\.. betweeVl. acactew.Lc a~ persoVI.CIl 
yefLecttoVl.. MCI III-~ cVi~pters aye pref~cect b~ a per-soVI.CIl stCltew.eVl-t cOVI.CenM.""'0 tVie 
proctucttolll- of tViat p~rtLcutar- secHolII-. WL.tnLv\' tVie boct~ of two of tne cnClpter-s tVieye LS ~ 
ctuCil elew.eVl.t cteVIII.oVl.Str-ClHV1-0 eV\ll.er-gtV1-0 tnougrtts ~~ uIII-cter-st~ Vl-cttVl-0. DtffereVl.t 
tl::jpef~ces Viave beeVl. usect tr,yougr,out trte stuct~ to c(ew.oVl.Strate tr,LS process etew..eV\.t. 
"TIle l.V\.tettectu~l cow.peteVI.Ce requLrect for Mil\. traV(LtioVI.CIl fOYV\ll.S of reseCir-cr, LS 
partLcutclYt~ probteVIII.CltLc, bec~use Lt l.V\.volves tr,e sRtll of sttppt""'0 outsLv(e of 
tr,e fr~Vlll.eworR of OV\..t'S OWII\. tnLII\.R.I.VI-0" p.i-l.r 
As a researcVler tVitS VlClS certaLV\.lkj bull\. true. Fl.Vl-cttV1.0 all\. appropr-L~te wa kj of 
represeVl-tLV1-0 tVie worR ~VI-Ct tVle uVl-ctertl::jLV1-0 processes VIas Mt beell\. e~s~. 
'I feel ~s tViough I'VIII. gOL""'0 tVirougn tne p~LII\. bClrrLer wttVi w.~ cttssert~HoV\. at 
tVie Vlll.oV\ll.eV\.t. I feel all out Cit sea. I Reep thtlll-Rt""'0 'OV!, C~II\.'t Ijust taRe a terw. 
off?' 'But I RV\.OW tt woutctll\.'t get all\.l::j e~sLey. Ivejust got to grLt w.l::j teetn ClVI.Ct 
get 0111- wttVi Lt." Dtssertttttoll\.JouYVl.Cll :2/G/03 
III\. e.x.posLV1-0 lM.~self tv\' thLS wakj CI~ LII\.vU:LV1-0 reav(eys to sVlare 1.11\. w.~ jourVl.tkj, I feet 
verkj vulVl.trClbte. To w.e, tVie struggte nCls beeVl. worthwhtle. M~ l10pe l.S tl1at tVie reClv(er 
wLtl ctrClw a sl.Vlll.l.lClr COVI.CLusl.oV\.. 
"~-. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
SETTING THE SCENE 
Combining extracts from the three subsidiary data categories· (,Working Conditions', 
'Working with Children' and 'Staffing Issues') this chapter provides a vivid insight 
into the actual context of the research, for those unfamiliar with the non maintained 
sector. 
• For a full explanation of the term subsidiary category please see page 85 
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SETTING THE SCENE 
Welcome to the World of Non Maintained Early Years Provision 
Physical Conditions 
The settings visited ranged from privately run day nurseries, to playgroups and included 
creches and work place nurseries. The differences and distinctions between these 
categories seemed very subtle and at times confusing: 
"It's hard to know what the distinction is between the various settings. Pre 
School/Playgroup /Private day nursery. I'm not clear about what the technical 
difference is." Observation Notes, Setting 6 
"It's been here nearly 40 years. It started off as a little nursery school only open 
in the mornings. When I got it 14 years ago, we started opening in the afternoon. 
It's only 4 years since we became a day nursery. " Senco 9 
The geographic location of the settings spanned both inner city and rural suburbs of a 
northern city. Settings seemed to be scattered randomly across the district. 
"The nursery is in a small, converted end terrace that has seen better days. Getting 
my things together in the car before the interview, I hear angry voices down the 
street. A man is shouting at a little boy (toddler), threatening to leave him if he 
doesn't come out of the house straight away. I feel quite uneasy getting out of the 
car ... " Observation Notes, Setting 3 
As with schools, the physical appearance of the different settings varied greatly. Of the 
private day nurseries, the majority seemed to be located in converted houses. This was 
accomplished with varying degrees of success. 
"The nursery is based in a converted house. When I rang the bell, I was escorted 
into a carpeted reception area. The rooms off it all seem light and airy." 
Observation Notes, Setting 4 
"The nursery is in a small end terrace - two rooms downstairs and a double room 
upstairs. We talked in the spare downstairs room. The toys were all laid out and it 
was very cramped." Observation Notes, Setting 3 
In one case, the nursery was in the basement of a huge inner city chapel which has since 
been converted into an upmarket Indian restaurant. 
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"The nursery is in the basement - you go down steep steps straight off the street to 
get to the door. Inside, the building is on a split level. Downstairs is lit by 
reasonable sized windows onto the street above, which was quite pleasant when 
the sun was shining ... " Observation Notes, Setting 14 
In another case, one part of a split site is located in a local shop: 
"The building is part of a row of shops on the high street. It still has a plate 
glass, shop front window, although the building is obviously a nursery!" 
Observation Notes, Setting 5 
Many of the settings, particularly the housing conversions had a number of staircases 
that would make access difficult: 
"The pre school & toddler room is in a fairly small end terrace - and there's a 
split level within that - lots of steps and tight corners." Observation Notes, 
Setting 5 
Room size was highly variable depending on the type of building the setting was housed 
in. This ranged from fairly generous rooms, through to more cramped conditions: 
"There were two rooms upstairs and two rooms downstairs. The upstairs rooms 
are joined and can take up to 12 children - that's really scary - there was hardly 
room with the 6 that were there." Observation Notes, Setting 3 
Of the voluntary groups, the majority of them are housed in multi purpose buildings for 
example, church halls, village halls, civic buildings. 
"The playgroup is based in a huge Victorian hall in the middle of the village. It 
also houses a swimming pool and a dance hall. The outside of the building must 
have looked quite grand at one time but now it just looks cold and austere." 
Observation Notes, Setting 12 
"The playgroup is in a draughty old church hall ... I had to walk around and knock 
on a couple of doors before I found the right one. Everything seemed locked up. It 
looked as though the place had been gutted. There were piles of rubbish at the 
gate - broken toys, old stair gates and the like ... " Observation Notes, Setting 6 
Whilst a few of the settings had access to outdoor areas and in some cases had 
developed these to good effect, this was not the norm and many settings had very 
limited facilities for outdoor play. 
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Resources 
The standard and quality of play materials available for the children varied greatly 
between settings. 
"The toys were all laid out but everything was very cramped. The toys all looked 
a bit grubby and 'past their best'" Observation Notes, Setting 3 
The quality of display within settings also varied hugely. 
"The planning is displayed on the stairs and landing. There are lots of displays 
of work showing the learning intent, but it seems to be mainly adult mass 
produced - overwriting or tracing." Observation Notes, Setting 3 
"The walls are mushroom coloured and absolutely riddled with holes where 
'staples and pins have damaged the plaster. The plaster is interspersed with wall 
display boards with children's work on - a combination of 'real' children's work 
and some adult guided work" Observation Notes, Setting 12 
This didn't always tally with the training or general impression of curriculum 
knowledge given by the setting. On one occasion, there seemed to be as many members 
of staff engaged with putting up a display as there were interacting with the children: 
Ethos 
"There don't seem to be many staff in attendance - two are busy putting up a 
new display!" Observation Notes, Setting 14 
In the settings I visited, the issue of health and safety seemed more prevalent than I 
would have expected from my work in schools: 
"There were lots of notices around - sugar content in infant juices, what 
modelling materials can and can't be used - e.g. no cotton wool; pasta must be 
cooked before using for collage ... " Observation Notes, Setting 5 
"The setting had been freshly painted - Fire doors and safety adjustments were 
very visible ... " Observation Notes, Setting 5 
Although standards of hygiene were generally good, in some settings this was not the 
case: 
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"The interview was carried out in the kitchen .... Modem, 'sparkly' lino floor, but 
very grubby - I didn't want to put Eliza (my nine month old daughter) down. As 
we talked, we were constantly interrupted by children running through the 
kitchen to go to the toilet and back again." Observation Notes, Setting 6 
"There was a tiny carpeted area, which was coming unfitted at the edge ..... 
Carpets and everything looked a bit shabby ... the toys looked a bit grubby." 
Observation Notes, Setting 3 
On each occasion the Senco had remembered that I was coming and was expecting me. 
In the majority of cases, there was a warm welcome: 
"I was ushered promptly into the office - the Senco was concerned for my 
welfare - offered me coffee etc and choice of chair. She was concerned for Eliza 
too: 'First let's get her some bricks or something ... III Observation Notes, Setting 
4 
~'The Senco was expecting me. She suggests that we go and talk in the baby 
room so that Eliza can play with the toys up there." Observation Notes, Setting 9 
Only on one occasion did I feel that there was a slight 'edge' to the meeting. 
"I got the feeling that I was being told off - as she took me down to the big office 
in the basement, a comment was made: 'we don't usually allow babies down 
here'" Observation Notes, Setting 5 
Staffing profile and training 
Most of the staff observed working in the settings were in their late teens I early 20s and 
without exception all were female. Given the age and sex of the workers, issues around 
pregnancy and maternity leave were prominent. 
"I haven't done it for long because the girl that worked here before me left. She 
had a baby, came back after maternity and thought that's it and left." Senco 14 
"(I took it on) earlier this year, me and my other colleague but she's actually 
away on maternity leave at the moment." Senco 3 
"We've got another worker who does the child care ...... she's off sick. The 
worker had been on maternity leave and then she came back and then went off 
sick" Senco 7 
In all but two of the settings the Sencos were white European women. The only 
exceptions to this were in a creche run for an Asian women's centre, and one Senco with 
African heritage. 
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A number of settings had clear management structures which were largely related to 
level of qualification, and length of time in post. Within a number of the private day 
nurseries, a 'family tree' showing the people working in the setting and their status and 
qualifications was prominently displayed, with photographs of the individuals involved. 
Whilst many of the managers I encountered seemed to be actively involved with the 
children, this was not the case in all settings. In one particular setting, the manager took 
what seemed to be a largely 'executive' role. 
"I was met at the door by the nursery manager who was wearing a fitted two 
piece suit. Talk about the boot being on the other foot! 1 had deliberately dressed 
casually to try to equalise any inequalities over status, but now it was me feeling 
scruffy and un-professional!!" Observation Notes, Setting 5 
Most of the settings had staff with a range of qualifications relating to childcare and 
early childhood education and a number are actively working to develop their training 
profile ... 
"Janet isn't here today, she's done a BTech course, and Mandy she's done Level 
2 and me and Tracey are working on Level 3. So we're all qualified." Senco 8 
Whilst many of the Sencos described attending short courses attendance seemed to be 
reliant on not only personal commitment but also issues within the setting. 
"I've been on a Senco course and there were two other courses I was supposed 
to go on but one of them was cancelled and then 1 had to cancel as we were short 
staffed but there are a few I am supposed to go on over the next few months." 
Senco 1 
"I've been one course. I'm supposed to have been on a course this week at 
Shipley Community Centre. But 1 actually missed it because my little girl was ill 
..... " Senco 3 
Whilst in a number of settings there seems to be a level of co-operation and camaraderie 
about the job ... 
"We have staff meetings monthly, or usually it works out six weekly and I pay 
the staff to come in the evening. Well, we close at six so we do it on a Friday 
night. One of our teachers is a piano teacher, she works in the week, so it's 
Friday night from six to half past seven. I think that helps. It's very informal. 
We don't have a lot written down." Senco 9 
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Planning the Curriculum 
In most settings, there seemed to be well developed planning systems and for many 
settings, the curricular content of this was explicitly linked to the Foundation Stage 
planning documentation: 
"I've just had a Mum come in this morning to put her boys name down and she 
stayed for about half an hour and was asking what we do and she said 'well 
you're not really like a play group are you'. Because he went to a full time 
nursery when she worked full time and she said it's on a level with that; because 
its not Playgroup level any more is it, because of guidelines etc. " Senco 8 
However, there were also settings where the curricular intent of the planning was less 
obvious and the curriculum knowledge of the staff limited. 
"They have an exercise book in which they write the progression. What the 
child can do now and what he could do before. So you can just go to that and 
know that this child didn't know the colours but now he knows the colours. 
They put comments on every child. They've got a book, she'll show you it." 
Senco 7 
Whilst the planning was on display in a number of settings, this didn't always seem to 
be reflected in what was happening in the rooms: 
"In the Senco's room, despite the planning, the children seemed to be milling 
around without much to do. I don't know whether that was it was getting towards 
lunch time, or whether it was general." Observation Notes, Setting 5 
All of the settings seemed to have some form of ongoing record keeping for the children 
in attendance. This was usually carried out by individuals within the setting: 
"That's what we start with, filled in by the parents. Then we have those as a 
quick check and go through other individual. The leaders made these up really 
and the observations we do of different areas. One session a week." Senco 6 
However, in some settings, this became more of a shared activity although this required 
higher levels of organisation and commitment: 
"We have early learning goals records. We have a daily book where if anything 
special comes up or they done something different, we just have a jotter that we 
write it down in and then once a fortnight when the children have gone home on 
a Thursday we sit in here and we all have so many allocated children and we 
bring the records up to date. If there's something in the records like, we've five 
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levels of these records, so we do one per half term if they haven't achieved it at 
the beginning of that half term we'll be looking out to see if they've achieved by 
middle or so." Senco 8 
Role of the Staff 
In most settings, staff seemed to a large extent to be engaged with the children. 
However, this was not always the case: 
"In the first room, the 3 - 5 year olds are engaged in a colouring activity and 
seem to have a large degree of freedom in this (ie no adult input)" Observation 
Notes, Setting 14 
"The 2 - 3 year olds were watching TV. There are 2 -.3 members of staff with 
them - one in particular is sitting engrossed watching the TV. There is very little 
interaction going on with the children - no mediation of the programme." 
Observation Notes, Setting 14 
Also, the content and appropriateness of the activity for the children could on occasions 
be questioned: 
"As I walked through the room, the chairs were all around in a circle practising 
for the Christmas concert. They were nearly all boys, between the ages of 2 - 3. 
How long had they been sitting there for?!!" Observation Notes, Setting 8 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEWING THE LITERATURE 
This chapter explores the dilemmas of writing a literature review that 
demonstrates not only the researcher's final understanding of the context but that also 
reflects the process of this development. As such the chapter is presented as a series of 
extracts from the first draft of the literature review, followed by a probing and 
questioning of the stance taken. Plain text and italics are used to illustrate this 
chronology of initial and later thought. 
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~-~~~.======================================~.~-
f3V11lbClrR.L.~ upoV\, tnts pr~ect, I WClS to sOVllle e.x.teV\.t prepClre~ for tne eV\.Sut~ 
~tff/"c'uLtf.e.s of CltteVlllptt~ to wrtte Cl ltterClture review. Previous experteV\.Ce of cClrrl::jt~ 
out two otVter qUCltttClttve re.seClrCVt pr~ect.s VtCl~ VIIlCl~e tVte ~tteVlllVlllClS of e.stClbttsVtt~ 
pClrClVlileteY'S Clrou~ tVte ltteY'CltUY'e Clll too fCliM.mClY'. 1)esptte tnts u~erstCl~t~, tv,e 
experteV\.Ce tl1ts HVIIle WClS v\,o d.tffereV\,t. 
"c;verl::jtl1t~ seeVlilS so vClgue CIt tne VIIloVllleV\,t ... CIS tVtougVt I'VIIl WCltRJ~ tVtrougVt 
fog ... tt VIIlCllus tCllRJ~ coneY'eV\,tll::j Clbout tt to oti1eY's veY'tj ~tffi.cutt. Ijust VtClVe 
to luep ov\, got~ Cl~ Vtope tt stClrts to tClRe sl1C1pe sOOV\,!" 1)tssertClttov\' JouY'V\.CIl 
1-0/6/0':2. 
OV\.t of tVte tVtreCl~S coV\,ttV\,utV\,g froVlll VIIll::j previous ex.perteV\.Ce of qUCltttClttve stu~tes 
WClS tl1e ~estre V\.Ot to specLfl::j too eClril::j tV\, tVte stu~l::j wnClt tVte Rel::j tssues VIIltgVtt be: 
" .•. tt woul~ be VIlle ~ect~t~ WVtClt I tVttV\,R. tne R.el::j tssues SVtout~ be, - ev\'forct~ 
VV-l::j views ov\, tne ~CltCI rCltVter tnClV\, ClLtowt~ ti1e ~CltCi CI~ Clctors to speClR. for 
tVteVlllseLves." t:>tssertClttov\' JourV\,ClL 5/':2./37 
wttVt Cl view to ~evelopt~ CI serVtce ~eltverl::j VIIlo~el to ti1e v\.ov\, VIIlCltV\,tCltV\.t~ eClrll::j l::jeClrs 
sector, tVte focus of tne stud.l::j WClS ov\, e.x.ptort~ ti1e ex.perteV\.Ce of bet~ CI seV\.Co tV\, 
SUCVt settt~s. As suci1 tne ltterClture revt.ew V\.te~e~ to looR. &It cOv\'te.x.tu&ll tssue such ClS 
receV\,t CVtCl~es tV\, eClrll::j l::jeClrs poltcl::j, &IS wetl &IS tssues of eClrLl::j l::je&lYs pY&lcttce &lV\,c;( 
i10w tVtetj relCite to ci1tt~rev\' wttn spectCll V\.te~s. 
IV\, tLV\.t wttl1 tnt.s, tne bClCR.grou~ reCl~t~ nCl~ beeV\, veY'l::j wt~e, so ClS Mt to leCive Clv\'l::j 
Clve~ uV\.e;<.plored. 01' to ~tscouV\,t CI V\,tjtl1 t~. strCl uss Cl ~ Corbtv\' (1j30) 
ClcR.V\.Owle~ge tnClt tVtts VIIl&ll::j gtve rtse to SOVllle ~tffi.culttes. T11el::j suggest HtClt WVtttst 
d.evelopt~ Cl geV\.tY'Cll u~erstCl~t~ of tVte ClreCl of stu~tj t.s esseV\,HCll, tt ~oesv\"t V\.te~ 
to be so spectftc ClS to pre-eVlllpt orpreclu~e Clv\'l::j reseClrcVt ft~t~s. 
"you wLtL cOVIlle to tne reseClrcn sttU&ltL.o~ wttl1 sOVllle b&lcR.gYoulMt LV\, tVte 
teci1V\.LcCll ltteY&ltuye ... Vtowever, tVteye ts M V\.te~ to review CllL of tVte LLteYCltuye 
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beforel'lClI'I-d, becCiuse tf we Clre effectf.ve 1.11\. our CI~l!::jsts ~w data categorL.es 
wLll eVlA.erge tl'lCit 11\..0 o~ l'las tl'lougl'lt of prevtousl!::j' strauss § CortLlI\., 1330, 
p.50 
strCluss ClI'I-d Corbtll\. (:1.330) go 011\. to propose tl'lat tl'le tli\.l.tt.ClL reVLew of tl1e It.terCiture 
sl'lould sHVlA.ulate wl'lat tl'le!::j descrtbe CIS 'tl'leorettcCll sell\.stHvttl:f I.e: persoli\.al ClwClreli\.t5S 
of tl1e subtLetf.es of VlA.eCllI\.t~ 1.11\. tl1e dClttl. The use of tecl'lli\.l.cClL ltterCiture 1.5 SClt.d to 
eli\.l'lClli\.Ce tl'lts sell\.sttLVLt!::j: 
rgl:j I1C1VL~ sOVlA.e fClVlA.t.ltClrit!::j wttl'l tl1ese pubLi.cCltLoli\.S !::jou l1ave CI ri.cl'l 
bClc~roul'l-d of tll\.fo~CltLoII\. tl'lCit seli\.SttLses !:jou to whClt ts got~ 011\. wttl'l tl'le 
pl1eli\.O~li\.OlI\.!:jou Clre stud!:jt~ .. strCluss § CorbLII\., 1330, p.-t3 
As sucl'l, tl'le tli\.l.tLClL LtterCiture rMew served tt5 purpose. 
Returli\.!.~ to tl'le LtterCiture revtew so~ 1.2 VlA.OlI\.tl'ls lCiter, l'lClVL~ collected ClI'I-d 
Clli\.CIl!:jsed tl'le dCltCl, I WClS fCiced wttn CI dLleVlA.Ii\ACI. TIle data l'lCld, CIS destred, taR-eli\. 011\. CI 
Ltfe ClIi\.d dtrectLolI\. of tts OWII\.. TIlts nowever resulted 1.11\. VlA.Ucl'l of tne coli\.teVl-t of tne 
orfgtll\..ClL LtterCiture rNtew Ii\.OW ber.~ tli\.Co~ruous wttl'l tne eli\Aergt~ focus of tne 
WOyR.. WntLst sHLL descrtbtV1-0 tl'le experieli\.Ce of beLV1-0 CI seli\.Co t.1I\. tl1e Ii\.OII\. w..aLlI\.tClt.~d 
sector, tssues tVlClt I VtCld Ii\.Ot evell\. cOlI\.stdered SUCVt CIS tl'le geli\.dered ~ture of tVle eC/re 
educCitLoII\. split Vtad coVlA.e to tne fore. 
Wl'ltLst tl'le logtcClL respoll\.se to tnts Ii\ACll:jI1C1ve beell\. to dtsregClrd tl'le ortgt~l ltterCiture 
reVLew ClIi\.d StCirt Clgatll\. froVIA. scrCltCVt, I was U~ClSl:j wttn tl'lL.S as all\. ClCtLOII\.. 
RtSpol'l-dt~ 1.11\. tl1ts WCl!::j would devalue tl'le leClrli\.l.~ tl'lCit l1C1d go~ 011\. ClIi\.CI presell\.t 
tVte wnole pr~ect CIS ClII\. 'eli\.d product' rCltl1er tl'lClII\. CIS CI process of eoVl-tL.II\.UOUS 
developVlA.ell\.t. 
'WVlClt l'lClS beell\. botVteri~ VlA.e ts cVlroIi\.OLogl:j. Ml:j tl'ltli\.R-t~ ts developt~ all of 
tVle tLVlA.e ali\.d so~e of tl'le WCll:jS til\. wVlLcn I'VIA. tVlLVl.R,[1II.0 Ii\.OW, I nadli\.'t eveli\. 
tVtougl'lt Clbout wneli\. I stCirteot lilttl:j ltterature revtew al~ost two l:jears ago. If I 
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LlI\.Sert iii cOIA.-pte of plilrlilgrlil-pl1s liIbolA.t feVIilLlMst VlA..etl1oeloLogtJ Lt'S got~ to sHcR. 
OlA.t iii VIil.tLe. The IiILterlll,QHve LS to cl1li1~e tl1e wl10Le Lot. "R>lA.t tl1elll. tt wOIA.Lel LooR. 
liIS tl1olA.gl1 I'Ve liILwliItJs tl1ougl1t till. tl1ts WliItJ, WI1LCI1 LSlII.'t trlA.e.' DLssertlilHol/\. 
JOUYIII,QL GIWI03 
Wl1tLst str&lUSS .§ Corbtill. (1330) slA.ggest tYllilt liI reselilrcl1er VIil.tgYlt go blilCR. to tYle 
Ltterlilture foLLowL~ cliItegorLslilHolll. till. oreler to eltscover tf liI cliItegortJ LS tYlere, tl1ts 
eltellll.'t fulltJ yefl.ect tne ex.perteli\.Ce. I WliIS COVlil.LIII.0 blilC~ to tne ltteyatlA.ye liIlII.cl vtewt~ tt 
fyOVlil. liI wl1oLe. li\.tw stlillil.d-potVlt. As ALvessol/\. (:200:2) elescrtbes, tne soctlilL reseclYcl1 
pyoject I1li1el beeill. cliIYrteel OlA.t tl/\.liI fliltrltJ cOlII.velll.HolII,Ql WliltJ, but I WliIS Ii\.OW yeturlll.t~ to 
Lt liIM yetVlterpretL~ tt, estlilbttsl1tlll.0 c;/.tffeyelll.t VIil.elillMlII.0s liIlMit ulil.derstlilli\.cltlll.0s. 
'The VIil.obLLLslilHolll. of rlilc;/.LCliIl qlA.esHolII.LIII.0 IA.lII.cler title blillll.li\.tr of postVlil.oc;/.erlll.LsVlil. 
Offers liI strolll.0 LVIil.petlA.s for us to retl1LIII.~ wl1at we elo liIlII.el see tf tl1t~s CliIlII. be 
eloli\.t ell. ffereVl.tLtJ.' ALvessoV\., :200:2, p.12 
Furtl1er- relilelt~ of researcl1 VIil.etl1oelologtJ preseV\.teel liI possLbLe WliItJ forwlilYc( WLtl1LI/\. 
tl1e feVlil.LlII.Lst reseclYCYl trlileltHolll., slA.cl1 liI process liIpprolilcl1 to reselilrcl1 Ls eMourClgevt liIS 
Lt Ls tl1ougl1t to LMrelilse the liIlA.tl1eV\.HcLttj of tl1e pr~ect. R&ltl1er tl1&1V\. I1LvtLIII.0 tl1Ls 
persoli\.lilL eleveLopVlil.eVlt, wttl1tv\' tl1e feVlil.tV\.L.st trlileltHolll., tt ts suggesteel thlilt tl1l.S shouLel 
be cetebrliltevt liIliI.d VIil.ac;/.e tV\.to liIV\. tV\.tegrlill plilrt oftne -pr~ect. 
'MIiIV\.tj trlileltHoli\.lilL liIcaeleVlil.l.c socLliIL scLeV\.Ce pr~ects liIre wrLtteV\. up tv\' sucl1 liI 
watj as to retV\.force the scteV\.Hftc plilr&lc;/.LgVlil. of Lc;/.elilLLsec;/. reselilrcl1 prlilcttce. 
slA.ch pLeces of work? e.xctlA.vte tl1e fClLLlA.res, tl1e elLfftclA.LHes, tl1e LelilrlMlII.0 liIS tj0u 
go liIL01II.0 liIM liIbove aLL, wl1li1t liIctlA.liIlltj I1li1-ppeli\.tc;/..' TliItJloy, 133'"', p.:101? 
ThUS, tl1ere WliIS liI WliItJ tYllilt VIil.lA.cl1 of title ortgLlII,QlltterClture revtew coutvt be preservevt, 
but lilt title sliIVIil.e tLVIil.e Ii\.tW eVlil.eygLIII.0 tI1LIII.R.LIII.0 exposec;/.. 'E>tJ pOSLIII.0 liI serLes of 
quesHoli\.S liIbout VIil.tj orLgtlll,Ql tnLv\'~LIII.0, col1ereMe coutc;/. be VIil.liILV\.tlilLIi\.tc;/. wl1Llst 
preseM~ tl1e LV\.tegrttl:j of tl1e worR.. 
DespLte tI1LS, I WClS sHtt U~ClSl:j liIbout title WliItJ forwlilrc;/.. II/\. orc;/.ey to expLore the 
ftlil.dL~s liIV\.lit to jusHfl:j tl1e ClpproClcl1 to tl1e reseClrcl1 process ttself- tne stuvtl:j WClS 
c;/.rClwL~ VIil.Ore liIM VIil.ore ov\. feVlil.l.iM.st wrtHlII.0s. 
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'"' t;(oV\.'t feel tnClt , R.IMW eIMugrt &I bout tne polttLcs of tl1ts (feIl\ll.Lit'Ust rese&lrcl1 1 
pSl:jcnologl:j). 'f ' weV\.t t;(owV\. tnLs route, , wouLt;( Vl-eet;( to wrLte LtR.e 6rLcCI 
'E.urll\ll.CI V\. or otl1er fell\ll.Llt'Ust pSl:jcnoLogLst.s but , t;(oV\.'t R.IMW tl1C1t , feel 
cOII\II.fortelble LV\. tnClt stl:jle. Coult;(V\.'t ,just t;(o Lt CIS V\Itt? Or woult;( tnClt be too 
tVI.C0Vl-0ruous - rClctLcal fell\ll.Lit'USt tcteCls ClV\.ct ctecoV\.structLov\'s LV\. a IMV\. rat;(LcCll 
fell\ll.Lit'Ust sort ofwafj?" !)LssertCltLoV\.JourVI.CIl4/1.0103 
TIlus, trte stuctl:j" grouV\.ct to CI rtCllt. TIle eIMl"V\Itttl:j of YetnLV\.R.LV1-0 tl1e pr~ect &lV\.ct tl1e 
LelCR. of cO""'9~ueV\.Ce betweeV\. tne Welt) tl1e reseClycn WelS leat;(L""'9 aV\.ct 1I\II.t) OWV\. core 
v&llues reV\.cteret;( lI\II.e LV\il.poteV\.t. 
'"' feel cttseV\il.poweret;( bl:j tne fell\ll.tit'Ust pSl:jCI10l0gLSts. TIl&lt , t;(oV\.'t rt&lve &lV\.fj 
Clutrtorttl:j to S"peClR.. 1 ctoV\.'t R.IMW eIMugl1 - 1'l1\li. just WOrR.L""'9 froV\il. tVie 
experteVI.Ce of tVie seV\.Cos 1 tV\.tervtewet;(." t::>Lssert&ltLoV\. JOUYVI.CIl 4/10103 
-gut W&lsV\.'t tnLs &I replCll:jL""'9 of exClcttl:j tne sClV\il.e sLtuatLoV\. I nat;( beeV\. ctescrLbLV1-0 for 
tnt wOII\II.eV\. Lv\' 1I\II.l:j stut;(l:j? TIle IMHoV\. of tne 'expert' feV\il.tit'Ust pSl:jcnoLogtst W&lS 
leClt;(L""'9 to a t;(evClLuCltLoV\. Vl-tl:j OWV\. experLeVI.Ct a~ tV\.stgl1t. WI1l:j snoult;(V\.'t I Wyttt CIS 
Vl-te? Coult;(V\.'t , tClR.e froVl-t tne t;(LffereVl-t tYClt;(LtLoV\.s wnClt I Vl-tet;( wttnout rtClvL""'9 to pass 
Vl-tl:jself off as ClV\. expert? 
So wnere ctLe( tVlLs leti!ve tne stut;(~::j? IV\. cteveLoptV1-0 tl1eoretLcCll seV\.StHvttfj, tnt ortgtV\.CIl 
lLteYature revtew VIae( lee( to aV\. LVl.CyeClset;( uV\.cteystClV\.ctL""'9 of tne cn&l""'9es tn&lt n&le( 
taR.eV\. plClce LV\. tne eCH'll:jl:jeclYs aV\.ct tVle sLtuatLoV\.S tne SeVI.Cos Vl-tLgnt fLV\.ct tneVl.t5elves 
tV\.. T11ts wouLct nelp CDV\.textuaLLse tne experteVI.Ces of tne seVI.Cos aV\.ct focus reae(ers Lv\' 
ov\. tl1e curreV\.t e&lrll:j l:jears coV\.text. At tne saVl-te tLV\il.e tv\' returit'U~ to tne ltter&lture 
revLew ClV\.ct questLovU.V1-0 soVl-te of tne uV\.iXerll:jtV1-0 ClSSUVl-tptLoV\.S tit'UtLClLLl:j Vl-tClt;(e, tne 
ctoor woulct be opeV\. to &I V\iI.Ore tV\.Stgntful tVl.terpretattoV\. of tVie eV\.Sut""'9 oI&lta. 
At l&lst tnere W&lS &I W&lfj fOYWClyt;( . 
............. 
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REVIEWING THE LITERATURE 
The Development Of Theoretical Sensitivity. 
What Do We Currently Know About Non Maintained Early Years Provision? 
Academics and commentators on the early years have long since berated the state of 
such provision in this country. Moss & Penn (1996) comment: 
"Early Childhood services are fragmented, inflexible, incoherent and full of 
inequalities, unable to meet the changing and varied needs of families. They rely 
on a workforce most of whom are poorly paid and poorly trained. Like many 
other parts of the national infrastructure early childhood services suffer the 
.consequences of chronic under funding." Moss & Penn, 1996, p.87 
These concerns reflect earlier political and social studies (e.g. Rumbold Report (DES, 
1990); Ball, 1994) which also identified concerns. In 1996, the Labour Party published 
a policy document 'Early Excellence', bringing together many of these criticisms, 
whilst at the same time proposing a model for development. This policy document was 
later to enter the statute books as a part of the 'Excellence in Schools' documentation 
(DfEE, 1997). In addition to this, 'Early Excellence' was to form the basis of the key 
policy document: Meeting the Childcare Challenge (DfEE, 1998). 
Based on preVIous evidence, Meeting the Childcare Challenge (DfEE, 1998) 
highlighted a triad of difficulties relating to early years provision. These difficulties can 
be summarised as follows: 
1) Quality 
The report found that the quality of childcare was highly variable between settings. A 
number of other studies (e.g. Moss & Penn, 1996; Hevey & Curtis, 1996) also found 
quality in day care settings to be particularly poor. This is attributed largely to the level 
of training and status afforded to those working with children in the early years. 
"Low levels of training, poor pay, third rate conditions of employment are a 
statement about how society views both young children and those working with 
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them. It is also a recipe for a variety of ills including high staff turnover and 
instability for children, poor quality provision and exploitation of a 
predominantly female workforce." Moss & Penn, 1996, p.l05 
Hevey & Curtis (1996) suggest that 97% of those working with young children are 
women, most of whom have family responsibilities of their own. Many are said to work 
part time, some as unpaid volunteers; wages are said to be low and turnover rates high. 
Blenkin & Yue (1994) attempted to profile the professional training of staff working in 
early years settings. They found that 65.7% lacked any specific training. Levels of 
initial training were low - 19.3% having a degree level qualification, 20.9% NNEB and 
0.9% a higher degree. In addition to this, they found that many workers received little or 
no in -service training and there were few incentives to undertake any fwther training. 
"One is forced to conclude that this lack of concern over training and 
qualifications for what are in reality highly responsible roles ... reflects confused 
and out-dated public attitudes which commonly regard the care of young 
children as an extension of the mothering role ... Such attitudes in tum reinforce 
the low status of early years work, helping to keep pay low and turnover high." 
Hevey & Curtis, 1996, p.212 
Whitbrook, Howes & Phillips (1989) in their study into quality in American childcare 
settings concluded that the quality of early learning was being severely damaged by 
factors such as massive staff turnover, due largely to poor pay and conditions and lack 
of training opportunities. 
2) Access to Childcare 
'Meeting the Childcare Challenge' (DfEE, 1998) suggested that there was a shortage 
nationally of childcare places and that parents' access to these places was being 
hampered by poor information about what was available. 
Moss & Penn (1996) describe how traditionally, early years services have fallen into 
one of three categories: i.e. Care (e.g. private day nurseries, nannies, childminders etc); 
Welfare (e.g. Social Services Nurseries) or Education (e.g. nursery schools and classes). 
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Within each category, a range of publicly and privately funded settings are identified, 
alongside of both voluntary and non-profit making institutions. Depending on the type 
and designation of the setting, they suggest that there will be differences in: governing 
legislation, administration, admissions policies, values & philosophies, staffing levels, 
age range catered for, hours of attendance and cost and funding arrangements. The 
outcome of this is an idiosyncratic pattern of services, with access depending on 
geographical location and personal circumstance. 
"Nursery education represents a limited service - part time, short term for a 
narrow range of children; predicated on a view of mothers at home available to 
look after their children ..... Moss and Penn, 1996, p. 97' 
3) Cost of Child care 
The cost of childcare was found to be prohibitive in many circumstances, unless parents 
were able to access service provided by the local council, or were eligible for more 
specialist services such as social services day care. Goffin (1998) explores what he 
terms the 'trilemma' of early years services, focusing on affordability, availability and 
quality. The trilemma arises when changes in anyone of the three elements leads to a 
subsequent change in the other two. For example, if the price of nursery provision is 
increased, it becomes less accessible for many families. Improving quality of provision 
leads to it becoming more expensive and hence less accessible to many families. 
As such, the picture of early years provision in this country at the end of the 20th century 
seemed bleak. Whilst examples of outstanding practice could be found, due to training 
and other historical factors, quality was largely poor. Availability of provision varied 
greatly and even when services were available, the costs involved made it prohibitive to 
many families. 
Summary la: Non maintained early years provision has historically been epitomised by 
variable quality, poor working conditions and unequal access. 
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Hold On! Let's Go Back A Bit. So You're Saving That Women Do Most Of This 
Work And Thev're Not Doing A Very Good Job Of It ... 
Penn (1998) in a research study of students training to work in childcare found the 
students to be almost exclusively female and subsequently named childcare as amongst 
the most gendered of all professions. How has this situation arisen? 
Marks (1996). proposes that the notion of occupations as bodiless, gender neutral 
constructs is misguided, and that instead, categories of workers are divided, amongst 
other ways along gender lines in terms of the distribution of labour, space, power and 
activity. 
"The public domain of work exists in relation to and thus reproduces the 
divisions within the private sphere, through the gendered distribution of power 
and knowledge." Marks, 1996, p.126 
There has been a longstanding cultural association between woman and discourses of 
care. Burman (1996) suggests that such positioning is axiomatic of the positions women 
have been accorded over the generation, within patriarchal relations. Thus, the social 
positioning of women as carers has come to have powerful significance for the 
construction of female identity, with caring providing external evidence of 
'womanliness' (Marks, 1996). Walkerdine (1990) proposes that such socially 
constructed roles come to be subjectively experienced by women and as such become 
'/ived as fact '. Penn's (1998) study of childcare students clearly demonstrates this 
notion of socially constructed gender positions becoming fact. A large number of the 
students felt that they brought intrinsic talents to the job and that this talent was at least 
as important, if not more important than any knowledge they acquired through the 
course of training. 
"Mothering is natural, it's an instinct, it comes naturally to most mothers ... " 
" ... it's intrinsic to being a woman " 
Cameron, Moss, & Owen (1999) suggest that such views of women as carers not only 
influence the ways in which the women view themselves, but moreover form the 
backbone of childcare provision in this country: 
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"The context of childcare work is structured by policy (both national, such as 
legislation and guidance, and local, including internally devised ways of 
working) based on notions of tradition and 'the natural' and underpinned by 
dominant ideologies of caring. " Cameron, Moss, & Owen, 1999, p.167 
Penn (1998) concludes that the limited, feminised view child care workers have of their 
role, combined with the gendered nature of the work suggests that the current situation 
is unlikely to change in the near future. 
But Why Is The Quality OfProv/sion So Poor? 
This may relate in part to the nature of childcare in this country. In contrast to a 
number of Scandinavian and European countries, where childcare is prov/ded largely 
by the state, in Anglo-American society childcare is largely the province of voluntary or 
private providers (Penn, 1998). As such the questions of quality are based on financial 
rather than philanthropic prerogatives. Also, lack of consensus over the purposes of 
early childhood education and care make any agreement over what constitutes quality 
difficult. The notion of natural, sCientifically established attributes of childhood which 
aspiring practitioners need to know about in order to inform practice is gradually being 
eroded. 
"By drawing on abstract maps of children's lives and thus decontextualising the 
child. we are losing sight of children, their lives, their concrete experiences and 
their capabilities. " Dahlberg, 1999, p.36 
Faced with this dilemma over what constitutes quality in early education and care, 
Dahlberg (/999) suggests that discourses on quality tend to lead to questions of a 
technical nature, aimed at standardisation, predictability and control. Examples of this 
are organisational features (e.g. space, staffing levels), child development outcomes, 
later educational achievement and parental satisfaction. Thus, in settings where there is 
a clear financial imperative, the children's actual experiences may subsequently suffer. 
In addition to this structured view of quality, Prosser (1992) identifies a number of 
process characteristics of quality early education and care. These focus largely on 
developing a secure, loving environment and emotional as well as intellectual growth. 
Clarke-Stewart (1992) echoes thiS, highlighting critical factors relating to the quality of 
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provision, the most important ofwhich is the behaviour of the caregiver. Clarke-Stewart 
reports that the most effective caregivers have the following characteristics: they are 
responsive, positive, accepting, informative and give choices. This is contrasted with a 
more custodial, demeaning role whereby children are directed and controlled. This 
mirrors earlier work of Tizard and Hughes (198~) which identifies sensitivity as one of 
the key factors in working with young children. Sensitivity is interpreted as having an 
awareness of children's behaviour, being able to respond promptly and engaging and 
talking with them as part of every day business e.g. shopping. Woollett and Phoenix 
(J 991) suggest that the conditions under which such sensitivity can be achieved 
constitute a scientific justification for mothers and not fathers to stay at home with 
young children. 
Penn (1998) records how the qualities of patience, kindness, understanding tolerance, 
flexibility consistency and reliability are frequently cited as qualities women bring with 
them to childcare, rather than qualities acquired by training. When such qualities 
correspond so closely to the factors identified by both Prosser (1992) and Clark-
Stewart (1992) how is it that quality in settings can be so low? Moyles and Suschitzky 
(2000) suggest that this may in part be due to the criteria against which the notion of 
quality is judged. In observing differentially trained adults operating in the same 
settings, they observe: 
"Teachers exhibit more of the characteristics identified by Ofsted than either of 
the two other groups (ie nursery nurses and classroom assistants). The 
implication of this is that they would be in a better position to provide quality 
learning experiences for children. " Moyles and Suschizky, 2000, p.129 
However, on more careful inspection it was clear that each group had different 
strengths. The teachers placed greater emphasis on the underlying processes of the 
child's learning, the nursery nurses gave greater focus to the child as a whole and 
classroom assistants concentrated more on products. As such each group had a distinct 
contribution to make. Clark Stewart (1992) suggests that when practitioners have taken 
more training in child development they develop an academic orientation which 
translates in the daycare classroom into an emphasis on school activities (e.g. reading 
or counting) to the exclusion of activities to promote social and emotional development. 
As such, in some cases more could be seen as less. Moy/es & Suschizky (2000) raise the 
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question of whether the competencies of differentially trained adults can or should be 
measured against the same criteria. The same question could also be asked of the 
different settings providing early education and care. To measure them using only one 
set of criteria may miss out the variety of qualities the different sectors bring. 
Summary 1: Whilst women have been positioned into the role of carer this has now 
become 'lived as fact' with women believing that their gender predisposes them for 
childcare work. Whilst quality in child care has been criticised, this needs to be 
viewed in the light of public policy relating to childcare and the notion o/what 
constitutes quality in early education and care. 
What Changes Have Taken Place In The Early Years And What Difference Have 
They Made? 
The National Childcare Strategy 
The National Childcare Strategy emerged from the Green Paper 'Meeting the Childcare 
Challenge' and demonstrates the government's commitment to development in the early 
years. The aim of the Green Paper is cited as being: 
"To ensure good quality, affordable childcare for children 0 - 14 in every 
neighbourhood, including both formal childcare and support for informal 
arrangements. The strategy is founded on a commitment to promoting the well 
being of children, offering equal opportunities for parents especially women and 
supporting families in balancing work and family life." DtEE, 1998 
The key objectives of the strategy are cited as being: to increase quality of early years 
provision; to make childcare more affordable and to make childcare more accessible. 
The Early Years Development and Childcare Partnership 
The policy paper 'Early Excellence' included the recommendation that each local 
authority should create an 'Early Years Partnership' which would draw up an Early 
Years Development Plan. The subsequent legislation in connection with 'Meeting the 
Childcare Challenge' (OfEE 1998) expands on this notion of partnership, recognising 
the need to combine both care and education, thus requiring local authorities to develop 
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'Early Years Development and Childcare Partnerships,' (EYDCPs). The EYDCP is 
charged with the responsibility, at local level of bringing together the various strands of 
legislation emanating from the National Child Care strategy and other sources and 
developing a plan as to how the government's targets will be met. 
Improving Qualitv and Access 
In order to address the criticisms of existing early years provision, a number of 
measures were introduced and have, to a large extent been successful in bringing about 
the desired changes. Margaret Hodge (2001) describes how since 1997, seventy 
thousand new childcare places have been created across private day nurseries, 
childminders and out of school clubs. The benefits that these settings are able to offer, 
in terms of hours of work and being open all year round mean that an increasing number 
of parents are opting for such non maintained rather than school based provision for 
their pre school children. This trend has been further encouraged by the introduction of 
the Nursery Education Grant (NEG) system, which enables parents to offset the costs of 
non maintained provision for three and four year old children. At the same time, the 
NEG system has also been influential in increasing the quality of non maintained 
provision. In order to register for NEG, settings have to meet a number of quality 
control criteria including undergoing inspection by Qfsted. This in itself introduces the 
requirements for settings to deliver the Foundation Stage Curriculum (DfEE, 2000) and 
to operate within the Code of Practice (DiES, 2001) 
Summary 2a: The National Childcare Strategy has introduced a number of measures to 
address issues of quality and access. These include establishing Early Years 
Development and Childcare Partnerships to coordinate provision and developing a 
framework to encourage settings to work within the Foundation Stage. 
So Whv All This Interest In The Earlv Years? 
As described in the previous section, the historical situation relating to early years 
provision in this country paints a bleak picture. Issues around young children, low pay 
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and a predominantly female workforce seem to offer little political capital. So why have 
the early years become so important? 
Burman (1994) describes how in the periodfollowing the Second World War, the notion 
of 'home and hearth' was strongly promoted in order to encourage women to vacate 
their paid employment to provide jobs for servicemen returning from abroad Much of 
this argument . was predicated on psychological theories which supposedly 
demonstrated .that children would suffer long lasting psychological damage through 
being separatedfrom their mothers. Bowlby (1969) suggested that maternal care was 
essential to developing firm attachments and any separation through either death, 
temporary separation or daycare would be equally traumatic and Significant for the 
young child Thus the roles of devoted mother and working women came to be seen as 
divergent and incompatible, with any later moral or psychological aberrations being 
attributed to the mother (Burman, 1994). As such the need for child care was for many 
years diminished 
Whilst such theories have since been refuted (e.g. Rutter, 1981; Tizard, 1991) 
associated taboos about women and work have been perpetuated over a number of 
years. Brannan (1999) describes how as recently as 1979, only 24% of women returned 
to work within the first nine months of childbirth. This trend is changing though. In a 
comparative study Brannan (/999) found the number of women returning to work 
within the first nine months had increased to 67% in 1991. The National Childcare 
Strategy (DjEE, 1998) also clearly demonstrates this trend The documentation 
describes how over the past 10 years, the number of mothers of pre school children 
returning to work has risen [rom 32 - 51 %. However, the document goes on to describe 
how this number is being restricted due to demographic changes. Mothers are less 
likely to have extended family close by to provide informal childcare and instead they 
need to rely on formal child care arrangements. Poor access to child care is cited as 
being one of the key factors affecting the working habits of lone parents. In those 
countries where formal childcare is more readily available such as Italy, France and 
Sweden, up to 70% of lone mothers are said to be in work, compared to only half this 
number in the UK. 
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"In many households, managing employment and family life depends on the 
mother finding a job whose hours, both in terms of length and when worked fit 
in with the limited childcare arrangements that are available, affordable and 
acceptable." Moss & Penn, 1996, p.127 
Given the goals of reducing levels of unemployment, and increasing the participation of 
women in the labour market it starts to become clear why early years education and 
care has become an important issue for all of the main political parties. The more 
women employed, the greater the family income (i.e. less reliance on benefits) and 
hence the greater savings and income to the exchequer. 
As such an increase in women's employment can be seen as being due to the needs of 
the economy, the workforce and a skills shortage: 
"Suddenly, industry is interested in childeare initiatives and flexible working 
hours to enable mothers of young children to remain in employment. " Lewis, 
1991 p.197 
Thus although the changes in the early years serve an emancipatory purpose for women 
and may be founded on a benevolent model of child development this must not be 
allowed to disguise the underlying motives of such interest. 
"One wonders how visionary the new left vision is ... some would claim it is very 
difficult for politicians to be visionary, driven as they are by political expediency 
and global markets" Abbott & Moylett, 1999, p.27 
Summary 2b: Whilst changes in the early years might be applauded at many 
levels, the underlying motives and assumptions relating to the position of women 
in work and in society must not be overlooked 
What Is It About The Early Years? Pedagogy And Practice. 
In Taking up the Nursery Education Grant, early years care settings commit themselves 
to working within the Foundation Stage and as such make the transition from being care 
to being education establishments. 
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The Foundation Stage documentation describes how it aims to ensure quality practice 
across all early years providers, stating: 
"All settings and schools that receive grant funding for the education of children 
between the ages of 3 - 5 are required to plan activities and experiences that will 
help children to make progress in their development and learning." QCA I 
DfEE, 2000, p8 
But what is the quality practice that is referred to? What is the basis of good early years 
. . 
education? Blenkin & Kelly (1987) argue that the prime concern of education should be 
to develop to the maximum the potential of every child to ~ction as a human being. 
This view of 'education as development' is common to most early years trained 
teachers. Within early years' philosophy, both the empiricist view of the child as an 
empty yessel to be filled ( e.g. Scheffer, 1967) and the nativist view that children are pre 
programmed to unfold in certain directions (e.g. Chomsky, 1976) are rejected. Instead, 
an interactionist stance is taken, whereby a child's development is seen as an interaction 
between environmental events and maturationally generated behaviours (Bower, 1974). 
This implicitly places the teacher not as a giver of knowledge but as a facilitator, 
engaging children so that they can develop strategies and responses to shape their own 
development (Bruce, 1987). Such a stance has implications for both what counts as 
knowledge and how a child's development is affected. 
In considering what constitutes good practice in the early years, Bruce (1987) identifies 
a number of key principles which she suggests guided the practice of the pioneers of 
early years education (e.g. Montessori; Steiner; Froebel.) and should continue to guide 
practice for young children today. Underpinning these principles is the work not only of 
Piaget (e.g. 1969). but also Bruner (e.g. 1977) and Vygotsky (e.g. 1978).These 
principles include: 
• The need to consider the whole child; 
• The need to develop intrinsic motivation ie balancing child and adult initiated 
tasks; 
• Taking what children can do ( rather than what they can't do) as the starting 
point for development; 
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• Emphasising the central importance of people ( children and adults) with whom 
a ctUld interacts; 
• Viewing a ctUld's development as an interaction between the child and the 
environment that s/he is in. 
Despite these guiding principles, studies cited earlier in this chapter suggest that much 
practice in early years settings has been of poor quality. Some of this will certainly 
relate to the training, experience and working conditions of early years practitioners. 
Lally (1991) proposes that much previous poor practice has related to practitioners 
misunderstanding the underlying principles of early years work: 
Dowling (1992) suggests that today there is a need for even closer scrutiny of practice, 
to ensure that nursery education is recognised and valued. As such the establishing of 
the 'Foundation Stage' and the 'Early Learning Goals' (QCA, 2000) has been largely 
welcomed. Rather than being purely skills based, the Foundation Stage has a greater 
emphasis on play and early experience. Curriculum areas such as 'Communication', 
'Language and Literacy' and 'Knowledge and Understanding of the World' are broad 
and allow for the individual patterns of learning different children may have. 
"Young children will have had a wide range of different experiences and will 
have a wide range of skills and interests when they join a setting or 
school ... They will need a well planned and resourced curriculum to take their 
learning forward and provide opportunities for all children to succeed in an 
atmosphere of care and feeling valued." QCA, 2000, p8 . 
Thus, the Foundation Stage combines the need to develop a more rigorous approach to 
curriculum planning whilst at the same time adhering to the underlying principles which 
have guided Early Years practice through the years (Mortimer, 2002). The requirement 
that all settings in receipt of nursery grant funding adhere to the requirements of this 
legislation ensures some consistency of approach and purpose between private and 
public settings. 
Summary 3a: Early years education is founded on the interactionist principles of Bruner 
and Vygotsky. As such, a child centred model of practice has evolved. The requirement 
that all settings in receipt of Nursery Education Grant funding adhere to the 
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requirements of the Foundation Stage legislation ensures some consistency of approach 
and purpose between school based and non maintained settings. 
So That All Seems Quite Straight Forward Then. Earlv Years Education Is Grounded 
In Developmental Psychology And A Child Centred Approach, Which Is Good 
Or is it? It's true that the link between a child centred pedagogy and developmental 
psychology is axiomatic. 
"Practices such as particular pedagogies and forms of schooling aren't just 
applications of a scientific approach, but should be understood as centrally and 
strategically implicated in the possibilities of developmental psychology." 
Walkerdine, 1984, p.154 
So in accepting the pedagogic practices of early years we are in effect colluding with 
the values and assumptions implicit in the discipline of developmental psychology. 
Burman (1996) cautions against such wholesale acceptance suggesting that the shape 
of the discipline of developmental psychology is structured through an inherently 
gendered agenda. This reinforces Walkerdine's (1984) claim that developmental 
psychology is premised on a set of truth claims which are historically and culturally 
specific, and not the only or necessary way to understand children. 
Central to both developmental psychology and early years practice is the notion of the 
gradually unfolding child Whilst Piaget's notion that this will happen for all children, 
given the right environment has more recently been eclipsed by the more interactionist 
stance of Vygotsky and Bruner, Piaget's notion of a developmental stages remains 
influential in pedagogic practice. 
"Pedagogic practices are totally saturated with the notion of a normalised 
sequence of development, so those practices help produce children as objects of 
their gaze. " Walkerdine, 1984, p.155 
What such a staged model of development neglects are the social and cultural practices 
which construct our notion of appropriate and normal development. This relates not 
only to the Eurocentric notion of what childhood represents and how children should 
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behave (Miller, 2000) but also to the gendered practices implicit within this. Assumed 
differences due to the timing of un/olding cognitive strengths do not account for the 
ways in which adults differentially shape and control their interactions with children. 
"Cultural norms organise ways that as adults we alter our interactional style 
depending on what we think appropriate for a girl or a boy of a certain age. " 
Bird, 1999, p.18 
This becomes an issue when normative judgements, based on a model of developmental 
stages are used to divide and classify children. Those not conforming to the given 
developmental time frames will be found wanting (Burman, 1996). 
Dahlberg (1999) proposes that: 'post modem children are inscribed in multiple and 
overlapping identities in whose construction they are active participants' (p.57). 
Accepting this view has implications for both pedagogy and practice. Woodhead (l998) 
.sets out the features of what he believes a more contextually sensitive approach would 
include, such as: 
• Practice based on local variations in children's growth, age and individuality; 
• The social context of their care; 
• Their roles and responsibility within the community; 
• Patterns of communication language; 
• Recognition of cultural difference; 
• Recognition that children learn in a variety of ways; . 
• And that the teacher's role is adapted to the resources available and the 
standards, values and social environment of the local community. 
In making such criticisms, there is the danger though that we might throw the early 
years baby out with the bathwater. There are difficulties associated with the social and 
cultural assumptions of the pedagogy's developmental psychology base. However, 
contrasted with educational approaches emphasising performance in terms of the 
achievement of standard forms of accreditation with a fIXed curriculum divided into 
specific disciplines and with formal teaching methods ( Burman, 1994), early years 
practice has much to recommend it. Whilst endorsing the fundamental principles of 
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early years education, it is admissible to challenge some of the long accepted 
assumptions, practices and beliefs associated with this pedagogy and consider them in 
relation to diverse social and cultural contexts. 
And All O(These Earlv Year Settings Deliver The Same Earlv Education Then? 
Well, yes and no. The inception of Nursery Education Grant scheme was intended to 
introduce an element of choice for parents and stimulate a market economy approach to 
early years education. In order for this to work though, there had to be some baseline -
some agreement about what counted as education. In order to achieve this, settings that 
had previously been seen as mainly providing private day care were offered a route to 
be able to offer early years education as well as care. Thus, through going through a 
process of registration, including adopting the Foundation Stage cu"iculum any setting 
could become a validated provider of early years education. In achieving this status, 
validated settings technically achieved equivalent status to school based provision. 
Prior to this, things were very different. There was a definite care I education split. We 
have already established that 'caring'is a heavily gendered profession that women are 
cultured into: 
"Femininity is a construct, the contours of which reflect the intersections of a 
variety of institutional power relations" Burman, 1996, p.3 
Whilst caring is established as 'women's work', education in contrast, with its roots in 
scientific thought and psychology ;s most certainly male in gender. Burman (1994) 
highlights the significance of how the 'child study movement' of which Piaget was a 
part 'observed' children. A gendered division was created in the establishment of 
developmental theory and pedagogic practice. Men were seen as having the necessary 
detachment and rationality to engage in scientific endeavour, with women being seen as 
too sentimental to participate (Burman, 1994). Thus within the current context, 
discourses on care play a key role in allotting partiCipants into gendered subject 
positions. Childcare as a female gendered occupation is subjugated to the dominant 
discourse of education. 
Penn (2000) describes how this is played out in recruitment to training courses, with 
average or high achieving women being directed towards teaching, and lower ability 
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students being directed to child care. The logic behind this, assumedly is that teaching is 
a theoretical and academic arena, whereas child care is instinctual. As Walkerdine 
(1984) demonstrates, such notions go on to become 'lived fiction', with childcare 
students regarding the knowledge input on courses, relating to child development 
prescriptive and superfluous. 
"Childcare students tend to see themselves as naturals bUilding on their 
personal experiences in looking after children, and see their strengths as lying 
in their everyday practice rather than in the acquisition and application of 
knowledge about children. " Penn, 2000, p.1 04 
Despite not valUing the theoretical aspects of the course, childcare students expressed 
the view that jobs in schools or local authority day nurseries were most prestigious, as 
they offered more status and respectability. The job that was ranked most highly was 
that of nursery nurse in a school, where by proxy the child care worker was seen as a 
teacher (penn, 2000). 
Moyles and Suschitzky (2000) describe how when working in the same settings 
education and care staff go to great lengths to be seen to be doing the same job. 
However, in exploring this further, they come to the conclusion that although equal at 
practical and procedural levels this equality does not extend to theoretical or 
conceptual understanding of the nature of the work. Thus, although working and 
delivering technically equivalent early years education the experience is in fact very 
different, due to issues of gender and training. This leads Penn (2000) to conclude: 
"Heavily gendered attitudes amount to the devaluing of theory and 
professionalism. If child care is natural then the theory and knowledge of 
practice and the ethics and standards associated with professionalism are to an 
extent superfluous. " Penn, 1998, p.30 
Summary 3b: Whilst technically delivering the same curriculum and early 
education experiences, gendered attitudes and differential training ensure that the 
experiences in maintained and non maintained settings remain different. 
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Responding To Children With Special Needs: Inclusive Principles And Early 
Years Practice. 
In becoming validated providers of early years education, settings commit themselves to 
paying heed to the Code of Practice. As such they are required to put in place a Senco 
and operate within the staged model of the Code of Practice. 
Traditionally, .special education has been located within a behaviourist paradigm 
(Farrell, 1992), which has led to the development of parallel pedagogy between 
specialist and mainstream educational practices. This in turn has made the transition to 
more inclusive approaches difficult to achieve (Dyson, 2001). 
In contrast. early years education has been based fIrmly on social/cognitive theories of 
learning, taking as its mainstay the writings of Piaget, Vygotsky and Bruner. 
Recognising and responding to children's individual learning needs is widely seen as 
being central to good early years practice (Dowling, 1992). This notion of responding to 
the diversity of all students is often cited as the hallmark of inclusive education 
(Stainbeck & Stainbeck, 1990; WheldalI, 1995). As such, Sencos working within early 
years settings should be ideally suited to pursue an inclusive approach. Four key 
elements of early years practice can be seen as contributing to the development of such 
an inclusive stance. 
1) The Role of the Learner 
Booth et al (2000) writing on inclusive education state that: 
"Diversity is not viewed as a problem to be overcome but as a rich resource to 
support learning for all." p.12 
Within early years settings, the child is seen as the essential starting point of any 
learning, with prior knowledge and experience being very much respected and valued. 
This is reflected in the way in which activities are planned to reflect individual 
children's interests and experiences. The early years curriculum encourages children to 
be active learners and most activities are presented in such a way as to allow children to 
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explore, experiment and learn at their own rate. Harris, writing on creating effective 
learning environments for all children cites this as being a crucial to effective teaching 
and learning. 
"Effective teaching and learning was stimulated and strengthened when there 
was an attempt to involve pupils actively in the learning process ... " Harris, 
1996, p.63 
2) The Role of the Adult. 
Within the early years, the adult's role has two major aspects· ie planning the learning 
environment and facilitating the children's learning. The teacher needs to plan and 
resource the learning environment in order to maximise learning opportunities for all 
children. Long-term planning will include deciding what areas of learning will be on 
offer and what resources will be on offer there to promote learning. Short and medium 
term planning involve planning for the delivery of the curriculum but also allowing 
interests and learning needs of individual students to be followed up. 
Providing a responsive context in which learning can occur is regarded by Wheldall & 
Glynn (1988) as being central to a more inclusive approach to learning, going on to 
state that it is: 
" ... essential for the teacher to be interactively responsive to the children's 
intentions." Ibid, p.l32 
This is echoed by Farrell (1992) who suggests: 
"The role of the teacher is to encourage the child's active interaction with the 
environment, by picking up cues from the pupil instead of sticking directly to 
the flow of activities." Ibid, p.146 
Vygotsky (1978), in particular emphasised the role that more learned others have to 
play in extending thought in young children .This is expanded upon by Bruner (1966) 
and Wood (1988) who use the term 'scaffolding' to describe how an adult I teacher 
might work with a child. 
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Whilst scaffolding is frequently taken to refer to the teacher / adult, Vygotsky stresses 
that this role can be carried out by anyone at a more advanced stage of development e.g. 
other children. Ainscow (1995) as well as mu-sery theorists such as Dowling (1992) 
point out that other children within the setting can be skilfully employe~ through 
pairing or small group work to support the learning of other children. 
"Young (!hildren do not come into a setting in a neat package of social, 
emotional, physical and intellectual development. .. The strategies used in 
learning and teaching should vary and should be adapted to suit the needs of the 
child." DfEE, 2000, p.22 
Both the role of planner and learning facilitator depend to a large extent on the adult 
being very familiar with the developmental level and interests of all the individuals 
within .~he settiDg. In order to achieve this, a vigorous approach to record keeping is 
needed. Mortimore et al (1988) cite this as being one of the factors leading to a school 
being more effective. In early years settings, written observations are frequently used to 
note new skills as they are observed, and this information is then used to inform future 
planning and guide the adult in scaffolding the learning of the individual at the correct 
level. 
3) The Learning Environment 
Whilst compulsory schooling has become increasingly subject led, within early years 
settings, the environment continues to be divided into broad areas of interest which 
provide cross curricular learning potential. Whilst being officially sanctioned by the 
Curriculum Guidance for the Foundation Stage (DfEE, 2000) this is also recognised as 
being a success factor in inclusive settings (Vlachou & Barton,1994).A typical early 
years setting will have large and small construction areas, sand and water, home area, 
technology and painting all permanently available. Within each area, there will be a 
range of books and writing materials, in addition to the standard equipment associated 
with that area, to allow the development of reading, writing and number to be 
incorporated into the play in a situation that is meaningful to the child. 
In addition to this, the learning environment is frequently structured in such a way as to 
encourage the children to be responsible for planning and resourcing their own learning. 
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All materials are visible and accessible, and templates / marked boxes on the shelves 
allow equipment to be returned to its correct place after use. Similarly, menial 
administrative tasks such as registering are kepi to a minimum through the use of self-
registration systems. Whilst developing the autonomy and confidence of individual 
children in the setting, planning the learning environment in this way frees the adults 
from many of the low level organisational tasks, thus allowing more time for interaction 
with the children and to support their learning. 
"Unless children take on some of the responsibility for what goes on, there will 
be no possibility of the adults having the freedom to work with individuals or 
small groups." Hurst, 1991, p.87 . 
This is echoed by Ainscow & Florek (1989) who describe how in order to meet 
individual needs, all available resources within the classroom will need to be used, for 
example allowing children to access their own learning resources. Ainscow (2000) 
suggests that in order to produce a more responsive classroom, administrative routines 
should be kept to a minimum. 
"At the heart of the (inclusion) process is an emphasis on making better use of 
resources, particularly human resources, in order to foster and support more 
welcoming and supportive classroom contexts." Ainscow, 2000, p.3 
4) The Early Years Curriculum. 
Whereas the traditional behavioural model of learning regards knowledge as sequential 
and hierarchical (Clark & Easen, 1993), cognitive theorists see learning as being more 
holistic: 
"The early years curriculum is concerned with the child and the context or 
setting in which the learning takes place, as well as the content of the learning." 
The Early Years Curriculum Group, 1989, p.27 
This is reflected in the 'Curriculum Guidance for the Foundation Stage' (DfEE, 2000). 
The Foundation Stage curriculum is organised into six broad areas of learning, to help 
practitioners plan the environment, activities and experiences for children in the setting. 
The guidance is clear though that this should not be used in a rigid way: 
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"This does not mean that all of young children's learning is divided up into 
areas. One experience may provide a child with opportunities to develop a 
number of competencies, skills and concepts across several areas of learning" 
DfEE, 2000, p.26 
Also, the value of prior learning and experience is recognised and practitioners are 
advised that this knowledge of individual children should guide the planning and 
delivery of the curriculum. Again, this is recognised by advocates of inclusive education 
as being one of the key conditions leading to classrooms becoming more effective. 
"Pupils have to be helped to establish a sense of personal meaning about tasks 
and activities in which they engage" Ainscow & Flore~ 1989, p.183 
Thus it can be seen that the combination of these four elements of early years practice 
lead to, 'a distinctly child centred approach and at the same time make it synonymous 
with the conditions commonly associated with inclusive settings. This is reiterated by 
Dowling (1992) who, writing on nursery education states: 
"If children are truly to be seen as individual, then ~veryone can be seen as 
having special needs" Dowling, 1992, p.128 
Summary 4a: Key principles of early years education including the role of the learner, 
the role of the adult, the learning environment and the way the curriculum is viewed are 
seen to be synonymous with the principles of inclusive practice. 
And Thev All Share This VIeW Of Inclusion Do They, The People That Work In 
These Settings? 
Well, maybe not. The way in which women childcare workers tend to base their 
approach on instinct rather than practices derived from theory (penn, 2000) has 
previously been explored As such, rather than this theorised view of inclUSion, it might 
be assumed that the Sencos relate the meeting of special needs more to an intuitive 
approach based on their insight as women. 
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Marks (1996) highlights how there is a clear stratification between professionals or 
'experts' and those who are with the children on a day to day basis (usually carers). 
"Caring is a gendered activity which both binds and separates women as 
professionals or mothers. " Marks, 1996, p.127 
Alldred (1996) explores this gendered interpretation, proposing that the rise of the 
'expert' role in relation to childcare is an elaboration of the scientific, male gendered, 
objective approach to the subject, as opposed to the mother's position based in 
experience. 
Although having a degree of training, childcare workers continue to position themselves 
more in the role of' carer' rather than as 'professional' (penn, 2000). As such it could 
be assumed that the knowledge of workers in early education settings, which is 
grounded in their daily experience, will be regarded as less valid than the more 
authoritative, scientific overview of early years professionals. Thus the Sencos' 
knowledge might be understood as what Foucault called 'subjugated knowledge' ie one 
accorded lower status than scientific knowledge (AI/dred, 1996). 
Such subjugation has implications for how child care workers speak about children with 
special needs and how they are viewed within wider professional circles. Marks (1996) 
suggests that the male, scientific colonisation of women's experiences leads to the 
pattern of women 'telling stories', and profeSSionals achieving solid, factual 
classifications. 
"Psychological discourses on the child do not necessarily present new 
knowledge, but what is significant is the epistemological backing that ideas have 
once encased in the rhetoric of psychological knowledge, because of its 
authority as expert and scientific knowledge. " Alldred, J 996, p. 137 
Marks (1996) goes on to explore how such stratification of knowledge impacts on the 
way mothers, or carers are able to contribute to professional discussions about 
children. 
"The right to speak tends to be co"elated with lower level of contact with the 
children and greater access to abstract knowledge. " Marks, 1996, p. J 30 
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The reality of such subjugation is illustrated by Penn (2000) who describes how 
workers involved in child care regard the way in which they talk about children as being 
one of the key barriers to their contribution to the education process being recognised. 
"What they (teachers) have is access to the middle class terminology that 
teachers use; it's learning the jargon to get involved in ti conversation. " Penn, 
2000,p.122 
Thus although in theory there is a clear links between the early years and inclusion. this 
conceptualisation may not be shared by the childcare workers themselves. 
Summary 4b: Although those engaged in education or professionalised 
occupations relating to children may regard the links between the early years and 
inclusio.n in this way, this conceptualisation may not be shared by the child care 
workers themselves. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
DEVELOPING THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
In addition to presenting the methodology for the research project, this chapter also 
further explores the process element of the study, engendered by the so termed 
'Dilemmas of a novice researcher. 
Again, plain and italic text are used to illustrate the different processes in operation. 
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'Rt-yeadt~ tl1e fi.rst draTt of tl1e ~l1odotog!j el1apter, tt was eteart!j a 
co~:pyel1ell\.Stve a~ scl1otart!j rev'f..tw of tne toptc, but tt somel1ow oossed the potll\t. 
Presell\tt~ a stratgnt{orwaYd outt.tll\t of tne research ~hods eVlA.pLo!jed &I~ the 
evell\tual forntttt of tl1e stud!j pla!jee( e(ow"" tl1e tVlA.VlA.ell\.Se tl10ugnt pyoctsses tnat I nad 
bee"" tnrough t"" e(evetopt~ tne stue(!j. Issues that nad bee"" burlM.~ throughout the 
'Pr~ect CI~ tne WCl!j til\, wl1tcn tne yeseClrcl1 VlA.etl1oe(olog!j nClc( bee"" sl1C1ped b!j tne 
rese&lrch process ttsetf were Mt vtstbte Cit Clll. 
RtCle(t~ tl1rougl1 tl1e Mtes tClR.e1l\, froVIA. VlA.etnoc(olog!j t~ts cOII\.Sultec( c(urt~ the 
stud!j,:a~ tl1e e(ebates over VlA.ethoe(olog!j prese""tec( t"" VIA.!j e(LClY!j, I was struc~ b!j tne 
arra!j of tssues tnat nae( cOlI\.Cer~e( VlA.e. "But tl1ese were some now lost t"" CI scholart!::j 
; 
prese""tQtto"" of a VlA.etnodolog!::j chapter. 
salV\.tO"" (:2003) suggests that yese&lrcv,ers &Ire expectee( to fOllow a set of rules all\.Ot 
co""vell\ttoll\.S t"" order to 'VlA.alru tv,etr wor~ dtfftcult' a~ dtstt~utsh tt froV\i(. 
jour~ltsVlA.. "But t"" e(ot~ tl1ts, I h&lc( lost the essell\.Ce of the stlA.Ci!!::j. Rtaso"" all\.Ot 
M&lrshClll (200:1.) ecl10 tl1ese refl,eetto""s 0"" tv,e VlA.ethoe(olog!::j cv,&lpter bet""0 
u""represeV\.t&ltLvt of tnt rese&lrch process, suggestt""0: 
'Ac&lc(eV\i(.1.e spectres eVlA.erge, p&lrtL!::j to &lLL&I!::j &I""xtettes, &l1I\.Ot tne wrtttv.-g becomes 
dr!::j, cr!::j'Pttc c(tst&lll\.Cec( a~ ver!::j c(tffere""t froVIA. tne ltvel!::j a~ somettVlottS 
cv,aottc process of tne yeseCirch.· RtClSOII\, § MClrsnCltl, :200:1., 'P.'U-T 
Melo!j (:1j.9-f) atteVlA.pts to expL&lt"" tnts, suggestt~ that tr&ldttto~L forV\.t&lts offer the 
COV\i(.fort of l10w to 'Prese""t V\.ttltertCil so tl1C1t tt I.s eastl!j u~eystood. C1ot~ bClc~ to VIA.!j 
rese&lrch e(tarl1' tt was cteCir tnat &lc(l1erell\.Ce to a trCle(ttto~L VlA.etl1oc(olog!::j cnClpter til\, . 
tl1e fi.rst c(raTt WClS tt""ltud to tll\.Securtt!j CI~ &ltteV\i(.pts to pyeserve VlA.l1 tll\tegrtt!::j as a 
researcher: 
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·Wntt.....g QS I'Ve QlwQtls wrttt:ell\., I a\1\4.. til\. eollU:yoL - I RMW roug~Ltj t~e 
worRLoQc( I a\1\4.. CO\l\4..\l\4..ttti......g \l\4..tjseLf to all\.d call\. gauge t~e ttw.e CO\l\4..\I\4..Ltw.eM I 
li\.tec( to ~Iee to ac~teve t~Qt. Ti1:::It~ to C(O so\l\4..etht.....g c(tffereM, I wtlL M 
Lo.....ger ~ave that cOlI\.troL - , WOII\.'t be "'" the c(nVL.....g stQt.' Dtssertattoll\.JoUYII\.QL 
6/1.0/03 
TIle trQdtttoll\.Ql structure for a researc~ p~eet ts t~at t~e \l\4..ethoc(oLogtj chapter ts to a 
lQrge e.KttM ftll\.Q.Ltsec( before e~barR.t.....g 011\. the research ttself, all\.d oli\.t w.easure of the 
ef{tcaclj of HI~ stuc(tI ts the degree to whL.c.h the chosell\. \l\4..ethodol00t1 ts approptiate to 
the su~ect of the reseQrch. TIle 1II.Ul'1I\. d'ff~w.Lttl 'II\. attt\l\4..ptt.....g to wr'tt a ftll\.QL vtrsLolI\. 
of the \I\4..et~oC(oLogtj chapter was that Vl.i.tj thoughts had shtftec( over H\I\4..e both til\. 
res-poll\.se to the research process alMf til\. respclI\.se to a growt.....g awareli\.tss of tssues 
pertaL!iU......g to the tthtcsof soctal restarch. For e.Ka\l\4..ple, \l\4..lj ulMferstalMft.....g of the 
II\.t:Iture'QIMf value of refl..e.x.tvttlj alMf the twftutll\.C.e of fe\l\4..t!iU.st research W-ethoc(ologtj 
hac( oll\.llj grac(ualltj coVilte to tll\.ft.uell\.C.e the prctiect. ALthough tVl.i.port&lll\.t MW, tt wouLc( 
be ~LsleaC(L.....g to suggest that thts hQc( beell\. HIt LlI\.tell\.dtc( structure wl1ell\. LIII1.Halltj 
c(esLgIll1......g the w.ethoc(ologtj. 
Melolj (~.3-f) reLlI\.forces tl1ese feelL.....gs, suggesH.....g tl1Qt the efforts to ~QlI\.Qge alMf 
ull\.cterst&lll\.ct the researc~ process &Ire oftell\. QS I'\.i.tl'\.i.Or&lbte &IS the substall\.C.e of the thests 
ttseLf: 
"At tne begt~.....g, I c(tc(II\.'t RMW how C(tffereM fro~ ~tj orc(LlI\.Qrlj W&ltjs of 
~RL~ sell\.Se of tne wortC( tne rese&lrch process WQS goL.....g to be ... I nQc( M Lc(ta 
of whQt tt felt ltlee to c(o restQrch. wn.n.....g the dts5trtaHolI\. was QII\. e.x.-ptrLell\.C.t 
til\. LtseLf." MtL0tl, :t33-f, p.2 
III\. orc(er to capture t~ts process elew.eM - tne LearvU......g &IS , well\.t Qlo~, , woulC( li\.tec( to 
Hltll\.R. carefulltl Qbout tl1e -presell\.tatLolI\. of the ~thodologt! cl1apttr. Althougl1 Lt would 
w.eQII\. I'\.i.Ore worJr<., adopHIi\.0 all\. aLttYII\.Qttve format woulC( prov'u;(e &I I'\.i.Ore coll\.t:e.x.tuQlLlj 
groull\.dec( &l1I\.d tMerQcttve studt!, tlLu\l\4..tll\.&lti~ Mt oll\.ltj the research su~ect but the 
e.K-petiell\.C.e of t.&lrYtjt.....g out the rese&lrch too. Cc"'-Sequell\.tltj, the \l\4..ttl1oc(ol00tj eha-pter 
preself\.tec( here &frers two p&lr&lLLeL storLes. Ftrstttl, there ts the &lcac(eViltLc preseM&lttOIl\. of 
the ~ttl1oC(ologtl, &IS proc(uced for the ftrst draft of tne worle. rnts presell\.tQttoll\. 
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Cite""'-Oli\Stratts ali\. earll\.tSt but so~wt1at Ii\.a!ve uli\.Citerstali\.Citt""'0 of tt1e rtstaYeh process. 
TIle secoli\.Cit storti Ls tt1e ~re hul'l.UllI\. Oli\.t. It Citel!\ll.Oli\Strtiltts til persoli\.aL struggLt tilgtilLlI\.St 
a sen.ts of VIIleUloc;(oLogtc"l Lssw.ts UI"t trouble VIlle Hwow.ghow.t the pr~ect WorR.L.~ 
through the so te~Cit 'Ptltnaulls of II JlL()vut y!StllychtrLIi\. thLs w"tI le"c;;(s to a Ii\.tW 
,,1i\.Cit CitLfferell\.t: level of thtll\.Rt~ "bow.t the II\.&Itw.re of the rtse"ych Ltself. 
DEVELOPING THE RESEARCH DESIGN. 
Establishing The Research Paradigm. 
From background reading, there were clearly a number of questions surrounding the 
phenomenon of Sencos working in non maintained early years settings, which 
warranted investigation. However, there was as yet no hypothesis and no definite idea 
of the exact focus of the study. This concern was addressed to some extent by Bogdan 
& Bilden (1982): 
"Some qualitative studies start without a hypothesis or objectives being 
specified. The investigators will have an idea of what they are doing, but they 
will not devise detailed procedures before they begin. The study will structure 
the research rather than the other way around." Bogdan & Bilden, 1982 p.44 
It seemed that such a qualitative style of research would best suit what it was I was 
trying to achieve. Rather than trying to test a hypothesis, the aim was to establish and 
explore the main issues in relation to the experience of Sencos in non maintained early 
years settings. This matches Merriam's (1988) proposal that one of the key features of 
qualitative research is that it is primarily inductive ie building theory and that it is 
generally concerned with processes such as how rather than why things happen. 
Considering Hitchcock and Hughes' (1992) comparison of positivistic and interpretive· 
research designs reinforced this notion. They suggest that a key difference between 
qualitative and quantitative research lies in the way that in qualitative research, theories 
and concepts are generated after the data collection stage, rather than before it (p.41). 
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Deciding On The Methodology. 
Having established the research paradigm, it was necessary to establish which 
methodology would best suit this purpose. To some extent the notion of choice .of 
methodology is spurious. Working full time as an educational psychologist and having 
three young children I was not about to embark upon a large scale project. My choice of 
area of study by default had to be realistic and manageable. Indeed part of the skill of 
researching is .to recognise what is and isn't possible within given resources (Hitchcock 
& Hughes, 1992). Given personal and professional circumstances, the investigation 
would by necessity be a piece of small scale qualitative research. 
The chosen area of focus was the experience of Sencos in non maintained early years 
settings. As such this seemed to be a bounded 'case'. Combined with previous 
experience of the research process, this seemed to suggest a qualitative case study: 
"Case study methodology allows the researcher to concentrate on a specific 
instance or situation and to identify or attempt to identify the various interactive 
processes at work." Bell, 1987, p.6 
Comparing my planned intention with Merriam's (1988) four main characteristics of 
case study research reinforces the use of case study research as being wholly 
appropriate: 
• A case study is particularistic - ie it focuses on a particular event or 
phenomenon. Ie working with Sencos in non maintained settings. 
• A case study is descriptive - The research by its nature would contain elements 
of description, in order to give a rich picture of the situation. 
• A case study is heuristic - it illuminates understanding of the phenomenon under 
study. - The level of description and the way in which I was aiming to allow the 
voices of the Sencos to be heard would ensure that this was the case. 
• A case study is inductive - concepts are generated out of the data collected - I 
had no priori foci. The study was to be one of exploration and discovery. 
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Dilemma 1 - Allowing The Data To Speak For Itself 
The Role OfInduction 
Previous experience of qualitative research had instilled in me the notion of 'allowing 
the data to speak for itself' ie allowing the findings to shape the research direction 
rather than specifying beforehand what will be found. 
"Qualitative research studies are open ended and set up research opportunities 
designed to lead the researcher to unforeseen areas of discovery within the lives 
of the people she is studying. " Holliday, 2002, p.5 . 
This demonstrates one of the key differences between qualitative and quantitative 
research designs. However, as a novice researcher, working within a model of 
induction posed a number of problems. As induction aims to allow the issues to arise 
/rom the data, it is difficult to specify beforehand what the research is about. Whilst the 
research would comment on the experience of the Senco in non maintained early years 
settings, it was not possible to be any more specific than this. 
"The research question is really open ... so all I can do is talk generally about 
SEN and Inclusion - have a chat and see what emerges. It doesn't seem very 
scientific!" Dissertation Journal 1311 0103 
Meloy (1994) offers succour, commenting: "'What are the priori foci? 'and 'What will 
you have when you are finished? ' are examples of the types of questions we have been 
led to believe we should be able to answer from the beginning. " (p.2) 
This reflects previous experience of carrying out qualitative studies: 
"I've never really felt as though my tutors were enthusiastic about this way of . 
working nor necessarily knew any more about it than me. Questions such as 
yes, but what are your research questions' seem very familiar." Dissertation· 
Journal 1319102 
Remaining faithful to a notion of induction and having faith that the research will 
eventually find its own form is a lonely and frightening road to take, as the following 
diary extract demonstrates: 
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"1 can feel the grip of blind panic in my stomach... 1 really don't know how to 
move this forward... 1 still can't say categorically what the whole thing is 
about. " Dissertation Joumal4110103 
However, the experience this time was very different. Not only did 1 have a tutor who 
fully supported a qualitative style of research: 
"I'm really excited that Tom knows his qualitative stujJ7 ... He's really aware of 
issues such as allowing the data to speak for itself and giving people a voice. " 
Dissertation Joumal119102 
But 1 also found support in the literature. This came in the form of both methodological 
validation: 
"Qualitative research questions identify the process, object or entity that the 
researcher wants to investigate. It points us in a direction without predicting 
what we mightfind " Willig, 2001, p.19 
and emotional support. Meloy's (1994) comments summed up T!1y feelings perfectly: 
"1 was never alone in my research classes, but 1 found that 1 was always alone 
collecting and analYSing data for my thesis. 1 did not have the companionship of 
an a priori hypothesis or a statistical design to guide and structure me. " Meloy, 
1994,p.1 
In this context, induction it seemed was as much about holding my nerve and having 
faith in the research process, as it was about methodology. 
The Evolving Shape Of The Study 
In accepting a model of induction, it was also necessary to accept that the eventual 
shape of the research and the findings themselves may be different from the initial 
starting point. This is reinforced by Willig (2001) who suggests that the researcher must 
be open to the possibility that the research focus may have to change during the process 
of the research. 
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The initial starting point of the study had been an interest in developing a means of 
delivering educational psychology services to non maintained early year settings. To 
these ends 1 had developed the 'Inclusion ABC' - a model of service delivery based on 
the principles of inclUSion, for non maintained early years settings This was envisaged 
as a three stage model. Stage one saw the development of clusters of early years settings 
and the development of a link psychologist; stage two was the delivery of the Inclusion 
ABC training course and stage three was the institution of regular consultations 
between an educational psychologist and a cluster of Sencos from non maintained 
settings (See Appendix 2 for full details of the Inclusion ABC project). Early entries in 
my research journal show how this clearly dominated the writing, reflecting the mental 
model 1 was workingfrom: 
. !'I keep forgetting that the Inclusion ABC is only a part of the project. It's about 
delivering EP services to early year settings" Dissertation Journal 29/JO/02 
However, through the process of collecting and interpreting the data, the project started 
to lead in a different direction. Rather than an evaluation of a service delivery model, 
the focus was becoming more situated in the lived experiences of the Sen cos, and the 
way in which they conceptualised their work in relation to children with special needs. 
This brought the initial research design and the desire to remain faithful to the notion of 
induction into clear conflict. 
"What I'm trying to avoid isfollowing the aspect of the study that most interests 
me ie the care.! education / inc/us ion debate. I'm not sure why I'm avoiding it. 1 
think it's because it takes me into uncharted waters again. 1 don '/ feel that 1 
know enough about the politics of this. II Dissertation Journal 4/10/03 
Attempting to remain faithful to the initial area of interest rather than following the 
route that the study was taking led to a confused end picture. This is reflected in the 
tutor's comments on the first draft of the dissertation: 
II the feminist structure for SEN you suggest came as somewhat a surprise, 
although not an unwelcome one 1 should add ... 1 think now is the ideal time to 
contemplate and decide on once and for all what your study is going to be 
about... once you have made that decision, you will be free to achieve 
consistently the necessary level of critique. II Tutor's Comments On First Draft, 
25.8.03 
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In order to produce a coherent piece of work, decisions needed to be made about the 
story I wanted to tell. The advice given by my tutor was that I should give the work 
longer to 'cook' - to allow the brain to assimilate and make sense of the data. Whilst 
seeming at the time to be an institutional device for delaying completion of the study, 
this was in fact a most formative piece of advice. It was only months after submitting the 
first draft that the work really started to make sense. 
"Had a really exhilarating tutorial with Tom ... for the first time I felt almost 
confident in talking to him about my findings and my development. I almost 
discovered that authority that Tom and Simon insinuated that I was Jacking. And 
what's more, I feel that I'm on a roll. I've got more to read, more to write and 
more to say. Yippee'" Dissertation Journal 19110103 
Whilst within a traditional positivist research paradigm, this radical departure from the 
initial area of interest could be seen as a failure, this time I felt confident that it could 
be justified methodologically and could be seen as demonstrating a sound grasp of the 
nature of qualitative work. This is reinforced by Meloy (1994) who comments: 
"It is only at the end of the experience that we begin'to see how the whole is 
constructed... by the end of the dissertation I was able to explain why the thesis 
looked like it did. " Meloy, 1994, p.1 
Whose Story Is It Anyway? 
From the beginning, I had been clear that this was a journey of discovery. Delivering 
educational psychology services to non maintained early years settings represented an 
unknown field The aim of the research was to find out more about the experience of 
working with these Sencos and the issues that were important to them. As such the work 
was grounded clearly in a qualitative paradigm. 
However, an emerging understanding of the notion of subjectivity brought the notion of 
'allowing the data to speak for itself' into question. 'Allowing the data to speak for 
itself' assumes a specific epistemological position. It suggests that there is an essential 
truth that the researcher can bringforth and put on display to the reader. Willig (2001) 
locates this within the positivist paradigm whereby the researcher's influence on the 
data is not recognised or credited 
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The initial planned course of action had been to collect data from a number of Sen cos 
from non maintained early years settings and present the themes derivedfrom this using 
grounded theory techniques. Hollway (1989) describes how such 'descriptive' work is 
indicative of traditional feminist social psychology research, whereby extracts are 
presented to speak for themselves and hence represent women's experiences. Hollway 
(1989) goes on to, suggests that such an approach does nothing to expose the conditions 
or circumstan~es that have constructed the displayed positions and hence makes no 
challenge to the status quo. 
"People's subjectivities are produced within discourses, history and relations 
and the meanings that they produce in accounts of their experiences and 
themselves both reproduce these subjectivities as well as modifying them . .. 
J;l0/lway, 1989, p.40 
TJ:le research would be presenting firstly the subject position revealed by the Sen cos in 
their conversations with me and secondly an interpretation of this position, based on my 
own knowledge and experience. Willig (2001) suggests that mediating human 
experience in such a way is consistent with the social constructionist paradigm, 
whereby: 
"What we perceive is never a direct reflection of the environment, but a specific 
reading of these conditions" Willig, 2001, p. 7 
This is reinforced by Hal/way (1989), who proposes that whilst descriptive research 
exposes a person's experience in relation to a certain topic, this is open to any number 
of interpretations. 
Thus, developing an understanding of subjectivity had moved the research beyond a 
positivist form of qualitative inquiry, into a previously unknown area. The study would 
be grounded firmly in a social constructivist epistemology. 
Establishing The Primary Methods Of Data Collection 
In the same way that epistemological roots dictate to a large part the research paradigm, 
research methodology also dictates more or less appropriate methods of data collection. 
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There are a number of research methods commonly associated with case study research, 
which would help elicit the desired information about the experience of Sencos in non 
maintained early years settings. 
Questionnaires. 
Although the use of a questionnaire would elicit a sample of opinion, there were a 
number of fac~ors predicating against the use of this method of data collection. 
Bell (1987) suggests that the first stage of planning a questionnaire is to decide exactly 
what you want to find out. With a purpose of discovery, it was clear that ideas about the 
relative importance of issues should not be forced onto the participants. This concern is 
echoed by Hitchcock & Hughes (1992): 
"Questionnaires may structure responses too much or they may lead to 
participants answering in a certain way, thus effecting accuracy." Hitchcock & 
Hughes, 1992, p.2S 
How could the questionnaire be made flexible enough to allow the respondents to bring 
up the issues that were important to them? This question is again raised by Hitchcock & 
Hughes: 
"A questionnaire may not be flexible enough to enable the respondents' true 
feelings or attitudes to come out." Hitchcock & Hughes, 1992, p.25 
Also, given that the average response rate to a postal questionnaire is 30% (Cohen & 
Manion, 1998) then 100 questionnaires would need to be sent out to ensure a reasonable 
response. This seems like a large undertaking as part of a small-scale study. As such, the 
notion of using a questionnaire was rejected. 
Interviews. 
Bogdan & Biklen (1992) cite interviewing as one of the most common forms of data 
collection linked to case study research. They go on to suggest that the style of 
interview chosen depends on exactly what it is the researcher wants to fmd out. 
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Whereas structured interviews with closed questions will yield a great deal of 
information on specific questions, semi structured interviews with more open questions: 
"Allow depth to be achieved through providing opportunities on the part of the 
interviewer to probe and expand on the interviewees experiences. "Hitchcock & 
Hughes, 1992, p.83 
Although the study had a loose focus, it did not seem appropriate to limit the research 
by asking closed questions. I was interested in hearing what the interviewees had to say 
about the subject. Bogdan & Biklen (1992) sum this up saying: 
"(Qualitative) interviewing is used to gather descriptive data in the subject's 
own words, so that the researcher can develop insights into how the subject 
interprets some part of the world." Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p.96 
From this, it seemed that a semi structured interview would best suit the purpose. 
futerviewing Sencos prior to their engagement with the Inclusion ABC course would 
allow some degree of freedom for the interviewees to express their opinions, whilst at 
the same time allowing questioning to be focused in a specific arena. 
Focus Group Interviews 
A focus group interview is a particular type of group interview that involves the 
researcher leading a discussion with a group of interviewees. Flick (1998) describes 
how it: 
"Attempts to further contextualise data collected to create an interactional 
situation that comes closer to everyday life than the (often one off) encounter of 
the interviewer and interviewee." Flick, 1998, p.114 
In the focus group interview, rather than leading the conversation, the role of the 
interviewer is to moderate a discussion between group members on a topic of interest to 
the researcher. 
In exploring the reasons for the use of focus group methodology, Flick (1998) suggests 
that such a technique corresponds more closely to the way in which opinions are 
produced, expressed and exchanged in everyday life. At the same time, it allows 
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corrections to be made by the group concerning extreme views or incorrect portrayals of 
purported shared experiences. However, Willig (2001) cautions the indiscriminate use 
of focus group interviewing, particularly if the subject matter is sensitive. She suggests 
that that disclosure is not necessarily enhanced by the presence of other participants and 
in this case, semi structured interviews may be more appropriate. 
In addition to this, Flick (1998) highlights a number of additional concerns that would 
need to be addressed by the researcher if this technique were to be used. For example, 
how data can be documented to allow for the identification of individual speakers and 
differentiation between statements of parallel speakers, or how the researcher can 
balance accommodating the dynamics of the group whilst at the same time steering the 
discussion. 
Whilst necessitating careful planning in order to accommodate these concerns, the focus 
gfOUP interview seemed to offer much potential, given that as part of the Inclusion ABC 
training programme, I would have a ready made focus group. The focus group interview 
would allow me to explore issues arising from the individual interviews, whilst 
providing an additional source of data in its own right. 
Dilemma 2 - Tile Spectres Of Power & Influence 
The second dilemma arising from my methodological wrangling revolved around the 
dual issues of power and influence. Over and above the social constructivist stance 
adopted, an increasing awareness of the Foucauldian notion of power relations shaping 
subjectivities was troubling. 
"For Foucault, knowledge of all sorts is thoroughly enmeshed in the clash of 
petty domination as well as in the larger battles which constitute our world. II 
Rabinow, 1991, p.6 
Approaching Sencos in non maintained early years settings as an educational 
psychologist would make an immediate statement about power and authority. 1 might 
easily be cast into the role of 'expert I and maintaining Foucault's language, I would be 
seen to be 'operating within the regime of truth'. To ask questions about such an 
emotive subject as inclusion and children with special needs would give an indication of 
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'the right thing to say', and would influence the answers given to my questions. This is 
reinforced by Hollway (1989) who suggests that researchers through their position as 
expert will have considerable power within the research context (p.lJ). 
This dilemma is visible in the diary entries around the time that I needed to make the 
initial contact with the settings: 
"Eventually plucked up courage to start ringing around To my surprise, 
everyone sounded really positive ... what's going on? Is this the power / 
relationship thing starting already? By introducing myself as an EP do I set the 
stakes too high? Do they feel duty bound to say yes? Do they feel intimidated 
and want to make a good impression?" Dissertation Journal 9/10/02 
These concerns are reflected in Hollway & Jefferson's (2002) notion of the 'defended 
subject; ie when subjects invest in discourses to provide protection against anxiety and 
s,:,pport identity (p.23) 
"Conflict, suffering and threats to self operate on the psyche in ways that affect 
people's positioning and investment in certain discourses, rather than others . .. 
Hollway &Jefferson, 2002, p.19 
It seemed important to minimise Sen cos responding to the interview questions with 
answers that they felt should be given to an educational psychologist or putting them in 
a position where they felt they needed to disguise the meanings of their thoughts or 
actions. This needed to be addressed at two levels. Firstly, it was necessary to consider 
how the image of an Educational Psychologist, and the associated preconceptions 
would affect my relationships with the Sencos. Secondly, it was necessary to look at how 
the interviews could be conducted in such a way as to make the outcomes less 
predictable. 
The first of these concerns was resolved with relatively little difficulty. Holloway and 
Jefferson (2002) describe how in feminist research methodology there is a recognition 
of the needfor symmetry in the social identities of the interview pair. Personally, J was 
having difficulties in organising child care for my nine month old baby during the 
interview phase. A simple solution was that J should take her with me. Although not 
disguising the fact that I was an Educational Psychologist, the interviews could be 
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conduct with me in the role of the mother of a young child As either mothers of young 
children themselves or carers for young children the Sencos might then be put at ease. 
Attention to dress was also important. Rather than arriving to conduct the interviews 
dressed as an archetypal educational psychologist, it would be appropriate to dress 
more casually, to avoid perpetuating any preconceptions. As such my interview outfit 
was jeans and (I jumper. Whilst in most instances this contributed to an easy 
relationship w!th the Sen cos, on one occasion this was not the case. 
"I was met at the door by the nursery manager wearing a fitted two piece suit! 
Talk about the boot being on the other foot. I had dressed casually to try to 
equalise some of the interview inequalities, but now I felt scruffy and 
unprofessional!" Observation notes, Setting 5. 
Although backfiring on this occasion this in itselfwas interesting data and on the whole, 
I felt confident that the measures taken would go some way to achieving the desired 
degree of symmetry between researcher and subject. 
The second concern relating to the nature of the interview itself was more difficult to 
address. In considering the power relationships between interviewers and interviewees, 
Hollway & jefferson (2002) identify the problems of shared meaning and prompting of 
particular answers. They suggest that some interviewees are not knowledgeable about 
how and why they have done things and that post rationalisation can be very different to 
processes in operation during a prior event. 
In order to reduce my influence on the type of data generated, references to value laden 
terms such as 'inclusion' would need to be avoided and questions posed in less emotive 
terms. If the interviews were to elicit more than just a version of 'what I ought to say to 
a psychologist about children with special needs' the issues highlighted by Holloway 
and jefferson (ibid)would need to be addressed The notion of using a narrative style of . 
interviewing is proposed by Hollway & jefferson (2002) as an antidote to some of these 
difficulties. Using this technique, rather than post rationalising their experiences, 
interviewees are encouraged to tell their own stories. In order to achieve this, four 
guiding principles are proposed: 
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• Questions should be open; 
• The aim should be to elicit stories ie accounts of real life events rather than 
explanations; 
• 'Why?' questions should be avoided in order to prevent post rationalisation and 
defensive dialogue; 
• The interview should follow the respondents ordering and phrasing to allow the 
interviewee to take responsibility for making the relevance of certain aspects 
clear .. 
Thus, the eventual questions devised to inquire about the experiences of the Sencos were 
open, inviting the interviewees to tell their stories, for example: 'Tell me about a time 
you had a child with special needs in your setting ... ' At the same time, references to 
educatitmal psychology were reduced in order to encourage a frank exchanged 
"This impression management stuff is really apparent in what I'm doing. I've 
spent all day drafting a simple letter to confirm sessions and dates. I had to get 
the font right so it was more friendly. I was really aware of the preconceptions 
of the word 'psychologist' and people being scared of it ... " Dissertation Journal 
13110102 
Whilst a narrative approach wouldn't provide a transparent account of the experience 
of being a Senco in a non maintained setting, following it would allow perhaps a closer 
understanding the reality of their situation. 
Participant Observation. 
Merriam (1988) describes participant observation as being the mainstay of qualitative 
case study research, saying: 
"It is a major means of collecting data in case study research. It gives a first 
hand account of the situation under study and when combined with interviews 
and documentary analysis, allows for holistic interpretation of the phenomenon 
being investigated. It is the technique of choice when behaviour can be observed 
or when people cannot or will not talk about the research topic." Merriam, 1988, 
p.102 
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Visiting Sencos in their settings to conduct the interviews, would afford an opportunity 
to look around the settings and get a feel for the different places. As presenter of the 
Inclusion ABC training course there would also be additional opportunities for 
collecting data. 
Much of the literature on observation seems to be dedicated to techniques, which 
require the researcher to be very clear prior to observation what they are looking at 
(Cohen & Ma.nion, 1998). This seemed to contradict the way in which the study had 
been planned ie letting the issues emerge from the data. Merriam (1988) suggests the 
taking offield notes is more appropriate to qualitative studies, ie: 
"A written account of what the researcher hears, sees, experiences and thinks in 
the course of collecting and reflecting on the data." Merriam, 1988, p.96 
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Spradley (1980) goes further suggesting that the initial stages of participant observation 
should be broad and descriptive. From the analysis of this data, more detailed questions 
can then be formulated leading to a more focused stage of investigation. Thus, 
observation could be seen as a further source of information both to supplement the 
interviews and to help the interrogation of the initial interview data. 
Research Journals. 
Within qualitative research, the role of the researcher is to mediate between the research 
data and the audience. Holly (1989) proposes the use of a research journal both to 
collect data and also to ensure that issues of reflexivity are recorded. 
"A research journal can be used to keep comprehensive, descriptive 
documentation; to record facts, procedures and interactions and keep analytical 
and interpretative notes." Holly, 1989, p.21 
Keeping a research journal would enable both analytical and factual notes about the 
research to be kept, whilst at the same time charting my own progress along the research 
path, showing clearly my development as a researcher. 
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Dilemma 3 - Reflexivitv And Me 
In adopting a social constructivist stance there is an implicit acceptance of the notion 
that any interpretation of data is grounded in the researcher's own opinions and 
prejudices. This personal interest would also be reflected in the data collection and 
analytic phases of the study. Willig (2001) points out that all research is shaped by the 
researcher's own subjectivity: 
"Researcher's decisions, the questions they ask of the data, the way they use the 
method as well as personal, philosophical, and methodological background 
shape the research and ultimately the findings. " Willig: 2001, p.44 
Hollway (1989) comments that such subjectivity is frequently seen as being the binary 
opposite of objectivity, which in positivist research is lauded as an indicator of quality. 
Taylor (1996) notes: 
"Social science researchers are taught to mistrust experience, to regard it as 
inferior to theory and to believe the use o/research techniques can provide data 
unclouded by values, beliefs and involvement. " Taylor, ·1996, p.1 08 
With the implicit understanding that I would be active in constructing a picture of the 
experience of the Senco in non maintained early years settings, how could this be done 
in an academic and scholarly way? 
Ahmed (1999) proposes that rather than making the researcher invisible in the 
research, the researcher's role in the unfolding process should be acknowledged This 
is reinforced by Burman (J 996) who proposes that such attention to issues of reflexiVity 
is essential in order to produce an explicit account of the area of study. Such an 
approach is endorsed by Maguire (2001) who makes a case for the use 0/ 'conscious 
reflexivity' to avoid the production of alienated knowledge which leaves no trace of the 
conditions o/its production or the social conditionsfrom which it has arisen (p.65). 
So how does one go about this? Holliday (2002) proposes the notion of reflexivity, 
which he describes as: 
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"The way in which the researcher comes to terms with and capitalises upon the 
complexities of their presence within the research setting, in a methodological 
way. " Holliday, 1999, p.146 
Willig (2001) further differentiates between two forms of reflexivity. Personal reflexivity 
is described as the process of reflecting on how the researcher's own values and 
assumptions have shaped the research. Epistemological reflexivity is described as the 
way in which the. methodological stance is inte"ogated to examine how it has shaped 
what might be(ound. 
Leaving an 'audit trail' or as Holliday (2002) describes 'showing the workings' is 
proposed as a strategy to enable the reader to follow the research journey and see 
clearly how particular readings of the data have been made and conclusions 
constructed. Maintaining a visible presence throughout the research and demonstrating 
the progressive development of ideas should leave the reader clear as to how and why 
the conclusions have been drawn. My subjective observations made both in the 
Dissertation Journal and throughout my engagement with the Sencos would provide 
clear evidence of this development. 
In addition to thiS, Holliday (2002) proposes that in order to achieve this level of 
subjectivity then the researcher should develop a separate voice in the text, to allow 
data to be distinguished from interpretation. Although this does not address the issue of 
the selection of extracts in the first place, it does allow the reader to follow the research 
process and the researcher's interpretation. 
"By making this separation apparent in the text, the researcher shows the 
workings of what she has done, as far as possible making it transparent to the 
reader ... this display of clarity adds to the validity of the written study, revealing 
to a large extent how subjectivity has been managed. II Holliday, 1989, p.19 
By presenting not only the Analytical Stories suggested by Straus & Corbin (1990) but 
also 'Discursive Commentaries' (Holliday, 2002) I would achieve a degree of 
separation between data and interpretation. Thus the contemplation on subjectivity had 
led to an affirmation of the stance I was taking and provided a possible way of 
achieving this. 
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Addressing The Issues Of Validity And Reliability 
Internal Validity 
The traditional positivist interpretation of validity concerns how far the fIndings of a 
study match reality. 
"Validity refers to the extent to which the materials collected are true and 
represent an accurate picture of who or what is being studied." 
Hitchcock and Hughes, 1992, p.4S 
However, the basic assumption of a social constructivist paradigm is that reality is not a 
fIxed entity; it is grounded in the thoughts and experiences of the various participants, at 
that po~t in time. Consequently, assessing validity by comparing findings to reality is 
inappropriate (Merriam, 1988). 
If the aim of the research was to identify the Senco's constructions of reality, then the 
most important measure of validity must be the extent to whi~h this is achieved. Guba 
and Lincoln (1981) suggest that validity is: 
" ... the extent to which multiple truths have been adequately represented ie their 
reconstruction is credible to the original constructors." Guba & Lincoln, 1981, 
p.87 
Examination of the available literature suggests that there are a number of possible 
means of achieving a degree of internal validity, the most common of which is 
triangulation. Merriam (1988) describes triangulation as follows: 
"Using mUltiple investigators, multiple sources of data or multiple methods to 
confirm emerging fIndings." Merriam, 1988, p.169 
Thus rather than relying on one source of data, efforts should be made to 'cross 
examine' the emerging fIndings. Within the context of this project, combining data from 
multiple data sources (Sencos) as well as multiple data collection methods (participant 
Observation, Interviews, Focus Group and Dissertation Journal) should address this to 
some extent. 
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External Validity. 
This describes the extent to which the fmdings of a study can be applied .to other 
situations ie 'generalisation'. It seems clear from the literature that generalisation is 
neither the aim, nor the purpose of qualitative research. In choosing a qualitative 
research design, one is generally interested in understanding in depth, a particular 
situation or phenomenon, and not looking for general rules. 
"A qualitative study will provide the reader with a three dimensional picture and 
will illustrate relationships, micro political issues and patterns of influence in a 
particular context" Bell, 1987, p.7 . 
Given this background, is it ever possible to extend the findings of a qualitative study to 
a large~ population? Merriam (1988) proposes three means by which the researcher can 
improve the generalisability of research findings: 
1. Through providing such rich description so that the readers can make their own 
judgement as to the possibility of generalisation. 
2. Through establishing the typicality of a particular phenomenon / event or individual. 
3. Through conducting cross case / cross-site studies ie comparing the findings in one 
particular setting with those in a comparable one. 
Due to time constraints only the first of these three measures seemed applicable to this 
project. Using a combination of data collection techniques to· provide rich description 
was a realistic option. 
Reliability. 
Bell (1987) describes reliability as: 
"The extent to which a task or procedure produces similar results under constant 
conditions on all occasions." Bell, 1987, p.50 
Thus, the traditional notion of reliability could be described as the extent to which the 
findings of a study can be replicated. Again, due to the nature and philosophical 
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underpinnings of social constructivist research, this becomes more complicated. Given 
the assumption that there is no single interpretation of a situation, and different actors 
will interpret situations in different ways, then there is no benchmark against which to 
take repeated measures. 
"Because what is being studied in education is assumed to be in flux, 
multifaceted and highly contextual, because information gathered is a function 
of who gives it and how skilled the researcher is at getting it and because of the 
emergent design ... reliability in the traditional sense is not only fanciful, but 
impossible!" Merriam, 1988, p.171 
Guba and Lincoln (1981) question the notion of reliabilitY in qualitative studies, 
suggesting that since it is impossible to have internal validity without reliability, then 
validity should be pursued in preference to reliability. They suggest that instead of 
reliabilIty a notion of 'dependability of consistency' should be fostered ie the extent to 
which another researcher would draw the same conclusions from the same raw data. 
This requires that the original researcher leaves what Merriam (1988) terms a 'clear 
audit trail' ie enough information and description so that any independent judge could 
authenticate the findings. 
Incorporating elements of rich description as well as a commentary on the process of the 
research should allow such reading to take place. 
Dilemma 4 - What Does It All Mean Anvwav? 
If issues of validity and reliability are seen as indicative of quality in traditional 
positivistic research, where does that leave the qualitative researcher? Applying the 
notions of validity and reliability to the proposed research project seemed rather 
tenuous and of limited value. This reflection is rein/orced by Hollway & Jefferson 
(2002) who suggest that traditional measures of validity and reliability are invalid 
criteria for any such work, as all meanings are unique and shared and therefore no 
situation is replicable (P79). So what was 1 aiming for? What should good qualitative 
research look like? 
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This question is answered to some extent by Willig (2001): 
"Good practice in qualitative research requires the systematic and clear 
presentation of analyses, which are demonstrably grounded in the data and 
which pay attention to reflexivity issues. In addition, such work is characterised 
by an awareness of its contextual and theoretical specificity and the limitations 
this imposes on its relevance and applicability. " Willig, 2001, p.J44 
This interpretation is based in part, upon the guidelines for quality in qualitative 
research put forward by Henwood & Pidgeon (J992) and by Elliot et al (1999). In 
addressing grounded theory, Henwood & Pidgeon (1992) propose seven steps which 
they suggest will ensure the rigour of qualitative research 'whilst at the same time 
acknowledging the idiosyncrasy and creativity of the research process itself Ensuring 
that my work was in line with these criteria should increase the chances of producing a 
sound piece of research. Thus, the seven stages are as follows: 
J) Importance of fit between the data and the categories. Developing coherence 
within and between categories and making it clear how the categories had been 
derived would address this. 
2) Integration oftheory. Developing a separate voice in the text would enable the 
reader to follow the transition from data to theory. Using both Analytical Stories 
to present the Sencos' experiences followed by Discursive Commentaries to 
explain the identification salient points would allow this to happen. 
3) Reflexivity. Maintaining a visible presence throughout the research and 
engaging the reader in the unfolding story would ensure a high degree of 
reflexivity. 
4) Documentation. The parallel story of me the researcher should contribute to the 
production of an inclusive and comprehensive account of what was done and 
why. 
5) Theoretical sampling. The collection of data over a period of time (Initial 
interviews and Inclusion ABC course) would allow for the continuous . 
exploration of the emerging themes in light of new data. 
6) Sensitivity to negotiated realities. Presenting the findings to the focus group, to 
check out emerging findings would help provide some feedback on the work. 
Additional reality checks would come through discussing the findings with a 
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colleague, whose role as area Senco involves her working with Sencos from the 
non maintained sector on a daily basis. 
7) Transferability. Ensuring that the data was rich in detail would enable an 'audit 
trail' to be left so that the data could tell its own story and so that fellow 
researchers I professionals would be able to draw their own conclusions from it. 
How Will The Data Be Analysed? 
Beyond deciding on how to collect the data, decisions also had to be made as to how 
collected data would be analysed. Cohen & Manion (1998) suggest either coding 
according to a pre determined schedule, or post coding from interview notes or 
transcripts. Being on an information finding mission, the best way forward seemed to be 
post cqding, following a grounded theory style approach (Strauss & Corbin, 1990~ 
Hitchcock & Hughes, 1992). From a general 'eyeballing' of the data, general units of 
meaning would be established, which then could be used to develop more specific 
categories (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 
Glaser & Strauss (1967) suggest that theory can be built inductively from the 
phenomenon it represents to form what they term 'grounded theory'. 
"One does not begin with a theory and then prove it. Rather, one begins with an 
area of study and what is relevant to that area is allowed to emerge." Strauss & 
Corbin, 1990, p.34 
Through carrying out a systematic set of procedures, theory is inductively built about a 
phenomenon. In doing this Glaser and Strauss (1967) suggest that the theory built will 
be faithful to and illuminate the area under study. When combined with similar research 
on the same phenomenon, it should be possible to apply this emerging 'grounded 
theory' to other situations. 
DilemllUl 5 - Matching Epistemologv And Data Analvsls 
Willig (2001) suggests that how the data is recorded and analysed is equally bounded 
by epistemological position. This is reinforced by Flick (1998) who proposes that the 
view we take of the data collected and what it is seen to represent will have a direct 
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influence on the choice of data analysis technique. Basing the study within a social 
constructionist epistemology would require data analysis techniques to be reviewed and 
revised. 
With the aim of exploring the experience of Sencos in the non maintained sector, the 
research was clearly inductive, hence the initial draw to grounded theory. However, 
conflicts exist between this methodology and the stated epistemological position. 
Charmaz (2oqO) highlights the positivist assumptions implicit in many of the early 
grounded theory texts. The data collected is seen to be a direct reading of reality - a so 
called 'window into the soul '. Having rejected this position, how could I ever hope to 
make sense of my data? The options available seemed to be discourse analysis or what 
Charmaz (2000) describes as a social constructivist version of grounded theory. 
Discourse Analysis 
The emergence of discursive analysis represents a shift from the cognitive view of 
'language as a window to the soul' to a stance whereby language is seen as a tool by 
which individuals structure and position themselves in order to create a reality. 
Willig (2001) describes how there are two main schools of discourse analysis -
'discursive psychology' which studies what people seek to construct through language, 
and 'Foucauldian Discourse Analysis' which seeks to describe the way in which 
discourse shapes social and psychologicalli/e, including notions of power and control. 
In most cases, discourse analysis will be carried out from transcripts of speech or 
written documents, although within Foucauldian analysis this could be extended to any 
symbolic system. Analysis will be carried out through a process of interacting with the 
text to establish action orientation (ie what is the text doing?) rather than simply 
readingfor meaning. 
Whilst offering a viable way of analysing the data, there were a number of points 
mitigating against the use of this methodology. Primarily, there was a concern with 
whether a form of discourse analysis would elicit the information the research had set 
out to find The study really was starting from a point of little or no understanding and 
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knowledge about the experience of the Sencos. The study was aimed at gathering 
information about Sencos in non maintained settings and identifying issues important to 
them. As such it was less about how versions of reality are negotiated and more about 
identifying themes and issues. Whilst this information may then direct the researcher to 
further discursive work, as an initial means of analysis, this methodology was rejected. 
Social Constructivist Versions Of Grounded Theory 
Grounded theory can be referred to as both method and end product. Grounded theory 
is the process through which categories of meaning are progressively identified from 
the data and relationships between categories identified It can also refer to the building 
of new theory and understanding of the area under study by comparing identified 
themes.within and across similar research projects. 
Although grounded theory is described as a way of aI/owing issues to arise from the 
data, the procedures set down by Strauss & Corbin (1990) continued to cause me some 
anxiety. Whatever happened, it would be me as the researcher identifying the categories 
and my values and assumptions guiding what is regarded as Significant. 
Willig (2001) addresses these concerns, introducing the notion of a 'social 
constructivist' version of grounded theory. Such an approach attempts to recognise that 
the essence of a situation can never be captured entirely and that the voice of the 
researcher is implicit in design and analysis. This ;s echoed by Charmaz (2000) who 
suggests: 
"A social constructivist grounded theory recognises that the viewer creates the 
data and ensuing analysis through interaction with the viewed Data do not 
provide a window on reality. Rather the 'discovered' reality arises from the 
interactive process and its temporal, cultural and structural contexts. II 
Charmaz, 2000, p.524 
Charmaz goes on to describe a number of strategies that can be employed by the 
researcher in order to ensure a social constructivist reading of the work. These include 
ensuring the researcher is visible and 'part of what is viewed' in order for influences 
and decisions to be clear to the reader and the development of a style of research that 
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allows the research subjects to 'cast their stories in their own terms '. Each of these 
measures, one by one could be matched to the series of considerations recorded 
previously in this chapter as the researcher's· 'dilemmas '. As such, I seemed to have 
stumbled upon the study's methodological home. By employing a combination. of 
inductive grounded theory, combined with clear statements identifying issues of 
reflexivity, it should be possible to illuminate the Sen cos ' experiences whilst at the same 
time demonstrating to the reader how such a reading has been made. As such, a social 
constructivist yersion of grounded theory would represent an appropriate. means of 
analysing the collected data. 
The Emerging Shape Of The Research Project 
Thus, eventually, the research project began to take shape. The plan was to collect data 
from a number of Sencos in non maintained early years settings, through semi 
structured, narrative style interviews held in the Sencos' places of work. During this 
time, there would also be a chance to look around and observe in the settings. 
Working with the same Sen cos delivering the Inclusion ABC course would allow 
further data collection and the checking out of emerging themes from the interview data. 
A group interview at the end of this process would help clarify some of the emerging 
fmdings of the study. 
The use of a research journal would allow personal progress through the research 
project to be charted addressing issues of reflexivity. 
Research Project Summary 
Epistemological position: Social constructivist 
Paradigm: Inductive, qualitative 
Methodology: Case study 
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Data collection techniques: 
Reflexivity: 
Ethics: 
Data analysis technique: 
Finalising the Procedures 
Semi structured interviews based on 
narrative style; participant observation; 
research journal; focus group interview. 
Personal & epistemological recorded in research 
journal. 
Triangulation through multiple data sources and 
data collection techniques; member checks; rich 
description. 
Inductive, social constructivist, grounded theory. 
The following section describes the actual practise of collecting and analysing the data 
as well as practical considerations concerning the setting up of the project. 
Gaining Access 
In preparation for the project, I had become a regular member of the Special Needs and 
Inclusion task group of the local Early Years Partnership (EYCP). As such a good 
working relationship had been developed with the 'Equality and Inclusion' manager 
who coordinated the group. 
"Incredible meeting with R. She is so supportive. She has encouraged me to put 
in a proposal regarding funding and has offered to pay £50 per setting to 
encourage them to attend. What's going on? I think part of it is about R herself. 
She's so passionately committed to inclusion. She's a 'can do' person willing to 
try things and take risks." Dissertation Journal2J10/02 
However, negotiating access wasn't without difficulty. The following diary extract 
demonstrates my excitement at the support offered, mixed with frustrations over 
bureaucracy. 
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"She (Inclusion & Equality manager) seems really keen and supportive ... it 
seems that who you know is important ... but everything has to be done officially 
- going through the Special Needs task group, through the Executive Committee 
etc. It just seems that the more people you involve the more official channels 
you have to go through and the more complex it gets." Dissertation Journal 
1817102 
In the end, it seemed that timing too had a large part to play in gaining access. My diary 
describes my ~eelings on finding that the EYCP had appointed their first Area Senco. 
"This is really good news for me. I know M and can work with her. She's 
coming from the same angle as me re inclusion etc ... she stated that her post 
was from September but as yet there was no clear role for her. This was brilliant 
news. If I play my cards right, I could end up running the course jointly with 
her." Dissertation Joumal317103 
~aving presented the project to the Special Needs and Inclusion task group and to the 
EYCP executive, pennission was granted for the research to be carried out with local 
non maintained early years settings. As such the route to approaching and accessing the 
settings was opened. My suggestion that I should collaborate with the newly appointed 
area Senco was welcome by the EYCP. offering an intrinsic opportunity for checking 
the validity of the findings. 
Selecting The Sample Group 
Given that the study was a small scale case study the issue of deciding on a sample was 
not too onerous. Cohen & Manion (1998) propose a number of ways of deciding on 
non-probability samples, one of which is convenience sampling. With convenience 
sampling, participants are chosen for reason such as location or prior links. Working 
with the Area Senco. it seemed appropriate to select participants from the area of the 
city that she would be working with. Discussion with the 'Inclusion and Special Needs' 
task group defined that my involvement should be initially with Nursery Education 
Grant (NEG) registered settings. This suited the purpose of the study, as although 
children with special needs might be found in any setting, non NEG settings may not be 
operating under the Code of Practice and may not have a Senco in place. 
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All twenty-four of the validated settings in the Area Senco's domain were invited to join 
the research project, which incorporated both interviews and the Inclusion ABC training 
course. This was introduced through an initial discussion with the Area Senco, followed 
by a telephone call from the researcher, to allow time for the Sencos to consider whether 
they wanted to participate. An added incentive to participate was the offer of supply 
cover funding from the EYCP. 
As I was onlY,available on Thursday mornings to conduct the research, in the end this 
proved to be the major selection criterion. Whilst the majority of the Sencos contacted 
expressed much interest in the project, only fourteen were able to attend the Inclusion 
ABC training sessions on the given dates and times. Issues such as other staff being out 
on training on Thursdays and annual leave were cited as reasons for non participation. A 
numbe~, of settings who were unable to attend asked to be placed on the waiting list for 
the next course. The target number of participants was set at fifteen. As such, all of the 
Sencos available to attend were accepted onto the project and a fifteenth participant was 
chosen from one of the settings requesting an additional place. 
Canying Out The Individual Interviews 
Although the focus of the interviews was intentionally loose, in order that the 
interviewees had flexibility to talk about the issues they felt important, there was also 
the need for a degree of structure. This caused some difficulty though: 
"It's difficult writing an initial interview schedule when you don't really have a 
research question. The research question is really open-ended - what is the 
experience of being a Senco in a non maintained setting? All I can do is talk 
generally about special needs - have a chat and see what evolves!" Dissertation 
Journal 13/10/03 
Given the initial research focus on the experience of being a Senco, it was possible to 
come up with a number of broad areas for questioning, including training, past 
experience and working with external agencies. Whilst directing the interview to some 
extent, this still allowed a great deal of flexibility (The final interview schedule can be 
found in Appendix 3). In addition to this, the interview schedule reflected aspects of the 
narrative approach propounded by Hollway and Jefferson (2002). The questions devised 
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were ope~ and invited the interviewees to tell their stories for example: 'Tell me about 
when you had a child with special needs in the nursery ... ' At the same time, references 
to my professional role were reduced in order to encourage a frank exchanged. 
The interviews were carried out over an eight week period during November and 
December 2002. Between two and three interviews were carried out each session in the 
Senco's own setting. Interviews were of between 20 and 40 minutes in duration, 
depending on. the extent to which the Senco engaged with the notion of telling their 
story and interviews were recorded in order to allow them to be studied in detail 
following the meeting. Interviews were recorded and typed transcripts produced. 
Canying Out The Observations 
Even though Spradley (1980) advises the development of a loose structure for 
observations, the nature of the opportunities for observation mitigated against this. With 
no formal arrangement for observation, any observation would be incidental, arising 
from either passing through the setting or being shown, around by the Senco. 
Consequently it was decided that comments or observations should be noted following 
each visit. There would be however, no criteria to guide the observation. The 
observations noted would then be used to assist in making sense of the interview data 
and developing a cohesive picture of each setting. 
Similarly, observations made throughout the Inclusion ABC training course would be 
recorded in an informal commentary which could be used both as a source of data and 
to explore emerging findings. 
Canying Out The Group Interview 
Part of the final training session was given over to the focus group interview. The focus 
group interview lasted approximately 40 minutes, and twelve Sencos participated. The 
interview was recorded and as far as possible transcribed. 
The focus group interview questions reflected the aims established in the development 
of the Inclusion ABC training course, but also allowed scope to explore issues arising 
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from ongoing analysis of the interview and session data. In order to prevent participants 
being overly influenced by more dominant members of the group, an interview prompt 
sheet was distributed prior to the interview, to help the Sencos gather their thoughts. In 
addition to this, throughout the course, the onus was placed on the Sencos to give 
feedback on this a pilot study, in order to inform decisions about whether the course 
should be offered more widely. As such negative as well as positive comments were 
legitimised. 
Research Journal. 
Throughout the whole of the research project, a journal was kept to record my 
developing understanding of the issues relating to the case and moreover the experience 
of the research process itself. 
Checking For Reliabilitv And Validity 
The use of multiple data collection techniques, combined with ,multiple data sources (ie 
the different participants) is intended to provide a degree of internal validity. Further to 
this, there was an opportunity through an existing parallel group of Sencos, to check out 
the emerging findings - to see if they rang true. This was done at an evening meeting in 
April 2003. Additional checks on validity came through discussing the findings with the 
Area Senco, whose role involved her working with Sencos from the non maintained 
sector on a daily basis. 
Ensuring that the data was rich in detail would allow an 'audit trail' to be left so that 
fellow researchers or professionals in the field would be able to draw their own 
conclusions from it. In this way, some degree of reliability and external validity might 
be achieved. In addition to this, through articulating my own presence in the research, I 
hoped to achieve a good degree of reflexivity - both in terms of influence on the 
research process and construction of the findings. 
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Analysing The Data 
The first stage of the data analysis would be through open coding. Having transcribed 
the interviews, an initial reading of the scripts would allow 'Units of Meaning' (Strauss 
& Corbin, 1990) to be identified. These 'Units of Meaning' would then be put together 
with similar units from other scripts to form what Strauss & Corbin (1990) term 
'Concepts'. Thes.e concepts would then to be grouped together with concepts on a 
similar theme to form what Straus and Corbin (1990) term 'Categories'. 
The second stage of data analysis would be the development of the Analytical Stories. 
Strauss & Corbin (1990) describe how having identified concepts within a category, 
these concepts need to be brought together to form a cohesive account. They term this 
the '~lytical Story' - ie a reconstituting of the analysed data to give a cohesive picture 
of themes and issues arising from the data. The Analytical Stories are intended to be 
rich in description to allow a lively picture of the situation to be portrayed. 
The third stage of data analysis would be the develop~ent of the 'Discursive 
Commentaries'. Following each Analytical Story, Holliday (2002) proposes a 
Discursive Commentary, which seeks to identify salient points within the category in 
relation either to the literature or to the developing understanding emerging from the 
data. This stage moves from a representative to interpretive stage of the data analysis. 
Separating the Analytical Story and Discursive Commentary in this way allows the 
separate voices of the researched and the researcher to be clearly seen, addressing social 
constructivist concerns over grounded theory techniques. 
A fmal stage of analysis would be the bringing together of the Discursive Commentaries 
to explore a new theoretical understanding of the situation under study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS 
Analytical Stories are presented for the four core data categories .. These stories are then 
explored and salient points highlighted in the Discursive Commentaries. Summaries are 
also given of t1;le three subsidiary data categories (Analytical Stories and Discursive 
Ct;Jmmentaries for these categories can be found in Appendix 1) 
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RESULTS 
Introduction To The Results Chapter 
Analysing the data 
The data collected has been analysed in three main stages: 
1. Individual interview data, observational and session data were first scanned for 
separate 'units of meaning' . 
2. Units of meaning from different sources were put together with those on a 
similar topic to form what Strauss and Corbin (1990) term 'concepts'. 
3. . Concepts pertaining to similar themes were then grouped together in order to 
form what Strauss and Corbin (1990) term 'categories of meaning'. 
Data categories have been further divided into core and subsidiary categories. 
Core categories form the basis of the study, containing rich data relating to the 
role of the Senco in the non maintained sector. These categories are presented 
fully in the main body of the dissertation 
Subsidiary categories do not relate directly to the research focus but never the 
less provide additional insights into the non maintained sector. These categories 
are presented in summary fonn in the main body of the dissertation. The full text 
of these categories can be found in Appendix 1. 
Reporting The Results 
The analysed data is presented in a number of different forms. 
1. Firstly, a summative web diagram illustrates all categories and summarises 
their content. (Figure 1). Core categories are highlighted indicating that they 
are fully reported in the body of the dissertation. Subsidiary categories are 
8S 
presented in summary form only (Full versions of the subsidiary categories 
can be found in Appendix 1 ). 
For Core Categories 
1. Each category is expanded upon through a web diagram, illustrating each of the 
concepts within it as well as an overall summary. 
2. Categories are further expanded upon, through the presentation of an 'Analytical 
Story'. This story is built up out of direct quotes from the Sencos themselves and 
attempts to bring together the different units of meaning into a cohesive story. 
Issues arising from the observations notes are also used to triangulate the data at 
this stage. 
3. ,For core categories a Discursive Commentary also follows the analytical story, 
highlighting salient points and issues of interest. 
For Subsidiary Categories 
1. Each category is expanded on through a web diagram, to illustrate each of the 
concepts within it as well as an overall summary. 
2. This is followed by an overall Category Summary which presents the content of 
each concept within the category. 
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"Irs not playgroup level 
anymore, is it?"· working 
with children 
This category gives a picture of the 
day to day working practices for all 
children in the setting. 
"Irs a fine balance ... " • 
staffing issues in non 
maintained settings 
This category gives a rich picture of 
the human contexts in which the 
Sencos are working. 
''The nursery looked just 
like a double glazing 
showroom!" • the physical 
working conditions 
This category gives a rich picture 
of the types of environments the 
Sencos are working in. 
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This category gives rich data describing 
the people who are setting based 
Sen cos and the perceived issues 
pertaining to their role. 
This category describes the 
experiences Sencos have had of 
working with children with special 
needs in the past. 
This category comments on the 
the way settings have been 
supported in the past, both 
internally and by external 
agencies 
This category describes the experiences 
Sencos have had addressing issues of 
special needs with parents. 
Senco Tasks 
Content 
" " Confidence 
Umitations 
Personal 
Status of the Senco 
This category describes how Sencos 
have come to be doing the job and the 
ways in which they are currently worKing. 
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CATEGORY ONE 
"I Just Wanted To Know How To Help Them ... " 
On Being A Senco 
This category describes how the Sencos have come to be doing the jobs they're doing 
and the ways in which they are currently working. 
Personal Experience. 
Whilst a large proportion of staff in the settings visited were in their teens or early 
twenties, in most cases the Sencos were more mature in years. This is commented on by 
one Senco: 
"I've been here five years but the nursery I was at before had a couple of 
children, more with health problems or social and emotional problems. The 
nursery manager seemed to think that I was the sort of person to do it. Parents 
sometimes seem to feel far more confident talking to someone whose a bit older 
they look on me because I've had children of my own, where they may not be as 
open with an 18 year old." Senco 4 
"Going back to what you just said, that's why we are the special needs co-
ordinator, because we have the experience and knowledge that the staff don't 
have." Senco II 
With the younger staff: the rationale for them being Senco is less clear. One had taken 
over fairly recently as the previous Senco had gone off on maternity leave. With 
another: 
"It was general; I just wanted to know what help we could get for children with 
special needs ... and what activities to do with them, or how we could help 
them." Senco 3 
"I did have an interest, but 1 think I was just in the wrong place at the wrong 
time!" Senco 3 
Whilst many of the Sencos had officially taken on the role within the past twelve 
months, many had been unofficially doing the job for a long while: 
"I suppose it must be 12 months, over 12 months. When you had to have your 
Senco - it was whenever that was ... But I was doing it anyway without being a 
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named person ... going to the nursery, taking all the details and following it 
through." Senco 2 
All of the Sencos descnbe experiences of having children with special needs in their 
settings, although numbers were quite small: 
"We haven't got anyone in at the moment with special needs but I'm looking to 
have her in January. She actually started in September and she had some 
problems which was really aggression ... so mum's taken her away and we've 
said sh~'s welcome back in January. So we just give her a bit longer." Senco 6 
"In our situation, they've had a handful in my 13 years of being here." Seneo 2 
"Well I've only worked with the little boy that had the hearing ... " Senco 8 
However, three of the Seneos have a stronger personal motivation for working with 
children with special needs: 
"I've been at this one [pre school] only since the 16th June ... 1 still had quite a 
lot to do with special needs ... my son's special needs. He's ADHD and 
Dyslexic so 1 know it from the other side, from the parent's side ... " Senco 6 
"I have a little boy with special needs, so 1 have a personal interest in it. He's 7 
now and we've had quite a horrendous time through school. So I'd be 
interested to know how you stop it going like that." Senco 12 
Status of the Senco 
A number of the Sencos were either setting managers or of similar status within the 
organisations they worked for: 
"I've been here five years but the nursery 1 was at before had a couple of 
children, more with health problems or social and emotional problems. The 
nursery manager seemed to think that 1 was the sort of person to do it." Senco 4 
This is reflected in the time that the Sencos are given to attend to tasks relating to their 
role and the access they have to resources such as meeting rooms. This was clearly 
demonstrated as I moved around the settings to conduct the interviews. In situations 
where the Senco was manager or of a similar status, I was generally well received: 
4'1 was ushered into a private office, offered coffee and a choice of chair .... " 
Observation notes, Setting 4 
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This contrasts sharply with my experience in another setting, where the Senco had no 
management status: 
"When I arrived, there was no where for us to go to talk, so we sat on the prickly 
carpet in the foyer area, between the buggies. Eventually someone came and told 
us we could use the 'Out of School' area to talk." Observation Notes, Setting 1. 
The conflicts associated with being the Senco, but not having any management status 
were also described: 
"It's difficult when the manager says you have to have Mother's Day cards. We 
try to give children choice, but at the end of the day we. have to do it - and it has 
to be done over a whole week as some only come one session a week." Senco 5, 
Session 2.3. 
Even when Sencos are managers, there are also pressures from parents who expect the 
Senco to have a degree of authority within the medical arena: 
"You're the one they see most and they put pressure on you when nothing's 
happening. 1 think they think we would have some clout - but I don't know 
whether we have ... " Senco 6, Session 3.3. 
Or even from other members of staff within the setting: 
"They're all nursery nurses and they've all done development. They're coming 
in and we still have to do all of the SEN paperwork - you can't ignore it, so it 
takes up a lot of our time." Seneo 2, Session 4.1. 
Another factor impacting on the effectiveness of the Sencos is that of time. Lack of time 
is said to reduce the ability to carry out certain tasks: 
"1 don't have time to do tracking observations - they're too time consuming. But 
1 just know if someone is always doing the same thing." Senco 5, Session 2.3. 
"Its only time stopping us - I'm sure staff would be willing to go through it [the 
audit]. When you only run two and a half hours per morning it can be difficult to 
be out of the room - especially if you are short staffed." Senco 14 
And also to make communication and sharing of practice difficult to achieve: 
"We've verbally fed this back, but it's usually as we've been setting out the toys 
- but unfortunately that's just how it has to be." Senco 14 
As such, the ABC training course was seen as a positive opportunity to 'step back': 
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"Even though we work together, we've spent more time here discussing SEN 
and going through things." Senco 13 
"I like the grown-up ness of it - being able to concentrate uninterrupted; getting 
removed from your setting. Because even when someone comes in to do 
something with you, you've always got an eye on what's going on." Senco 10 
Training 
All of the Sencos·describe having attended some training relating to the role of Sen co: 
"I've been on a special needs introduction course and then on the familiarisation 
... so I more or less started off there." Senco 5 
"What have I done? - I've done the days course that was compulsory with the 
early years, I've done a NCFE, behaviour modification course, with somebody 
called ........ she's the Educational Psychologist and that covered autism etc. then 
. I've done the early years courses, as many as possible." Senco 4 
Some of this training has been provided by the Early Years Partnership and other by 
local pre school organisations. 
"I just done two weeks of a 60 hour one, at Shipley College with Bradford 
Under 5s ... We've only done two weeks. First week we were fmding out what 
we were doing and last week we were doing the history of it. How the language 
is changing etc." Senco 6 
Whilst on the whole this training has been received positively, Sencos make a number 
of points, relating to content / relevance: 
"Yes, again they're limited, but they have to be I suppose. I always feel, 
especially with behavioural management ... everybody's got their specific case 
that they want to know more about. I've been on a couple of those. One of 
them was absolutely useless "Senco 9 
"It's quite difficult because we don't have children with special needs in this 
nursery. It's hard to remember." Senco 5 
And also to the implications the training has on the institution: 
"I must say at times we feel overpowered by the amount of stuff that's coming at 
us at the moment ... we have gone from one extreme to the other in this. When 
we started there was nobody much out there for us ... All this training and 
everything that's thrown at us, and you're right, we have been dealing with this 
here and we do understand what inclusion is, and we do understand what we can 
do and how we can do it." Senco 11 
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and on the staff working there: 
"The staff would like to I think because you send them on a course for Autism 
and they think every child in the world has autism. It's the danger; a little 
knowledge is a dangerous thing. It's terrible. It's a very difficult thing to send 
people on courses and things and they come back with this little gem . of 
knowledge whatever, whether it's about child management or autism or what 
ever, you've got to be very wary. They do jump to conclusions, the staff .•• 
Senroll . . 
Whilst the In~lusion ABC course was well received, this was partly related to the 
previous lack of appropriate training: 
·'1 think we've all really valued it - we all go on courses that are a bit airy fairy 
and we feel as though we knew what we were supposed to do." Senco 10. 
Whilst there was a general commitment to training: 
; 
"There are always things to learn - you might have been doing it for years, but 
there's always something new." Senco 2 
The practicalities of this for workers in the non maintained sector were all to clear: 
"I was trying to get her on the course that the Area Senco did, but we were too 
short staffed so she couldn't go." Senco 5 
Senco Tasks 
Sencos describe a range of activities that they might be involved in relating their role. 
(See Category 2 Working with Children with Special Needs'.) 
Sometimes, when the setting doesn't have any children with special needs, the role 
seems to become a paper one: 
"I'm not doing much at the moment basically I've just been passed the 
information and I'm just looking at the information we've got and it's just a case 
of reading it up." Senco 1 
In other cases the role is that of coordinator or administrator: 
"All the children have key workers. I'm not a key worker for any of them. 1 
just oversee it." Senco 9 
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"As I see it it's to monitor the children and make a bond with them and the 
parents. I've been there as well so I know what it is like. Even when you're 
working in the afternoons (the child I mentioned is in the morning) so I come in 
then. Write IEPs. I want to have a good look at what equipment we've got. I 
don't find here that there is a solid base for special needs. They haven't had to 
do anything." Senco 6 
In addition to this, some Sencos describe their role as working pro-actively with the 
children with special needs: 
"And I went on the course for the new guidelines, so we know now how to do 
observations on children, so I'm fmeting that. Where before with private 
nurseries, you felt as if your hands were tied. You couldn't do anything" Senco 4 
"I'm involved with activities which will help her with speech at the moment, I 
haven't actually had any training so I wasn't sure what to do but I have been 
.doing activities that involve speech." Senco 3 
" I was the one doing the one to one because we decided that with me being 
Senco, but the two members who were in there were also involved in doing 
activities with him and spending time with him" Senco 4 
"I worked with a special needs little boy when I first came here that just had a 
hearing difficulty and was waiting to have an operation for grommets, and it was 
really just working closer to him on a one to one." Senco 8 
Working with parents was also seen as an integral part of the job (See Category 4 
'Working with Parents'). 
Confidence 
A lack of confidence about whether they were doing the right thing was wide spread: 
"We had a child psychologist coming in and again, that was very good - to have 
someone else saying you've been doing it all right - it's just someone else telling 
you that. We all have the insecurity of maybe not doing the right thing." Senco 2 
"You need that reassurance - to look at the positive things and not just focus on 
the one negative thing that's concerning you - that you see the child as a whole." 
Senco 6 
"I said to him what I'm doing is what I think is right but I'd rather be doing 
something that's been recommend." Senco 8 
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"The girls were quite nervous at fIrSt but after she'd been coming a while they 
realised that there was no problem there was always someone there to support 
them." Senco 5 
"We know we're not professionals in that field" Senco 2 
And in one case, the Senco describes her feeling of wlnerability relating to working 
with these children ... 
"Because'I always used to say I don't want it on my head if she's not assessed 
right or if she doesn't get the proper help when she gets to school and I don't 
want that responsibility. "Senco 8 
The Inclusion ABC course was said to be instrumental in raising the confidence of 
Sencos, in relation to both their existing practice, and how to work with children with 
special needs. 
" .. not to sell ourselves short, because we do do a lot of good things and we 
have got a lot of things there - we don't pat ourselves on the back for doing them 
and that's not good for the morale of staff." Senco 2 
"It's not frightening any more ... doesn't put you off - make you want to shut 
your eyes and back off ... you can cope with it." Senco 2 
"I'm more confident in dealing with children with special needs now. Not to 
take them to one side and to sort of get them more included with everyone else. 
Don't make them feel any different - just make them like a normal child." Senco 
1 
Despite this lack of confidence, many Sencos report successes in the work they've done 
with children with special needs ... 
"It's hard work sometimes. I think we've been successful. I won't say we've 
cured all the problems, but we've had success" Senco 2 
" ... and we progressed by the time he left us. He joined us in the September and 
left us in the April and by the April he was sitting in with the children at dinner 
times. He was quite happy to let children go up to him and tickle him, which 
was brilliant, and we'd just got him that he was sitting at the table with other . 
children and he would do a picture with the others. We thought this was 
absolutely, you know .... " Senco 4 
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CATEGORY ONE 
Discursive Commentary 
Personal Experience 
Discussion with the Sencos indicates that although they have all worked with children 
with identified special needs in the past, the number of children in a setting at anyone 
time is small. The result of this is that Sencos have a relatively small bank of experience 
regarding how to manage when they do have such children. Whilst the collective 
experience of the Sencos is much greater, there is no formal link between settings and in 
some instances market economics means that they are in direct competition with one 
another. 
The inception of the 'Area Senco' may provide a focal point for settings, and if the 
sharing of experience is to be fostered than the establishment of cluster support groups 
should be seen as a key task associated with this role. 
Status of the Senco 
Whilst many of the Sencos interviewed were senior managers or the equivalent in their 
settings, a significant number were carrying out the role of Senco as ordinary 
employees. This difference in status was graphically illustrated as I visited the different 
places of work: 
"When I arrived, there was no where for us to go to talk, so we sat on the prickly 
carpet in the foyer area, between the buggies. Eventually someone came and told 
us we could use the 'Out of School' area to talk." Observation Notes, Setting 1. 
The degree to which Sencos are able to pursue their role and implement tasks and 
procedures relating to children with special needs will certainly be affected by this 
factor. This is recognised by the Code of Practice (DfES, 2001) 
"The setting's management group and the head of the setting should give careful 
thought to the Senco's time allocation in the light of the Code, and in the context 
of the resources available to the setting. Settings may fmd it effective for the 
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Senco to be a member of the senior management team." (DfES 2001, Section 4: 
17) 
Although the Code does make reference to the 'resources available to the setting', this 
does not recognise fully the variety of circwnstances in which the Sencos are working. 
As 'private day nurseries' many settings are small businesses, and other settings are run 
on a voluntary basis. Whereas schools receive a base allocation of funding for managing 
children with special needs, no such allocation is available to early years settings. As 
such, time to carry out Senco duties is at the discretion of the management team or out 
of the goodwill of the Sencos themselves. Establishing some base allocation to all non-
maintained settings to ensure that there is time for the Sencd to carry out her duties, 
would seem essential if there is to be equality of provision across sectors. 
Training 
A number of Sencos indicated that they currently had no children with special needs in 
their settings. As such, much of the training offered seemed irrelevant: 
"It's quite difficult because we don't have children with special needs in this 
nursery. It's hard to remember." Senco 5 
Whilst in such cases training is perhaps irrelevant, another unanticipated consequence is 
the hypervigilance that such training arouses in staff. One Senco describes this clearly: 
"The staffwould like to think because you send them on a course for Autism ... 
and they think every child in the world has autism. It's the danger; a little 
knowledge is a dangerous thing. It's terrible. It's a very difficult thing to send 
people on courses and things and they come back with this little gem of 
knowledge whatever, whether it's about child management or autism or what 
ever, you've got to be very wary. They do jump to conclusions. the staff. " 
Senco 11 
If this is to be avoided, training approaches need to focus more not on what makes 
certain children different, but on the similarities between children and what a setting 
needs to do to include such children within their existing practice. This has implications . 
not only for training relating to specific conditions but also to general training such as 
that on the Code of Practice. 
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All of the Sencos interviewed described having undertaken some training in connection 
with their role, with some partaking widely in available courses relating to children with 
special needs. As such settings themselves, as well as the Early Years Partnership have 
invested heavily in increasing the knowledge base of these individuals. Retaining staff 
is widely recognised within the non maintained early years sector as being an area of 
difficulty (Moss & Penn, 1996). To lose this knowledge when Sencos change jobs 
would seem to ~e an inefficient use of resources. Developing an accredited Sen co 
training course for setting based Sencos may go some way to ensuring that this 
investment is not wasted and increase the likelihood of the experience gained being 
used in the Senco's new setting. 
Senco Tasks 
Discussion with the Sencos suggests that their role involves them in working with 
children with special needs at a number of different levels, including through 
coordinating the work of other staff to direct teaching and support to the child and 
hislher family. The ways in which this work is undertaken are explored more fuIJy in 
Category 2 - 'Working with Children with Special Needs'. 
Confidence 
The idea of working from instinct or experience was frequently expressed throughout 
the interviews, with Sencos recalling stories of the successes· they had had. However, 
despite this, Sencos also expressed much anxiety about whether their practice was 
appropriate. 
"We all have the insecurity of maybe not doing the right thing." Senco 2 
"I said to him what I'm doing is what 1 think is right but I'd rather be doing 
something that's been recommend." Senco 8 
This seems to be linked to the view that as workers within early years settings, they are 
not experts. 
"We know we're not professionals in that field" Senco 2 
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In conceptualising their work as being based on instin~ the Sencos align themselves 
more with carers than fellow professionals. Aldred (1996) proposes that the knowledge 
of those working with children on a day to day basis is afforded less status of that of 
other professionals who have more academic knowledge. This seems to be enshrined in 
the Sencos' thinking and resulting lack of confidence about what they do. As such the 
role of the exte~al professional is seen to be that of expert advisor, ensuring that they 
are doing the right thing. 
Whilst the Sencos describe examples of their current practice being reinforced by 
visiting professionals, this could be seen as further endorsing the stratified roles 
between non maintained settings and outside 'professionals'. 
Implications: 
• Setting based Sencos would benefit from regular opportunities to meet together to 
share experiences. Peer support networks for setting based Sen cos would be one 
way of addressing this. 
• Consideration should be given to allocating a base amount of funding to early years 
settings in order to facilitate the Senco role. 
• In order to avoid hypervigilance, any training in connection with special educational 
needs should increasingly focus on the setting's responsibility in tenns of including 
such children rather than the difficulties the children may have. This would also 
address the fact that at anyone time, a number of settings may have no children 
identified as having special needs. 
• There should be a move towards an accredited course for setting based Sencos. Such 
a course would focus primarily on inclusion as well as the 'Code of Practice' and 
lead to recognised 'Qualified Senco' status. 
• External professionals need to be aware of the dynamics of their relationships with 
Sencos in non maintained settings and actively strive to endorse them as fellow 
professionals. 
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This category describes the 
experiences Sencos have had in 
the past, of working with children 
with special needs 
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CATEGORY TWO 
"We've Just Got A Gut Feeling ... " 
- Working With Children With Special Needs. 
This category describes the eX'periences Sencos have had in the past of working with 
children with sp~cia1 needs. Much work with these children is said to be based on 
'instinct' and to involve a range of different strategies. 
General Attitude 
The general attitude of Sencos towards children with special needs can be described as 
positiv~. In many cases, this is based on a charitable model of 'helping' 
"I just wanted to know what activities to do with them, or how we could help 
them." Senco 3 
"We're always trying to help. Come on, you can play in the water, do some 
painting, because we want to encourage him to do this" Senco 7 
In addition to this, many Sencos are aware of the need to include children, and speak of 
not wanting to make them feel 'different'. 
"We did actually try to include them in everything as much as we could; we 
didn't want to make them feel any different..." Senco 1 
This extends to not wanting to categorise or label children .... 
"We do not label children here. We do not guess it might be this or it might be 
that ... " Senco 11 
... and not wanting to make them dependent on support. 
"Basically, I built up his confidence and I weaned him off me." Senco 6 
"Now we're finding with her mobility and socialising more, there have been 
opportunities for us to back off a bit" Senco 9 
Despite this, many Sencos implicitly and in some cases explicitly operate a 'within 
child' model of special needs: 
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"As soon as the child registers they make sure whether anything is wrong with 
them." Senco 7 
"He came, and we thought that there was something wrong ... " Senco 14 
Identification 
The initial regis~ation sheets for the various settings are cited as the primary way of 
identifying children with special needs. 
"We've got a form for when a child starts ... We put the details - what are their 
diets or special needs ... " 
Seneo 3 
In addition to this, a number of Sencos talk about 'gut feeling' or 'instinct' allowing them 
to identify children with special needs. 
"We know instinctively when something isn't right." Senco 2 
"I'm finding staff come to me, even with babies and say 'we're concerned ... 
we've just got a gut feeling .... " Senco 4 
"We have them for a long time, and as they're going along, we begin to notice 
things ... " Senco 11 . 
This is generally then backed up by more focused observation ... 
"We say - right - lets start observations. We'll monitor it and see how it goes." 
Senco 4 
"What we're going to do is just watch her over the next week or so. The Senco is 
going to follow her and monitor her and see if there's anything we can do." 
Senco 12 
"Staff ... will come and sound the alarm bell with us and we will go and observe 
them over a period of time, see what we think, listen and watch .... There's no 
one here jumps in quickly." Senco 11 
Giving Children Time 
Whilst recognising the need to identify children with special needs early, concern was 
expressed by some Sencos around the need to 'give children time'. 
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"It's a tender age, and I always want to give the child the benefit of the doub~ 
because I think nurseries should be the place where they do iron out the 
problems, because they're all different anyway. Sometimes you have terrible 
concerns about a child and suddenly six months down the line, you realise 
you've forgotten." Senco 9 
"I think maybe we're jumping the gun a bit. I think there's a tendency to do that 
sometimes .. .I think it's sometimes forgotten in this country that children 
develop at different rates. When all's said and done, they're still only little, 
they're stil,llearning new skills ..... Senco 14 
" We may say 'no just lets see what happens, just lets take this very steadily, this 
could just be, you know', and we would then just use our experience. We've 
known children who are still sitting on their bottoms not moving at 16 months, 
still OK paediatricly, still alright" Senco 11 ' 
The notion of 'giving children time' is also explored in relation to working with 
children with identified needs. This is based on the premise that children should be 
allowed to develop at their own rate: 
"For me, that is part of the normal development - it's no different... when you 
get a child (who hasn't been diagnosed) you're doing it all the time. You're 
seeing that a child has a difficulty - what can we do to help that child? You're 
doing that from the start just automatically.... It doesn't mean a child has 
something wrong - has special needs. In actual fact they're just having 
difficulties in their development - not difficulties - just a phase" Senco 15, 
Session 3.4 
"I've got a big 16 month old I was called to talk about. This 16 month old is a 
big lad - as big as a two year old ... and he's boisterous ... he throws himself 
about and he doesn't have full control of everything ... the little -ies are getting 
upset. The more I work with this boy though, I thought 'there isn't anything 
there'. He's just a big hoy and his presence is felt by everybody. He's hard 
work, and that's it from the staff's point of view." Seneo 2, Session 4.2 
And also of not making children un-necessarily different: 
"It's a case of going with the development. .. when you've just learnt to walk you 
don't want to stop. You don't go against that.. .. You think about where and 
how. Can we help these children run and walk more? Let's take them outside; 
let's take them on walks ..... Senco 2, Session 4.2 
Consequently, the approach of meeting children's individual needs through 
differentiation or inclusion feels comfortable to the Sencos and rings true with their 
existing practice. As such the Inclusion ABC, with its focus on inclusion is quite 
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different to other training courses. This stance is given further weight by feedback from 
participants: 
"J was saying that she thinks the audit fills a real gap in the market. She talked 
about a little girl at nursery who is very 'up tight' all of the time. Now she 
doesn't think there's anything 'wrong', and wouldn't want to start talking SEN 
but there is a need to do something more for her - to include her more. 'Actions 
for Inclusion' would do this without getting too heavy:' Session Commentary, 
3.1 
And from my own explorations: 
"It's interesting - I looked at the Audit Commission website the other day. 
Although there are examples of schemes that work with Early Years Sencos it's 
all going down the IEP route and extracting and making the child different. I 
think maybe what we are doing here is unique. "Session Commentary, 3.1 
Meetiflli.! Individual Needs through the Code of Practice 
Having identified a child as having special needs, Sencos report a range of ways of 
addressing the child's particular needs. Sometimes this involves following a programme 
provided by an external professional ... 
"There were certain things like going through sounding out letters and things 
which the speech therapist had told mum to do and she came in and told us. We 
used to do that." Senco 5 
"(the physio) actually explained what she did with the little girl and she actually 
said to us that rather than go outside, we could try to do exercises with her, that 
we could get the other children involved in too .. " Senco 1 
or devising their own individual programmes ... 
"Because he had a hearing difficulty, it was like his name, and I did a little bit of 
1:1 work with him learning his name." Senco 8 
"1 bought a book on stammering (which was very thick!) and we used our 
common sense. We talked to him so he could see our mouths, so the sound . 
wasn't coming at him ... " Seneo 11 
"It was trying to get him to be included with the rest of them. He wouldn't sit 
with them at snack time but we gradually worked him in. We'd sit at another 
table at snack time then we'd move his table six inches nearer until he went and 
sat on a chair at that table." Senco 13 
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"If it's confidence she needs, let's give her a job and find something for her to 
do ... " Senco 13 
Setting targets for the children with special needs is seen as an important part of the job: 
" 1 ftrst started working with her 1 knew 1 had concerns and I'd gone to the 
health visitor and the health visitor came and spoke to us and involved Bradford 
Under 5's special needs worker and I set assignments, goals etc., for her to 
reach. She talked with any adult on a one to one basis but with other children 
around she was oblivious of the children being there. So 1 was setting 
assignments to work with two children together and just kept a record of it, of 
different ones and we evaluated it again after a certain time and see if she'd 
improved after that. "Senco 8 
"The actual girls who are working with them set the targets they'll say OK he's 
no concentration, lets see if we can get two minutes doing something that 
normally he doesn't like to do. Nothing that will overstretch but just something 
that we can have something positive about. We never like saying what we think 
.If it's going to make disappointment, so we just go lightly. So if that happens, 
we just set some tiny little targets." Senco 2 
However, one Senco comments on the difficulties of planning for individuals in this 
way ... 
"It's hard to sort them 1 :l. . .if you try to you get 'he's at this target she's at that 
target its quite hard ... " Senco 1 
A number of Sencos comment on how the Code of Practice has introduced more 
rigorous requirements for documentation in relation to children with special needs: 
"When you're dealing with perhaps one or two children, if those needs or 
requirements can be put there in the normal working day ... each adult has their 
individual knowledge of the children so they would be working with that child 
in a different way. On that one, I spent time with the key worker talking about 
X's problem, about what they could do and what she could do in the working 
day. So it's been very much more in that way we've done it rather than 
documenting everything down." Senco 11 
"I'm very new to all this we have an IEP directive now. We used review 
fortnightly but now it's going to termly. The Area Senco is really helping us 
because were so new to this. I'm monitoring it like that. We were monitoring on 
the IEP every little stage, but now were doing it in our normal records." Senco 9 
"1 think there's more required of us in terms of record keeping for special needs, 
than there was, but certainly as far as say, X was concerned, we would have 
incorporated that in his normal record keeping and not made it special to go in 
the file particularly .... We just did what we thought was right and what we knew 
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we should do ... I would say now there's a lot more expectation to keep records." 
Senco 11 
However, there was a general lack of engagement with the Code of Practice. An 
informal poll in Session 2 highlighted that of the 13 settings present, one had a 
statemented child, three had inherited children at Early Years Action Plus, but no one 
had a child at Early Years Action. Any children identified by the setting were managed 
through differentiation of existing practice. 
Whilst all settings that are registered to receive the Nursery Education Grant have an 
SEN policy, only one setting made direct reference to following any written procedures: 
"This is our Special Needs policy and that's how we follow it ... I went on that 
course at ... and we've changed quite a lot of the things ... that makes you focus 
.on what you're doing and what your weaknesses are and how you can improve. " 
Senco 2 
"He was also a very bright child and needed some stimulation, but he was 
aggressive, so we just went through the policy that we have in that we keep up 
the observations." Senco 2 
Inclusive Practices 
Sencos described different ways in which they have addressed children's needs in more 
inclusive ways, including adapting the environment to incorporate a child's needs ... 
"I was thinking of outdoor play. They have a session where they do lots of 
physical so Z could be encouraged to be quite physical or to participate in an 
activity. It just helped to get her mobile, to bum up calories ... So we 
concentrated quite a lot upon the physical and also again at lunch time, meal 
times, we encouraged fruit. She was encouraged attend to her own needs, do her 
own toileting ... " Senco 11 
"She was one so she was with us but she left us before she came down, because 
we were working out ways that would need smaller chairs etc. things like that." 
Senco 4 
and also adapting activities that are on offer to all of the children ... 
" ... 1 think it helps the child, if you can bend and do things as you go along in the 
normal day and the child is not made to feel different. They're so sensitive and 
pick things up so quickly as babies, they quickly get the idea. I think we have to 
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blend in and bend and put things in place, almost without them not knowing that 
it's happening" Senco 11 
Some of the Sencos also questioned how the Code of Practice should be implemented 
for children who do not attend full time and may for example only attend two 
afternoons per week. For these Sencos, the notion of addressing individual needs 
through inclusion is a welcome notion as this is what they have previously done: 
"1 think what you are saying is perfectly right and it is what we would do ... 
turning it on its head... so this child is 16 months old and not moving about yet. 
What can we do to encourage it? Not what's wrong with her. because they're 
probably isn't anything wrong. That's what our job is about." Senco II, Session 
2.3 . 
Operating in such a way clearly matches the model of recognised good Early Years and 
Inclusi~e practice. However, this largely goes unnoticed by the Sencos who continue to 
put their practice down to instinct rather than professional judgement: 
"A lot of it you do automatically - you don't always recognise what you're 
doing and it's not written down. You don't normally get chance to think about 
it." Senco 15, Session 2.4 
"You do it, but you do it without thinking about it - you know so and so together 
is a bad idea, so you put them at another table ..... Senco 14, Session 2.4 
"You're doing that, from the beginning - just automatically - it doesn't mean a 
child has something wrong ... " Senco 15, Session 3.4 
The Inclusion ABC course is said to have been influential in raising awareness of the 
value of their approach: 
"1 think a lot of us did work in that way. but now we've got a name for it - it's 
inclusion." Senco 11 
Central to this is the understanding that SEN can be seen as part of the continuum of 
normal development: 
"It's made me focus and understand about inclusion. That if you're working in 
an inclusive way in your setting then you're going to be covering all children's 
needs and differences ... not taking it apart as something special anymore - it's 
just part of inclusion." Senco 11 
"It's somehow shifted the SEN bit - that feels a lot better than thinking of SEN 
as 'well this child has special needs '. They've all got needs at different times 
and we need to do something to help." Seneo 11 
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This developing understanding is said to have impacted on policy, 
"I've got an SEN policy, but we are going to write a new policy called 
'Inclusion and SEN' so it's put the SEN in a different perspective." Senco 11 
management, 
"It's made me understand that it may not be the child who has the needs, but the 
setting ~d the lack of staff training." Senco 4 
"For me it's what these children can bring rather than what we can give them -
knowing that they can bring so much to our settings." Senco 15 
and practice for individual children: 
.~'We will now have the knowledge to treat any child the same and offer a full 
and varied learning programme." Senco 4 
"SEN doesn't have to be an identifiable problem ... everyone has needs and staff 
have to be aware... it doesn't have to be anything big - just making small 
changes." Senco 5 
Resources. 
The difficulties in accessing funding for additional support are commented on a number 
of times: 
"From the private nursery sector it is the heart of it.. .... because obviously we 
have to work at a profit. But we kept being told that funding would be available 
but it was just going round and round trying to find out who was responsible. 
By the time it was, he'd gone." Senco 4 
Children with behavioural difficulties are highlighted on a number of occasions as being 
the most frequently occurring special need ... 
"She actually started in September and she had some problems which was really 
aggression, she's being very boisterous with the other children. Toileting was a 
bit of a problem, so mum's taken her away and we've said she's welcome back 
in 'January. So we just give her a bit longer." Senco 6 
"In the past we've had children and it's been behaviour problems ... " Senco 2 
And managing this group of children is cited as being particularly difficult... 
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"Unfortunately that is what the experience has been in the past when it's been 
behavioural problems, you think, who's going to pay? .... and it's, well can we 
get anyone to pay to fund this extra and usually we've had to stand it. .. .it's all 
down to money." Senco 2 
"Are we going to get somebody? And we do need to do more one-to-one with 
this child. At least we do have a budget; it always comes down to money. 
Usually you do need extra staffing in because of this behaviour ... " Senco 2 
and it also causes. difficulties with other parents: 
"That's right and there was also a group of Mums in at the time whose children 
weren't the best behaved in the group but who had decided that this little boy 
was naughty and must have proceeded to tell their children the same. So we had 
that to deal with. They would say 'Oh he's a naughty boy' and point at him, so 
that was something we had to deal with as well. He's not a 'naughty boy'." 
Senco 12 
However, some settings do report more positive resource situations: 
"They told us if we felt we could cope with her they would fund support which 
they did. It was brilliant! We had somebody that came out and showed us how 
to do the physio; somebody to show us how to tube feed; everything we needed 
to know somebody came. It was very good. We always felt that there was 
somebody there," Senco 5 
"She's here for fifty and she's got forty hours a week support which is 
wonderful. Because really her major difficulty was she couldn't walk when she 
came down from the playroom and you saw what it was like. It's quite 
boisterous so she had support for walking." Senco 9 
In most instances, Sencos describe the need for I: 1 workers for the children with special 
needs ... 
"We then actually got all the help we needed, more than enough help. Because 
he'd gone through the statementing process, we had a member of staff, because 
that's the only thing we have to look at. We couldn't have coped with him as he 
got older, so a member of staff was brought in just to work with him in the 
different units he was in." Senco 11 
" It was felt that he was autistic ... he used to come two mornings a week and 
we had to have a member of staff on a one to one with him. We were told at the 
time that we would get funding, but it never came through ... He was in a small 
group of only 11 children and he had a one to one member of staff." Senco 4 
However, in situations where support isn't forthcoming, Sencos describe planning ways 
of 'absorbing' the children from within their own resources ... 
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"When she was coming downstairs and they weren't sure that we could have any 
support we did sort of talk about having someone to keep an eye on her so she 
could move for activities. n Senco 9 
"When you're dealing with perhaps one or two children, if those needs or 
requirements can be put there, in the normal working day ... each adult has their 
individual knowledge of the children so they would be working with that child 
in a different way." Senco 11 
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CATEGORY TWO 
Discursive Commentary 
Identifying Individual Needs 
When referring to how they identify children with special needs, a number of Sencos 
used terms such as 'gut feeling', 'instinct' and 'noticing'. Rather than relating practice to 
academic training it was associated more with experience or something essential to 
them as pre school workers. This resonates with the findings of Penn's study (2000) 
which found that childcare students related their success to· the fact that they were 
women and that as such, the work was natural to them. 
This language of instinct is far removed from the professional, academic language used 
in relation to children with special needs and might suggests an amateur approach to 
practice. Adopting Foucault's notion of 'dominant discourses' (Foucault, 1991) by 
operating outside of the dominant discourse of the Code of Practice, the work of the 
Sencos will continue to be subjugated to that of other 'professionals' working within the 
field. This in turn will reinforce the negative stereotypes that .these agencies may have 
of non maintained provision. If this is to be avoided, there needs to be a move from 
practice to praxis and the development of a shared vocabulary that the Sencos can use 
to describe their practice of inclusion. 
Giving Children Time 
The notion of 'giving children time' is mentioned on a number of occasions both in 
relation to the process of identifying children's individual needs and planning individual 
programmes. 
"I think it's sometimes forgotten in this country that children develop at different 
rates. When all's said and done, they're still only little, they're still learning new 
skills ... " Senco 14 
Identifying a child as having special needs and placing a child at 'Early Years Action' is 
seen as making premature judgements about a child and labelling them. Instead of this, 
there is a genuine desire to 'give children time' to develop. 
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"For me, that is part of the normal development - it's no different... when you 
get a child (who hasn't been diagnosed) you're doing it all the time. You're 
seeing that a child has a difficulty - what can we do to help that child? You're 
doing that from the start just automatically .... It doesn't mean a child has 
something wrong - has special needs. In actual fact they're just having 
difficulties in their development - not difficulties - just a phase" Senco 15, 
Session 3.4 
One possible explanation for this stance relates to the nature of early years philosophy 
and practice. The philosophy of early years education is based very much around a 
notion of working from the individual rather than on arbitrary notions such as age 
bands. The guiding principles for this have traditionally bee~ those of developmental 
psychology and have come under a degree of criticism. Many of the assumptions 
inherent in such an approach have been challenged (Burman, 1994) and their 
implic~fions for individual children falling outside of the perceived 'norm' explored 
(Bird, 1999). However, working largely on instinct and experience rather than academic 
training, many of the Sencos are freed from these developmental constraints. Since 
many settings cater for children from three months of age through to five, Sencos are 
familiar with a wide range of development. As such, they are more at ease with the 
notion of children achieving different developmental milestones at different ages. 
In addition to this, as pre school settings they have less external pressure to perform, in 
tenos of statutory testing of children. Not having this pressure allows settings to be 
more relaxed about the rate at which individual children develop. Consequently, as the 
Sencos suggest through their words and practice, children's individual differences tend 
to be catered for automatically, through normal nursery practice, rather than being 
highlighted as having 'special needs'. 
Meeting Individual Needs through the Code of Practice 
An informal poll carried out during one of the training sessions indicated that Sencos 
were generally managing children with special needs outside of the Code of Practice, 
except where the child had previously been identified by an external agency, and in this 
case the child would be managed at 'Early Years Action Plus', This could be seen as 
reflecting a general lack of confidence in engaging with the Code of Practice on the part 
of the Sencos, or perhaps a conscious decision founded in 'giving children time', 
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Despite not working within the Code of Practice in this way, the Sencos were able to 
demonstrate that they were aware of and addressing individual needs, setting 
measurable and realistic targets. 
"OK he's no concentration; let's see if we can get two minutes doing something 
that normally he doesn't like to do. Nothing that will overstretch but just 
something that we can have something positive about. We never like saying 
what we think if it's going to make disappointment, so we just go lightly. So if 
that happens, we just set some tiny little targets." Senco 2 
This seemed to be achieved though in a less formal way that fits more with the notion of 
'differentiation'. A distinction thus emerges between the 'individual' approach 
encouraged by the Code of Practice, and the 'individualised' approach that the Sencos 
describe as 'instinct'. The latter, it could be argued is far more inclusive, but this is 
undermined by the 'authority' of the practices enshrined in the Code of Practice. 
Focusing mainly on the drawing up of IEPs and thus individualising children, rather 
than focusing on meeting needs through differentiation, Sencos are led to believe that 
their previous way of working (through differentiation) was wrong and they ought to be 
developing a more individual approach. 
"We'd have done that; we'd have just incorporated it. I think there's more 
required of us in terms of record keeping for special needs, than there was, but 
certainly as far as say, X was concerned, we would have incorporated that in his 
normal record keeping and not made it special to go in the file particularly." 
Senco 11 
Inclusive Practices 
Despite the pejorative vocabulary used by the Sencos to describe their practice, further 
exploration of what they actually do, demonstrates that far from being amateur, the way 
in which the needs of the children are met fits within the parameters of good inclusive 
practice. When describing the ways in which they have attempted to address the special 
needs of individual children, Sencos descnoe a range of strategies, including adapting 
the environment and adapting the activities that are available for all of the children in 
the setting. 
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"It was trying to get him to be included with the rest of them. He wouldn't sit 
with them at snack time but we gradually worked him in. We'd sit at another 
table at snack time then we'd move his table six inches nearer until he went and 
sat on a chair at that table." Senco 13 
Rather than being taught that they should be meeting children's needs through 
inclusio~ the Sencos' practice seems to have evolved by default, due to the limited 
support and resources hitherto available to the non maintained sector. As such, Sencos 
fail to recognise their practice as a valid and professional way of working with children 
with special needs, commenting "It's just something we would have done ... ". 
Instead of endorsing such inclusive practice, the introduction of the Code of Practice 
(DtES, 2001) to early years settings further undermines what the Sencos are doing and 
pushes}hem into developing individual programmes for identified children. This is 
particularly pertinent to non maintained early year settings, who for many years have 
been cast as second class in terms of early education provision. Whilst now, in theory 
being equivalent to school based providers. the legacy of their inferior status is difficult 
for settings to overcome. As such. there is pressure on the Sencos to adopt the Code of 
Practice, which is widely practiced in schools. As one Senco comments: 
"If someone picks up on them in school and then we haven't done it right ... 
we've got to be seen to be saying something" Senco 2, Session 4.1 
The Sencos' limited awareness and vocabulary pertaining to how they are meeting the 
needs of children with SEN can only perpetuate the view of non maintained settings as 
offering second rate provision. If they are to compete equally with schools, Sen cos need 
to develop an awareness of what they are doing and develop a professional vocabulary 
through which they can describe and share their practice. 
Resources 
Whilst the needs of most of the children are met through what could be termed inclusive 
practice, there were some children for whom the Sencos described the need for 1: 1 
support. With these children, the issue of who should pay for the support was critical. 
Within schools, there is a base allocation of money to help address issues of special 
needs at early stages. Within the non maintained sector, this is not the case. There is no 
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core allocation to enable settings to respond flexibly to children's special needs and 
unless a child has previously been identified by medical agencies. statementing is rarely 
an option. This is particularly significant for the private sector, for as one Senco put it: 
"From the private nursery sector it is the heart of it ... because obviously we have 
to work at a profit." Senco 4 
Whilst the development of the EYDCP has led to some clarification of routes of 
support, there' still seem to be numerous 'pockets' of money that can be accessed, 
depending on certain criteria or on membership of a particular group. If Sencos are to be 
encouraged to include all children in their settings, then it is imperative that additional 
support and advice is not linked solely to an individual deficit model. 
Implications: 
• Whilst the accountability emanating from the Code of Practice is to be welcomed, 
trainers need to be aware that they may be jeopardising current inclusive practice by 
encouraging Sencos down the individual. within child route. Setting based Sencos 
need to be provided with a way of recording and demonstrating what it is they do to 
meet the individual needs of children within their setting. This will necessitate a 
radical rethink of current planning and recording practices relating to children with 
special needs. 
• Training for Sencos needs to focus on enabling Sencos to recognise and articulate 
those things which up until now they have regarded as 'instinct' or 'gut feeling '. 
Sencos need to develop a professional vocabulary to describe how they meet 
individual needs in order to improve their confidence and status both internally and 
with external agencies such as schools. 
• Routes to funding and additional support need to be reviewed and one clear system 
established. This may involve developing a core allocation of money and or support 
to all non maintained settings. 
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CATEGORY THREE 
"It's Like Banging Your Head Against A Wall" - The Experience 
Of Working With Other People 
This category comments on the Sencos' relationships both with colleagues from within 
their own settings and with external agencies. Whilst the Sencos are keen to access 
external support, this has hitherto been difficult to achieve in practice, leading to 
feelings of disappointment and disheartenment. 
Attitude to the non-maintained sector 
The Sencos describe how they suffer from outside professionals not recognising that 
their provision is equivalent to that in the maintained sector: 
"They don't realise it's the same thing and it is. It's convincing them that it is. 
It is still just basically children to them isn't it? We are a long way down the 
line.Itjust needs acknowledging though doesn't it, by everybody. " Senco 2 
This is reflected in the way in which education professionals direct children with special 
needs away from non-maintained settings, towards school based provision: 
"He was with us two terms and in a way it was hard for us because we thought 
he was making such headway because we are a small group - he was in a small 
group of only 11 children and he had a one to one member of staff. But then he 
left us to go to a nursery that has a special needs unit. So it was a bit 
disappointing really, because he'd just started making headway and everything, 
and just as we were making progress he was whipped away again. "Senco 4 
"The other thing we found hard was that we found out what nursery he was 
going to and I phoned them up, but unfortunately the unit dido't work mornings 
so there was nobody who could come and visit him. We said if you want to visit 
and see what he's doing with us and see what stage he's at. ... what made it 
worse was the fact that I bumped into someone from the place where he was 
going and she said 'Oh no, he's not making progress'." Senco 4 
Interactions with external professionals, for example educational psychologists are also 
described as being limited and usually for the professional's benefit, rather than to 
support the setting: 
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"Occasionally the educational psychologist (has been in) for children that have 
been identified already. 1 wouldn't say that they'd really been support because 
they'd be coming to do their own thing." Senco 9 
''The educational psychologist and that came in because she was getting ready 
for school and they were assessing her for schooL .. He just carne in assessed 
her and did reports, and asked us what we were doing. 1 wanted more ... for 
him to set a pattern of learning for her. but he said what we were doing was fine 
and gave us a lot of encouragement as to what we were doing." Senco 8 
There is a perceived tension between the settings and schools. A number of Sencos 
comment that school's should take more heed of the Early Years approach to children's 
education: 
"1 think schools should do it (Inclusion ABC audit) a bit more!!" Senco 6, 
_-Session 1.3 
" We should tell parents that they don't have to send them to school until the 
term after they're five - keep them in nursery where they have a chance to catch 
up - they need time. " Senco II. Session 3.5 
At the same time, there is also a notion that early years settings should be emulating the 
school model more in order to prove their status: 
"If someone picks up on them in school and then we haven't done it right... 
we've got to be seen to be saying something" Senco 2, Session 4.1 
This uneasy relationship with schools is probably not helped by the weighting towards 
early years settings in the ABC training course. This is picked up on in the session 
commentary: 
"Don't put schools down so much! I know we want to boost the confidence of 
settings, but not at the expense of other sectors." Session Commentary, 2.2 
Access to External support 
The availability of support from external agencies is commented on regularly by 
Sencos. Difficulties in accessing advice or support were widely reported: 
.. We don't know of any contact. Good job up to now we haven't had a child 
like that. If we came across a child we wouldn't know who to refer to." Senco 7 
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Previously, the health visitor would have been one of the first professionals a setting 
would turn to when they had a concern: 
"Before the last year and a half, we would have said to the parents, is it all right 
to speak to the health visitor? Shall the health visitor come in? But we'd have 
done everything through her." Senco 11 
"The only time we've contacted any outside agency was when it was a little girl 
with social problems when we had to contact the health visitor because the 
Mum's ability to look after the child was .... It was her physical ability ... the 
child had head lice but so did the mother. The mother was disabled in such a 
way that she couldn't physically sort it out so we had to get the health visitor to 
help." Senco 13 
However, as the situation is said to have improved, this pattern has changed slightly: 
~'It's a lot better than it was. Two years ago even, we were really like a in a 
Wilderness, we didn't know who to contact, or anything and you find yourself on 
a roundabout. Somebody would say we'd find such and such and then 'Oh no 
we can't' and in the end it was such frustration and you were getting nowhere." 
Senco 4 
"When we've needed them it's always been a struggle to get the right person, 
and who do we contact first to find out how we get to that person. That's always 
been the struggle. Since that course I did last May we do have a better link now 
and we know who to go to, but before that we were completely in the dark. 
Who would be the best person? and so you think ... there would be BUFA, 
BAPPA ... Do you know anybody? Well we do but if you're not a member we 
can't give you any information and there was all those problems." Senco 2 
And more access to support and advice is now perceived to being available: 
"I'm trying to think back, it's a few years ago and I think we were really 
expected to go on by ourselves. I think now ... I would definitely go through 
Bradford Under 5' s and hopefully get advice from them." Senco 9 
"Well, now we'd ring the Early Years Service, now. Pre EarlyYears Service we 
would have probably more or less waited, through the parent. for the help to 
start coming in. Now we can be a little more active about that and say we would 
like some help please. There are people now employed who would come and 
speak to us about this particular special need." Senco 11 
"For the first time now, I have people - faces to get in touch with if I need 
help ... it wasn't there for us in our settings and now it is ... that's good - really 
helpful. To know that if I have a problem - anything to do with SEN. I know 
exactly who to go to and that there's help there. That feels really good." Senco 
11, Session 1.3 
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"I've worked in my setting for 15 years now, so you to me are ... because I can 
pick up the phone and ask for advice and support with SEN. For all those years 
I've had nobody." Senco 11 
"It's good to have the Area Senco ... it's like having a little Senco manager - so 
if you're stuck on anything, you just ring up." Senco 5 
The emergence of the EYDCP is seen to be associated with this improvement: 
"But now a year and a half into Early Years, we can at least speak to somebody 
who will understand and help us and know what we're going through. The 
training is coming in. Prior to that we had a special needs policy but it was 
mighty difficult to get anybody to help you to write it or to know what the heck 
to put in it. " Senco 11 
~'I think since we've been involved with the Partnership we've done a number of 
'courses so we've got to meet the staff there so you can go there and even if 
they're not. .. - they can put you in contact with somebody who can help ... and 
I think with the Area Senco being appointed it should hopefully make the job 
easier .. " Senco 4 
In celebrating the progress in this area, existing SEN support mechanisms such as the 
Under Five's Association are inadvertently put down. This is' picked up in the session 
commentary: 
"I don't like the way we 'dis' the existing support for settings through BUF A and 
BAP A. A couple of Sencos rightly stuck up for them and the support they offer. 
We are doing this whole power I knowledge thing ourselves - telling them what 
they had before was wrong" Session Commentary, 4.4 
However, when this is questioned by a participant, a second participant suggests that the 
situation now is qualitatively different: 
"Have you not had a voluntary group? We've had support from voluntary 
bodies ... " Senco 14 
"Yes but in a different way... I know that this is something very different. 
You've got a number; a person to ring and someone to come and advise with 
individual children." Senco 11 
Despite welcoming the changes, the current high profile of non-maintained settings is 
said to have its drawbacks: 
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"I must say at times we feel overpowered by the amount of stuff that's coming at 
us at the moment for the last 12 months certainly. Almost weekly a new person 
falls on the desk, and it may be to do with special needs and it may be something 
else. We have gone from one extreme to the other in this. We've been here 14 
years. When we started there was nobody much out there for us and so we 
really have gone from one extreme to the other and that's sometimes quite hard 
to cope with." Senco 11 
The role of external professionals 
The need for 'expert advice' was cited by a number of Sencos: 
"His parents knew that he had it and they were asking what help they could get 
and we advised them to see a specialist for him," Senco 3 
••.... we know we're not professionals in that field ... " Senco 2 
Some of this is linked to the Sencos' lack of confidence in working with children with 
special needs: 
"You do think, 'Oh, am I doing the right things?' 1 said to him "What I'm doing 
is what 1 think is right but I'd rather be doing something that's been 
recommend". Because I always used to say "I don't want it on my head if she's 
not assessed right or if she doesn't get the proper help when she gets to school 
and 1 don't want that responsibility"." Senco 8 
Thus the role of the external agency is largely seen as one of confirming or endorsing 
the concerns that a Senco has regarding a particular child: 
"I think if somebody like you could endorse what we're saying even, that might 
quicken up the process of getting some more funding." Senco 2 
"I'd like an outside opinion as to whether this is serious or whether it could be, 
and whether we then need to then inform the parents. It's that about confirming 
our suspicions before we have to upset the parents." Senco 9 
and building the confidence of the setting that they are doing the right thing with a 
child: 
" We managed to get X ... he came in and spent the morning and he was really 
good and gave us some ideas how we could progress. He gave us the 
confidence that what we were doing was fine." Senco 4 
" He said what we were doing was fine and gave us a lot of encouragement as to 
what we were doing." Senco 8 
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Delivering of advice and resources were also cited as roles that external professionals 
might take: 
" She (the physio) was really good. She actually explained what she did with the 
little girl and she actually said to us that rather than go outside could we try and 
do exercises with her which we got other children involved with as well so we 
made it a group thing so she didn't feel left out." Senco 1 
"Somebody actually came in and did us some training. Talked to all the staff 
about it and what we should do." Senco 14 
, 
The role of the Area Senco was particularly welcomed: 
" We used to review fortnightly but now it's going to termly. The Area Senco is 
really helping us because were so new to this. I'm monitoring it like that. We 
. were monitoring on the IEP every little stage, but now were doing it in our 
nonnal records." Senco 9 
"The Area Senco helped with a problem we had with a health matter, which we 
were totally stuck on ... and she ... half of the staff have had training and are 
already using it and know what to do. "Senco 4 
Previous Experience 
When things go well ... 
There were a number of examples where working together with external agencies had 
resulted in positive outcomes for the child and the setting concerned. Factors affecting 
this related to access and support available: 
" That came along with the statement, all the support. We found that very 
helpful, and in terms of we had people from the VI service, new equipment. So 
they very much worked with the worker who was there then for him on a one to 
one. We saw them too. We found that supportive, we found it helpful, and we 
found it invaluable. Very, very generous with equipment and what exercises to 
do. Very, very helpful. It was just like a lifeline as he grew, as he got to two and 
beyond. We couldn't have managed without it and it just came to us which was 
good." Senco 11 
"There was a paediatrician, GP, Health Visitor a full team of about 20 at the 
Team meeting and they told us if we felt we could cope with her, they would 
fund support which they did. It was brilliant. We had somebody that came out 
and showed us how to do the physio somebody to show us how to tube feed; 
everything we needed to know, somebody came. It was very good. We always 
felt that there was somebody there, the girls were quite nervous at first but after 
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she'd been coming a while they realised that there was no problem; there was 
always someone there to support them. "Senco 5 
When things don't work out ... 
When things don't work out with external agencies, Sencos describe having to work 
largely from their own contacts: 
" I made it up as I went along. I have contacts at the Child and Adolescence 
Centre because I go there with my son." Senco 6 
and even when support is there, it isn't always enough: 
"Last time I went through them, she came in and observed and wrote us a 
programme and that was it. That was like the limit and extent of her knowledge 
and then we had to work from there. "Senco 9 
... leading to the Sencos feeling generally despondent and disheartened: 
" Frustrated and down. It was a lot of hard work.. . You felt at times as if you 
were just hitting you're head against a brick wall." Senco 4 
" The staff must get disillusioned and come to us which is what they have to do 
and say it's like banging your head against a wall, what am I going to do. So we 
have to be very careful, it's not easy." Senco 11 
Working as a Whole Setting 
A number of Sencos comment on the need to work as part of a team in order to best 
meet individual children's needs ... 
"T and I will get together and the points we bring out, we check with other staff 
... if they've seen it or if they think ... " Senco 13 
"We share everybody's thoughts and ideas ... they come up with all sorts that 
does work ... " Senco 2 
Raising the awareness of other staff members about inclusion is seen as a key part of the 
role of the Senco: 
"1 might know about it, the management team might know about it but do the 
rest of them know?" Senco 15 
"Check that the staff know and not assume they're all aware of it cos they're 
not." Senco 2 
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"We don't think all of the staff are aware of our policies and who they can 
contact ... with the staff in community settings, we visit them but don't always 
get them together .... We've managed to get all of the community staff in and 
we've told them about inclusion and I think that's something they wouldn't have 
been aware of. I've made sure they've all got policy files and know who to 
contact." Senco 2 
In some cases, this extends to working with staff to develop their attitudes to and 
understanding of children with special needs: 
"You've got to include your staff in the knowledge, working and practice to then 
go on and include children." Senco 10 
"Although all people are aware of (the SEN policy) and have a copy, you still 
can't be sure they all really understand it. You need to keep 'drip, drip, drip ... ' " 
Senco 2, Session 1.1 
Although the Sencos themselves seem to support an inclusive approach to working with 
children with special needs, the attitude of other the members of staff was proposed as a 
possible inhibitor: 
"When you have four or five nursery nurses working together, you may have 
one who says this child has special needs and the others don't. And you've had 
to convince .... It might be a temporary blip - not something you really need to 
be worrying about. You've got to think this is not a SEN - just calm down - OK 
you can take notes but it's not necessary straight away to say it's an SEN." 
Senco 2, Session 3.3 
Much of this is put down to the emphasis of many training courses on difference rather 
than similarity. 
"Raising awareness of SEN we think that people are maybe looking for things 
that we think aren't there and we're thinking 'Is it us'? What I would think of as 
normal behaviour some of the staff are coming back saying 'oh no it's not 
normal'. But I've looked after so many children over the years, including my 
own, who can't have been normal! This is one of the things I'm finding" Senco 
15, Session 4.1 
"There is a danger of the Code of Practice encouraging staff to pick up on things 
that may be perfectly normal and within parameters that professionals would say 
are normal. Staff identify things 'Oh he's hyperactive; Oh she's autistic; she's 
this that and the other'. Alarm bells ring in my head ... in fact we've banned it -
they know not to label any children." Senco 11, Session 2.3 
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" You find when staff have been on a course, say on autism, they start to label -
its very dangerous - they come back and spot autism allover the nursery" Senco 
4, Session 2.3 
The Inclusion ABC course is suggested by Sencos as a possible way of tackling this: 
"The course would be useful as well to people who aren't Sencos, to give them 
some insight onto what they need to do to work within inclusion." Senco 6 
""An idea I was thinking of is to photocopy the audit and actually display it on 
the wall - so its like a drip, drip, drip and people might look at it as they're going 
to get some stock out... at least it might make people come to you and say - I've 
seen that..." Senco 6 
However, despite their efforts, some Sencos report difficulties in engaging other 
members of staff in issues relating to special needs. This relates both to apathy: 
,~'You see, I've spread the word in my setting, but they're just not interested. I 
did the staff meeting and questionnaire, but they're just giving it back in dribs 
and drabs ... even the manager hasn't given it back to me." Senco 5 
... And to staff wanting the Senco to take sole responsibility for the children with 
special needs: 
"What it sounds like to me is some buck passing - you are the Senco • you do 
something about it. And that isn't the idea at all." Senco 14, Session 4.2 
"That's it • we've told you. And when the other mothers are looking a bit funny 
it's up to you ... " Senco 15, Session 4.2 
However, there is a suggestion of a more direct approach to working with other staff: 
"Maybe instead of doing a report, I'd go and observe for a couple of weeks. It's 
referring it back - giving responsibility back to them - you think there's a 
problem -lets have some more information then ... " Senco 13, Session 4.2 
And attempts to tackle apathy through developing the staff's skills: 
"It's to build their confidence in what they're doing. Sometimes if they're not 
sure and if you say to them you've done that, gone back, changed that - make 
them more confident - not just passing it on to someone else." Senco 2, Session 
4.2 
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Peer Support 
The notion of support is based largely on external, 'professional' help, rather than 
support from peers or other sources. However, throughout the training sessions, the 
insight Sencos who work in the non maintained sector can bring becomes clear: 
"The questions asked by Sencos are really pertinent - sometimes things I didn't 
think to ask - how long is she there for? etc." Session Commentary, 4.3 
A parallel development takes place for the Sencos, both in terms of recognising that 
they can offer each other advice: 
"Getting ideas from other people, that's been useful too. You (other participant) 
told me about using the symbols, and that is such a good idea. Sometimes it's 
difficult, you're trying to work it out, but someone else might come in and see 
it.. ." Senco 15 
"If you know, you can understand the problems a bit more - you know what 
you're working with. It's like you saying you work on two levels, probably the 
picture I've got in my head isn't your actual working conditions." Senco 15 
And the sharing of good practice: 
"It would be good to go to other people's settings, I think that helps. I've worked 
at my setting for 6 years now and I don't think I've ever been anywhere else. I 
think my ideas now are getting a bit stale sometime." Seneo 5 
"You can only think of so much, and then it's nice to see what other people are 
doing." Senco 5 
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CATEGORY THREE 
Discursive Commentary 
Attitude To The Non Maintained Sector 
Whilst pre school workers and the settings they work in are adapting to the changes 
emanating from 'Meeting the Childcare Challenge' (OfEE, 1998), it seems that its 
implications are slow to filter through to colleagues in other sectors. The legacy of the 
education/care split seems entrenched. This is epitomised by children with special needs 
being re-directed by education professionals to 'specialist' school based nurseries, 
regardless of the quality of provision in the non maintained sector or progress being 
made by the child. 
"He was with us two terms and in a way it was hard for us because we thought 
he was making such headway because we are small group - he was in a small 
group of only 11 children and he had a one to one member of staff. But then he 
left us to go to a nursery that a special needs unit. So it was a bit disappointing 
really, because he'd just started making headway and everything, and just as we 
were making progress he was whipped away again. "Senco 4 
Not only does this undermine the work done in the non maintained sector but also, it 
reduces choice of placement for parents of children with special needs. This is counter 
to the underlying aim of improving access to early education enshrined in the National 
Childcare Strategy (DfEE, 1998). If this is to be addressed, there needs to be a major 
promotional operation in order to familiarise colleagues in health and education sectors 
with the new role of the non maintained sector. 
Access 
Accessing external support is described as hitherto having been a lottery: 
"When we've needed them it's always been a struggle to get the right person, 
and who do we contact first to find out how we get to that person ... Who would 
be the best person and so you think ... there would be BUF A, BAPPA ... do you 
know anybody. Well we do but if you're not a member we can't give you any 
information and there was all those problems." Senco 2 
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Within education settings, there is usually some understanding of how support services 
from within the education sector can be accessed and an associated referral route. This 
has not been the case for non maintained settings, and in many cases there is still no 
referral route to educational support services, including the educational psychology 
service. The only way these services can be accessed is via a medical referral, 
reinforcing a within child model. There is no routine input into settings, which would 
lead to more systemic working, as is the model in schools. 
When services do become involved, Sencos describe how, in particular the educational 
psychology service seem to be there for their own ends, rather than to support the 
Senco. 
"Occasionally the educational psychologist's been in for children that have been 
identified already. I wouldn't say that they'd really been support because they'd 
be coming to do their own thing." Senco 9 
By choosing a non-maintained sector placement for their child, parents of children with 
special needs are again disadvantaged. The setting of their choice may receive inferior 
support from educational support agencies, and be accessed only through making an 
individual referral via a medical agency. 
Sencos credit the Early Years Partnership with having improved the situation greatly, 
through clarifying and bringing together different agencies. However, in many cases, 
voluntary, medical and educational support agencies are still working in parallel in early 
years settings and access routes are confused. In order to ensure equality of access, there 
needs to be further work to clarify and disseminate information about what support is 
available, the criteria for accessing such support, and referral routes. 
The Role of External Professionals 
A number of Sencos describe the need for an external professional to verify that what 
they are doing is the 'right thing'. The Sencos express uncertainty as to whether they 
should be offering something intrinsically 'different' to children with special needs. 
This view is reinforced to a large extent by the training offered in connection with the 
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Code of Practice. Whilst there is a general ethos of inclusion, the focus on the 
mechanics of the stages of the Code of Practice and Individual Education Plans 
confIrms that something different is required. What this neglects though is that many of 
the children's individual needs will be being met intrinsically, by the nature of early 
years practice on offer. Even with the Foundation Stage, pre school provision continues 
to be largely child centred with a developmental basis (Blenkin & Kelly, 1994). As 
such children's education and development is much more closely linked to their 
individual needs and experiences. The logical extension of this is that at any given stage 
there will be a range of children in a setting with a broad range of developmental needs. 
Dowling (1992) comments: 
"If children are truly to be seen as individual, then everyone can be seen as 
~aving special needs" Dowling, 1992, p.128 
External professionals could be seen as colluding with this notion of children with 
special needs needing something different, reinforcing it by nature of their 'expert' 
status. With a limited knowledge of early years philosophy, many external professionals 
will encourage Sencos to adopt an approach that is indeed different, rather than 
encouraging the Senco to look at how the child's needs can be met through their existing 
practice. This in effect acts against the notion of inclusion, enshrined by current 
legislation for children with special needs. 
Whilst there is some movement within early years circles to reinforce the expertise of 
early year professionals and highlight the inclusive nature of early. years provis~on (eg 
Mortimer, 2002) this is not wide spread and training continues to push Sencos towards 
an approach based on 'difference', 
Working As A Whole Setting 
There seems to be an inherent sense of isolation in many of the statements made by 
Sencos. Hitherto, Sencos have been isolated not only from external support but they 
have also been isolated within their own settings. 
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Whilst the natural inclinations of the Sencos may be to 'give children time', the 
dominant culture of special needs is that of individualisation. Sencos describe how 
many of the courses attended in connection with special needs push them towards an 
individual approach. The Code of Practice is cited as being particularly guilty of this: . 
"There is a danger of the Code of Practice encouraging staff to pick up on things 
that may be perfectly normal and within parameters that professionals would say 
are normal. Staff identify things 'Oh he's hyperactive; Oh she's autistic; she's 
this that and the other. Alarm bells ring in my head ... in fact we've banned it -
they Iaiow not to label any children." Senco II, Session 2.3 
Sencos suggest that other staff are particularly susceptible to this pressure towards 
'difference' based model, and that much of the Sencos' effort is directed to developing 
the attitude of others within the setting. When courses do not draw the link between 
inclusion and good early years' practice, previous inclusive practice is undermined. 
Sencos describe their difficulties in trying to disseminate information about inclusion to 
other members of staff. There are obvious parallels here with the experiences of school 
based Sencos, where responsibility for children with special needs often becomes 
focused within the role of the Senco. This was particularly difficult for the younger, less 
experienced Sencos: 
"You see, I've spread the word in my setting, but they're just not interested. I 
did the staff meeting and questionnaire, but they're just giving it back in dribs 
and drabs ... even the manager hasn't given it back to me." Senco 5 
So why is it so difficult to engage other members of staff? They are working within the 
same early years framework as the Sencos, and as such should be able to incorporate 
children with special needs into what they do routinely. Maybe the difference is that 
with training, the Sencos are now starting to recognise and develop a confidence that 
what they have previously been doing is right. They have a name for it and an emerging 
vocabulary. For other staff who haven't had this opportunity, there is still a feeling that 
for children with special needs, they should be doing something different. 
In order to pursue this agenda in their individual settings, Sencos need to be secure in 
the knowledge of what they are doing and continue to develop the vocabulary to support 
this. This again points to the need for any training for Sencos to focus on highlighting 
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the links between what Sencos are already doing as part of good early years practice, 
and meeting special needs through inclusion. 
Peer SURRort 
Pushing forward this agenda in their individual settings will be difficult for Sencos to 
pursue in isolation. What Sencos began to realise though, throughout the sessions was 
that they could be a good source of support and inspiration for each other. In many 
cases this has hitherto not happened. There have not been support networks for Sencos 
in non maintained settings. This is partly related to the nature of non-maintained 
provision. Many settings are private businesses set up in direct competition with one 
another. However, the development of the role of the Area Senco presents an ideal 
opportunity for breaking down some of these barriers and forging links between Sencos. 
Implications 
• In order to ensure equality of access for parents of children with special needs, 
action needs to be taken to combat the discrimination of professionals working in 
this field, against non maintained settings. This will include updating knowledge on 
recent changes and raising awareness of current status inclusive practice. 
• There needs to be further clarification and dissemination of information about 
available sources of support for non maintained settings, criteria for accessing this 
support and referral routes. 
• Training for Sencos in non maintained early years settings needs to focus on 
establishing links between what staff are already doing as part of good early years 
practice and meeting special needs through inclusion. 
• Developing a vocabulary to describe what the Sene os do would help give credence 
to existing practice and increase the confidence of Sencos to disseminate this 
amongst other members of staff. 
• The development of peer support networks would counter the feelings of isolation 
experienced by Sencos and support them to develop and disseminate inclusive 
practice within their own settings. 
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Senco's attitude to 
Givina feedback to Parental attitudes to SEN 
9!5J04 -v9' 
Parents 'in denial' Breakina the news 
This category describes the experiences 
Sencos have had of addressing issues of 
SEN with parents 
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CATEGORY FOUR 
"It's Not Like That At Home .•. " 
- Working With The Parents 01 Children With Special Needs. 
This category describes the experiences Sencos have had of working with the parents of 
children with special needs. Whilst working with parents is recognised as being 
important, this. is sometimes difficult to achieve in practice if parents do not share the 
concerns. 
Working Together 
Generally, working with parents is seen as important to achieving progress with 
children with special needs. However, sometimes underlying currents in the 
conversation suggest a more mixed view of the role of parents. Whilst one Senco, from 
personal experience describes how special needs is an interactive process: 
"There are a lot of people under the impression I feel, that if there's a problem at 
nursery or at school, there must be a problem at home. Not necessarily so, not 
from my experience. I know that sometimes it can be the setting that's the 
problem. Not that there's anything wrong. That the child can't deal with the 
setting and I feel the parents need to know it's not their fault." Senco 12 
Other Sencos either explicitly or covertly harbour less positive views of parents: 
"What we've decided is it's parenting skills that's what it comes down to. They 
just give in to the children and then they come and they fmd there are boundaries 
and there are limits and I don't like this and I'm going to kick up a fuss. That's 
what it comes down to most of the time .... They come up with all sorts that do 
work and they work for them while they're in here, but whether the parents are 
good at keeping it going at home is another side of it." Senco 2 
This extends to the reception I am given in one setting, when arriving with my baby: 
" I felt generally as though I was being told off ... "we don't usually allow 
children down here ... " and when Eliza ate a piece of tissue, the way in which 
the manager responded was ever so slightly chastising ofme ... teaching me how 
I should care for / manage my baby." Observation Notes, Setting 5 
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However, on the whole, Sencos have developed a number of ways of working with 
parents and communicating how things are progressing: 
"1 used to have a chat with her each week 'He's done this' and 'he's done that'''. 
Senco 4 
"At one time I did a daily report on her and I used to do that during the week and 
give it to her Mum to read over the weekend and bring it back on Monday. n 
Senco 8 
"But all those things were fed back to mum, so all the things that the staff did 
extra, Mum would then be told 'we thought this would be a good idea to do this 
for whatever reason' so it wasn't done behind mum's back she was always fully 
aware." Senco 11 . 
The interactions with parents focus on giving positive feedback on the developments of 
the particular child ... 
"That just took the pressure off mum. Instead of saying "we think this is what 
we should do," it was just like explaining "this is what we've done today and 
he anticipated ... " and encouraging mum to know how well he'd done. " Senco 
11 
" When we had the little boy with autism, normally what we do for the children 
we have a folder. and we have development sheets which we tick off, write little 
comments on and put little observations in on what we were doing. etc .• but we 
decided it might not been not be advantageous for mum to put a development 
sheet in like we were for his sister. because it could make her feel somewhat .... 
instead of which we just used to keep a diary and put in some photographic 
evidence. We didn't do it every session, because I thought if he had down 
days .... , so we used to do it at the end of each month or whatever and just give 
her the general review with all the positives." Senco 4 
Parental Attitudes to Special Needs. 
A number of Sencos report instances where parents have broached the subject of their 
child's special needs prior to entry to the setting. 
"A little boy who's mum came to see us. He was a twin, so she wanted to know 
if we could take him before he was three. He'd already been seen by an 
Education Psychologist and it was felt that he was autistic." Senco 4 
This was regarded as being a positive, allowing additional resources to be sought. 
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"Well her parents really came to me ... I think as well its half the battle if you're 
working together. Once she'd approached me and we'd approached the health 
visitor I said to her we can get somebody from Under Fives - special needs 
workers and she just wanted any help she could get." Senco 8 
On these occasions, when parents are open about their child's needs, the situation is said 
to be more comfortable for the Sencos: 
"X's mother was quite happy for other people to be aware that there was a 
problem. ... She was never bothered, like when our children go out, all the 
parents are stood outside and we only let them out one at a time when we see the 
parent. So I'd be going out and giving her the book and she would just say 
thanks I'll bring it back on Monday. People treat different situations differently 
don't they?" Senco 8 . 
However, on occasions, parental anxieties about their children make working with 
childre~ with special needs difficult. 
"One of the parents came in and just watched, as she was very unsteady. She 
was actually paralysed, half of her body was paralysed and her parents were very 
careful around her. She was fussing over her all the time and we said 'we just 
wanted to try to include her~ we don't want to make her feel any different'. We 
tried to get that across to the parent really because she was trying to treat her a 
bit differently." Senco 1 
Also on occasions, parents are described as having been the driving force in chasing 
additional support for their child despite settings feeling that this isn't altogether 
necessary. 
"She's the sister of a child we've had before and we were just trying to absorb 
her in and see how it went but her Mum thinks its very important and was very 
keen to push for support and she managed to get forty hours a week." Senco 9 
The attitude of other parents to children with special needs is also commented upon: 
"There was also a group of mums in at the time whose children weren't the best 
behaved in the group but who had decided that this little boy was naughty and 
must have proceeded to tell their children the same. So we had that to deal 
with." Senco 12 
"She was .... not a bit ofa bully ... she'd just, if we were having a quiet time and 
she saw a space in the middle it didn't matter who she stood over to get to that 
space ......... other parents were thinking like .... their children, " X did this and 
X did that. " Senco 8 
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Breaking the News 
Working in early years settings with children from three months upwards, many Sen~os 
are in the position that they may be the first person outside of the family to identify that 
a child has special needs. 
" .. .its normally we've picked them up ourselves, because we do find a lot of 
parents don't recognise that there is a problem, maybe that's because we get 
them so young rather than in schools or as they get a bit older." Senco 2 
"Most of our children, we begin to see things whilst ·they're here. That's the 
more normal thing that happens here. The child comes and everything's fme but 
then because the child comes as a baby, because most of them do and stay until 
they go to school, we have them for a long time, and as they're going along we 
. ,begin to notice things ... then we approach the parents." Senco 11 
Broaching this with parents is widely acknowledged as being one of the most difficult 
aspects of the Senco's role: 
"These are child care workers who have got a basic qualification, but you're 
expecting them to talk to parents, and say not to label children, but to say we're 
really concerned because, we think it would be a good idea if you went to the 
Doctor, if you went to the Health visitor. It's a hard thing to do that." Senco 11 
"We knew when he first came at 2 year old ... he was very bright, or appeared to 
be very bright but you never got eye contact with him. As he got older he got 
worse and worse and worse. Nobody said anything that they thought was there 
just that but they just thought we should speak to a Health Visitor because we'd 
got concerns about it. I don't know if was approached rightly or not." Senco 5 
The emotional aspects of this are described as being amongst the most distressing: 
"We've had two children where we have actually had to say we think there is 
something .... and they've been distraught. I've done it so carefully" Senco 9 
"It's ways of approaching that and saying to those people, 'we've got a concern'. 
Alarm bells start ringing don't they?" Senco 12 
" And it doesn't matter how carefully you put it, and we do, 'we're just a little 
bit concerned,' 'how is he at home', you know we don't go in with hobnailed 
boots on with this, but this is very, very difficult, and that for us has got to be the 
big issue that you can address" Senco 11 
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"I'd like an outside opinion as to whether this is serious or whether it could be, 
and whether we then need to then inform the parents. It's about confirming our 
suspicions before we have to upset the parents." Senco 9 
One Senco relates how in her experience, this results in some settings opting not to 
broach the subject of special needs with parents at all: 
"The only unhappy thing was that he could have been having help so much 
earlier. lie didn't come until he was four and when I said 'why didn't you ... ' it 
was 'well we didn't really know what to do, nobody really talked to us at the 
other place where he was' ." Senco 11 
When the subject of special needs is broached, this is sometimes embraced or welcomed 
by the parents: 
"We've got the group where you approach and you say to parents, you know ... 
. and they say 'I'm so glad you said that'. Then you can work with them. "Senco 
11 
"When we spoke to mum ..... what came out was that it was in the family on the 
father's side. He had been a stammerer and she agreed then. That was good we 
got a good response from her. She went to the Doctor, she went to the health 
visitor, they got the referral and they waited for the appointment. We did what 
we could for him but that was referred on by the parent." Senco 11 
" If it's still a problem then I would usually talk to mum and say 'we're a bit 
worried about this; we're going to do this, have you noticed' Just to see if 
there's any more outside information that might help us. Not 'Oh there's 
something wrong with your child' ... Sometimes then mum will say 'well yes, at 
home so and so does that for her so she doesn't. That's why she does it." Senco 
13 
"We did contact the mum and said we're concerned about one or two things. 
She said yes, and we got a bit of background information. It was a bit turbulent 
at home so you could understand why ... The mum accepted that there was a 
problem so we agreed on things we could do to try and overcome this 
aggressive behaviour, his concentration and that sort of thing and we worked all 
through the year with that. Things changed and he did improve and she was 
most grateful for everything that had happened." Senco 2 
Working with Parents 'in denial'. 
However, by far the more common experience is that the parent does not accept the 
concerns of the Sencos. On some occasions this might be a case of parents already 
having some concerns about their child but not sharing these with the setting: 
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"We originally thought there was maybe something a bit, not wrong, but not 
quite right and we spoke about it. 1 think the parents actually knew about it but 
they'd not said anything. "Senco 1 
"I have a child whose just been registered with us and 1 really think she might 
have special education needs, but the parents haven't said anything. I've only 
had the one meeting with her but from snippets the parents came out with once 
they'd registered her I think it might be." Senco 4 
Or a case of the parent lacking the experience to recognise the problems: 
"We do find a lot of parents don't recognise that there is a problem," Senco 2 
"She said that she'd had another little boy. There was 18 months or just short of 
two years between and it wasn't until R started doing things that she realised 
that G wasn't. She says herself now that she didn't realise about G because it 
was only when R began that she realised." Senco 8 
""He couldn't sit down in one place for five minutes. He goes everywhere and 
then when we are singing he didn't want to sit. Mum said no because he he's 
alone at home that's why he did it. We can't say anything to mum." Senco 7 
"When he came mum was in denial, because she had an older child with autism 
but the older child had quite good language, and this little one had no language, 
but mum was convinced that he had." Senco 4 
On other occasions it seems that parents are unwilling to accept that there is a concern. 
"X came to us as a baby. She went through the nursery and we noticed that she 
was quite an obese child so we talked to Mum about that issue but 'no, she's not 
obese'. Staff noticed that she had problems with her eyesight, that she would 
have things close to her. When Mum was asked about this 'Oh no at home she's 
fine'." Senco 11 
"It's like they don't want to come to terms with it somehow and they don't want 
to admit that there is a problem and that is a big hurdle to get over. Accepting 
that there is a problem and that you can't do it on your own." Senco 2 
"Mum just wouldn't go there at all. Mum thought that she was developing just 
like any other child, no problems with regard to her size, her language 
development, her sight, her co-ordination, her mobility at times. That was quite 
a struggle for us as care workers." Senco 11 
"We know for a fact that Y went to an educational psychologist once he got to 
school, but mum just wouldn't go, she wouldn't take the step and go to talk to 
the health visitor or the doctor even though we were encouraging her." Senco 11 
"It's about not facing the problem that their child is showing and denying that if 
we say what it's like here, 'well, it's not like that at home' 'he plays with other 
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children' and making out that it's all us. We must be seeing things that aren't 
there, that's how it comes across isn't it." Senco 11 
Sencos describe a number of occasions when parents, not accepting the Senco's 
concerns, take drastic action and remove their child from the setting: 
"I've done it so carefully but they took her straight away and I heard later that 
she'd tried a few settings and obviously they would come back with the same." 
Senco 9 
" .... when we voiced concerns to the parents they took the huff and took him 
somewhere else but they also voiced concern .... No, he did come back for a 
while before he went to school... They decided we were a good nursery. In fact 
one of the other nurseries refused to have him." Senco 5 
In one particular instance, attempts to raise the issue of a child's possible special needs 
were rejected so strongly by parents that they threatened to charge the Senco with 
harassment: 
"Special needs isn't a problem. Inclusion isn't a problem here. Only when 
you're working with parents who are in denial and will not go with you, and 
actually getting to the point like X's Mum saying 'if you insist in this I will take 
a case out against you." Senco 11 
When children with special needs remain in the setting, when their parents feel that 
there isn't a problem, supporting the child is difficult: 
" .... but what we ourselves did we did do things that were helpful, like it was our 
pushing that got her the 'specs. We did other things, little things that we could 
do but we did just in the normal day. We didn't have to make a big issue out of 
them because Mum was hostile" Senco 11 
"And on the spectacles, do you remember as well, we'd really pushed to get her 
to the hospital, even and she'd missed appointments, it was us fmally got those 
spectacles, it was like a break through and then she wouldn't bring them, do you 
remember. Many a time 'where are the spectacles?' We had to encourage her to 
get something to hold them on, but everything was a push and a struggle. So we 
really had to talk to her a bit more 'she really needs these spectacles' Anyway 
we pushed and she did bring them in the end, mostly, but not all the time. Then 
they'd get broken. It was really difficult, but we just persisted, gently." Senco 11 
Another difficulty when parents do not share the concern relates to accessing external 
support or advice; 
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"You can't go, unless the parent has agreed for us to make any contact with 
anybody, but you have to go through the parent because that's the way you have 
to go. We're non statutory. You have to go that way because there is no other 
way that I know of; otherwise you can be accused of all sorts of interference." 
Senco 11 
"You cannot go above a parent's head, as far as we know and if that parent is 
sitting there saying 'I don't agree, 1 don't think my child has got a problem, I 
don't think this, I don't think that' you just sit there and think what can we do." 
Senco 11 
This is contrasted with the way in which schools have more status to engage parents: 
"So this child has now gone to school and we are sure that there has been an 
issue with the school because the school has rung here to check out all these 
things, but we were really stuck. We realised that something needed to be done 
before she went to school, but then we have no power and that's what you were 
saying about how do we get help when the parents won't acknowledge that 
'something is wrong ... Like Y, that was behavioural and we know for a fact that 
he went to an educational psychologist once he got to school, but Mum just 
wouldn't go, she wouldn't take the step and go to talk to the health visitor or the 
doctor even though we were encouraging her. "Senco 11 
" What tends to happen, I think always happens, except for the Z case, is that it's 
taken out of our hands but the schools then pick it up and they have to face it 
then because its Statutory. They don't hang about; they say right Psychologist 
in, whatever .... That's right, it's very different, you have to go to school once 
the child's turned five. Its statutory, that's the big difference for us." Senco 11 
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CATEGORY FOUR 
Discursive Commentary 
Working Together 
Although there seems to be a general agreement over the need to work together with the 
parents of children with special needs, there is an interesting cultural shift in the way the 
Sencos view ~eir role. Whilst in other situations, the Sencos present themselves as not 
being experts and as lacking in confidence relating to children with special needs, in this 
context they are happy to become 'experts'. The Sencos feel "confident to persist with 
the notion of a child having special needs, even when this is challenged by parents. 
There seems to be a hierarchy in the status of knowledge, of which in most cases Sencos 
and parents are at the bottom. However, when operating independently with parents, 
Sencos are able to rise to an elevated position. This mirrors Marks' (1996) observation 
that in case conferences: 
"Different categories of participants are positioned along a continuum of 
expertise. The right to speak tends to be correlated with lower levels of contact 
with the child and greater access to abstract knowledge." Marks, 1996, p.l30 
Breaking the News 
Children may begin attending non-maintained provision from as young as three months. 
As such, staff in these settings are often the first people to have regular contact with the 
child, outside of the family. Consequently, they may be the first to identify that a child 
is experiencing some kind of difficulty or delayed development. Sencos describe 
broaching this subject with parents as being one of the most difficult aspects of their 
role. However carefully this has been handled by the Sencos, it has been traumatic both 
for the parents involved and for the Sencos themselves. Whilst tackling this issue is 
recognised within the medical arena as an area needing specialist training (DfES, 2002), 
this has not been a priority within education settings. Usually, when a child enters 
school, any difficulties will have already been picked up through regular contact with 
other agencies such as health visitors. As front line professionals Sencos in non 
maintained settings need training and support to manage such situations and this needs 
to become a core part of their training. 
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Working With Parents 'In Denial' 
The implications of parents not sharing a Senco's concerns over a child's needs are 
reported in different ways. In a number of instances, parents are seen to take the 
extreme step of removing their child from the setting in order to distance themselves 
from the source of the concern. This situation is probably unique to the private sector, 
due to the competitive nature of the provision. With school based early years provision, 
children will often have their names down on a waiting list from birth and to fmd 
another nursery at short notice would in most cases be very difficult. Within the non-
maintained sector, with the increasing number of settings there is generally less 
difficulty over access. This puts Sencos under a degree of pressure when attempting to 
engage with parents. If they are working for profit, pursuing the issue of special needs 
with reluctant parents may result in a drop in revenue. This may be particularly difficult 
for less senior members of staff who take on the role of Senco and may conceivably be 
under pressure from their manager to keep parents happy. 
A second implication of parents not accepting the Sencos' concerns is that this then 
blocks access to any external support. Access to the majority of external services is 
largely based on an individual referral and can only be done in collaboration with 
parents. Even access to the Area Senco is constrained by individual referral in 
agreement with parents. The Sencos interviewed describe having to use their own 
personal contacts to get advice, or relying on the goodwill of external agencies when 
they come in to work with someone who has been referred to them through the normal 
channels. If staff are to be encouraged to meet the needs of all the children in their 
setting, they need to be able to access advice and support on a regular basis without 
reliance on an individual referral model. Whilst this does not negate the need for 
parental agreement to any individual consultation regarding their child, it would enable 
Sencos to explore how they might respond to and accommodate the needs of the range 
of children in their settings. 
Implications 
• Training on working with parents should become a core component of Senco 
training for non-maintained settings. This should draw on the existing good practice, 
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relating how to manage emotionally charged interactions and also on how to engage 
parents who do not share the concerns of the setting. 
• Early Years Partnerships need to address the issue of how to offer regular support to 
setting based Sencos, that isn't based on an individual referral model. This would 
support Sencos in developing their potential for including all of the children in their 
setting and a1~0 offer a way accessing advice regarding how to work with individual 
children, even when parental consent isn't forthcoming. 
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General Ethos 
Classification 
Accommodation 
This category gives a rich picture of the types 
of environments the sencos are working in and 
is drawn largely from personal observation. 
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The size and location of the settings is very varied. Very few settings 
have purpose built premises. Many settings are located in converted 
houses or multi purpose buildings such as church halls. 
Issues of health & safety and hygiene are more prominent than 
in schools. Despite this, adherence to these varies between 
settings. 
The distinction between the different types of setting! provision is 
subtle and somewhat transient. 
On almost every occasion, the ethos of the setting was 
welcoming. 
Summary: The conditions in which the Sen cos work vary greatly depending on location, accommodation and 
classification of provision. 
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Most of the Sencos interviewed were aged between 35 - 50. This 
was seen as being a deliberate move, capitalising on the Sencos 
maturity and experience. 
All of the Sencos .interviewed were female, and mainly from 
white British backgrounds. Issues around pregnancy and 
maternity leave were prominent in many interviews. 
Most settings had a clear management structure, related to 
qualifications and time in post. The role of manager varied, from 
active childcare, to a more 'executive' role. 
In some settings there was a clear feeling of co-operation and 
camaraderie about the job, with issues such as planning being tackled 
socially, as a group. 
Most settings employ workers with a range of appropriate 
qualifications, and improving the qualifications of staff was part 
of an ongoing programme. Issues relating to not being able to 'get 
out' to training were raised. 
Summary: Whilst the Sencos were largely mature women, within the settings the remaining workers were 
from a wide age range with varying levels of training and experience. 
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working practices for all the children in the Setting. 
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Most Sencos described well-developed planning and recording 
systems, although this did not always seem to follow through into 
practice. 
All Sencos described some form of ongoing record keeping 
for children in their setting. In some settings the keeping of 
such records is tackled as a whole staff, -on a regular basis. 
The standard of resources I displays varies between settings, This 
doesn't always relate to the level of training of staff or curricular 
expertise. 
The government focus on improving quality in pre school 
settings has led to an increased emphasis on planning, recording 
and curriculum focus. 
In most settings, staff seemed to be largely engaged with 
children, although this was not always the case. 
Summary: The planning and recording systems for all children seem to be well developed, although this isn't always 
reflected in practice 
- I Figure 11. Category 7 Summary: Working with Children 
CHAPTER FIVE 
DISCUSSING THE ISSUES 
This chapter draws together the main themes emerging from the research and explores 
them in the light of the social and political context of non maintained early years 
provision, in order to develop a new conceptual framework. 
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WHAT IS THE EXPERIENCE OF BEING A SENCO IN A 
NON MAINTAINED EARLY YEARS SETTING? 
The Legacy of the Care I Education Split 
It was clear from the early stages of the research project that the circumstances in which 
setting based Sen~os were working differed greatly from those found in schools. This 
related both to the actual settings (Category 5 - Physical Working Conditions') and the 
people working within them (Category 6 - Staffing Issues). Over and above this, 
Category 7 (Working with Children) highlights the way in which non-maintained 
settings have been subject to rapid change over recent years. This relates both to the 
way in which the provision is classified and the services on offer: 
"It's been here nearly 40 years. It started off as a little nursery school only open 
in the mornings. When I got it 14 years ago, we started opening in the afternoon. 
It's only 4 years since we became a day nursery ... and open all hours. It used to 
be closed in school holidays. It was called Nursery School and then when I took 
over it was children over five so it couldn't be called Nursery School any more, 
it had to be a playgroup. Then it became a Day Nursery. " Senco 9 (Category 7, 
Working with Children) 
More specifically, changes emanating from 'Meeting the Childcare Challenge' (DfEE, 
1998) have initiated developments in the curriculum and overall ethos of settings. All of 
the participating settings have opted to undergo Ofsted inspection and become 
registered, non-maintained providers of early years education. As such they in theory 
attain the equivalent status of school based provision. Sencos describe how this has 
impacted on practice within their settings and has lead to a perceived increased quality. 
"I still say play-group, because 1 started when my two were going to play group 
but now it's pre-school. I have to be more structured now you've got all your 
recording. . .. It was just to give them social skills and make that break from the 
parents. Now we get inspected as well." Senco 6 (Category 7, Working with 
Children) 
Whilst this transition from care to education has been made on paper, discussion with 
the Sencos suggests that this may be at a superficial level only. Social policy research 
suggests that the provision of care is imbued with a number of underlying values and 
gendered assumptions. 
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"A central feature of virtually every childcare institution is that it is gendered; 
not just because the workforce is nearly always female but because of the way 
the work is thought about by parents, workers, government policies, colleges 
who train workers, managers, policy makers and not least wider society, which 
assumes childcare to be women's work." Cameron, Moss & Owen, 1999, p.xi 
Childcare work is widely understood to be and is actually practiced as 'women's work' 
or as something women do naturally (penn, 1998). As such the role of caring and 
'mothering' is embedded within the institutions and practices of non maintained early 
years provision. This is in contrast to the more scientific, male gendered assumptions 
associated with Education settings (Walkerdine, 1984). 
Many of the issues emanating from the data can be seen to reflect these different, 
gendered assumptions and the way in which they interact with the transition from 
childcare to educational provision. These gendered assumptions are visible both in the 
language used by the Sencos and the practices they describe. Changing the way in 
which settings are described, to comply with the demands of 'Meeting the Childcare 
Challenge' can be seen as being only the tip of the iceberg. 
Summary 1: Settings have been subject to rapid change over recent years relating to 
both how they are categorised and the services they deliver. The changes however have 
not addressed the underlying assumptions associated with the gendered division of care 
and education. 
Changes in Policy and Resourcing. 
Despite the nominal change in status, the assumptions and ideologies associated with 
the gendered divisions between childcare and education remain largely intact. Cameron 
(1999) proposes that the context of childcare work is structured by policy based on 
notions of , tradition' and underpinned by dominant ideologies of caring. Caring is seen 
to be natural for women, and care is what children with special needs are seen to 
primarily need (Marks, 1996). Many children with special educational needs have been 
cared for by women in non maintained early education settings without the need for 
additional resources or support. In the transition from care to education this status quo 
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has not been challenged or addressed. This is reflected in the continuing inequitable 
distribution of resources and differential access to external support services for non 
maintained settings. Although Nursery Education Grant funded non maintained early 
years settings now work within the Code of Practice and are subject to Ofsted 
inspections in the same way as their school based counterparts, they do not have access 
to the same level of funding or support. This is reflected clearly in the data in Category 
I (On Being a Se~co) and Category 2 (Working with Children with Special Needs). 
Issues of Funding and Support 
Non maintained settings have until recently operated largely as independent bodies, 
with no umbrella organisation or equivalent of a Local Education Authority to support 
them. As such there has been no additional funding to support children with additional 
needs, as is available to schools. Within school based provision, there is usually a 
fonnula funded allocation of money to allow children with short term additional needs 
or minor difficulties to be catered for from within the setting. This funding also allows 
for time for the Senco to attend to administrative tasks and also for the funding of 
training. 
Having no additional funding means that there is little flexibility to allow Sen cos time 
to attend to tasks associated with their role. Although the Code of Practice (DfES, 200 I) 
recommends that nursery governing bodies or management boards consider allocating 
time for Sencos to attend to their responsibilities, none of the Sencos in the study make 
reference to any such lUXury. Sencos describe using their lunchtimes or days off to carry 
out observations or planning meetings. On numerous occasions, Sencos describe how 
due to staff shortages and lack of cover, places on training courses have been cancelled. 
This lack of core funding also reduces the setting's ability to respond flexibly to 
children with additional needs. 
"From the private nursery sector it is the heart of it.. .... because obviously we 
have to work at a profit. But we kept being told that funding would be available 
but it was just going round and round trying to fmd out who was responsible. 
By the time it was, he'd gone." Senco 4, (Category 2, Working with Children 
with Special Needs) 
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In addition to the issue of inequitable funding, discussion with the Sencos also suggests 
that non maintained settings have been disadvantaged in terms of the support or 
specialist advice they can access (Category 3 - Working with Other People). 
Working long hours, there has been a limited opportunity for support froin colleagues in 
other settings. This is further constrained by the fact that as privately run businesses, 
many settings are in direct competition with one another. 
At the same time access to external agencies is said to have been limited: 
" ... Two years ago even, we were really like a in a wilderness, we didn't know 
who to contact, or anything and you find yourself on a roundabout somebody 
would say we'd fmd such and such and then Oh no we can't and in the end it 
was such frustration and you were getting nowhere." Senco 4 (Category 3, 
Working with Other People) 
Sencos describe how the situation regarding advice is much improved since the 
inception of the Early Years Partnership, and the appointment of the Area Sencos. 
However, access to other educational services such as educational psychology is still 
focused very much on an individual, 'within child' model. Unlike schools, non-
maintained early years settings do not have routine access to educational support 
services to discuss more generic issues. Offering support in this way is cited as being 
one of the key contributory factors leading to more inclusive practice (DfEE. 2000). 
Sencos describe how support, when it has come has always been linked to an individual 
child and input at a more systemic level has rarely been seen: 
"Occasionally the educational psychologist (has been in) for children that have 
been identified already. I wouldn't say that they'd really been support because 
they'd be coming to do their own thing." Senco 9 (Category 3, Working with 
Other People) 
This situation has implications not only for the settings that the Sencos work within but 
also for the parents of children with special needs. Although non-maintained settings 
now work within the Code of Practice, in choosing a non-maintained setting for their 
child with special needs, parents may be disadvantaging their child in terms of the 
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resources and expert advice that will be available. For these parents, Meeting the 
Childcare Challenge (OfEE, 1998) has done little to increase access or equality of 
opportunity. 
This perceived anomaly may have prompted the government to begin to address this 
issue. The recent SEN strategy document (DfES, 2004) states clearly that it will: 
..... bring all early years settings including those in the private and voluntary 
sector, Within the same networks of specialist advice and support enjoyed by the 
school sector." DfES, 2004, p.15 
Whilst not addressing the issue of funding, in this way at least gaining access to external 
support will be more equitable between maintained and non maintained settings. 
Responding to Children in Need 
In most cases, the only way for non maintained settings to access additional advice or 
support has been through an individual referral via either a health visitor or the child's 
GP (Category 3 - Working with Other People). Although this route is viable when 
parents are in agreement, many Sencos report incidences where parents have not shared 
their concerns or have not been willing to consent to a referral to an external agency. In 
such cases, access to any advice is effectively blocked. 
"You can't go, unless the parent had agreed for us to make any contact with 
anybody, but you have to go through the parent because that's the way you have 
to go. We're non statutory. You have to go that way because there is no other 
way that I know of; otherwise you can be accused of all sorts of interference." 
Senco 11, (Category 4, Working with Parents) 
In such cases, the Sencos are faced with a stark choice. Working within the private 
sector, many Sencos cannot afford to offend their clients by pursuing the issue of 
special needs with a reluctant parent. Examples were given of parents taking children 
out of settings in response to concerns over special needs being raised. 
" ... When we voiced concerns to the parents they took the huff and took him 
somewhere else but they also voiced concerns ... No, he did come back for a 
while before he came to school ... they decided we were a good nursery after all. 
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In fact one of the other nurseries refused to have him." Senco 5 (Category 4, 
Working with Parents) 
In such cases, the Sencos have only two choices. They can refuse to accept the child 
into their setting which would result in reduced revenue. Alternatively, as frequently 
seems to be the case, they can fmd a way of accommodating the child from within 
existing resources. 
In addition to the fmancial imperative, this second response could be seen as further 
evidence of the gendered, caring dimension associated with the childcare sector. The 
imperative to care which falls disproportionately on women is magnified within this 
context of childcare and children with special needs. Marks (1996) comments: 
'·'Professionals taking a masculine, authoritative position continue to avoid 
responsibility for providing care or effecting change in a system which fails to 
meet the concerns of a number of pupils, professionals and parents." Marks, 
1996, p.138 
Rather than tum a child away, the Sencos are compelled to accept them, often at 
increased financial or emotional costs to themselves. In Category 1 (On Being A 
Senco), the Sencos describe taking on additional work or working on their day off in 
order to ensure a child's needs are addressed. 
" ... Even when you're working in the afternoons (the child I mentioned is in the 
morning) I come in then ... " Senco 6 (Categoryl, On Being a Senco) 
Working within a paradigm of gendered care, rather than pursuing the issue of special 
needs with reluctant parents, children have largely been assimilated into existing 
provision and practices. Whilst it might be anticipated that in these circumstances, the 
needs of the child might go unmet, this does not seem to be the case. Examples are 
given of settings funding additional support from within their own budgets or re 
arranging existing staffmg patterns to support a child (Category 2 - Working with 
Children with Special Needs). Amending and altering the curriculum and adapting 
activities on offer are also described as ways in which a child's individual needs have 
been met without the need for additional resources. As such children are 'absorbed' and 
included into the wider culture of the setting as any child would be. 
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Summary 2: The gendered nature of the work combined with the lack of external 
funding I support has led to the development of inclusive working practices that cater 
for children with special needs without recourse for additional resources. 
Walking the Talk 
Category 3 (Working with Other People) illustrates how the Sencos feel that they are 
not 'experts' in relation to children with special needs. This is reflected in the language 
they use to talk about such children, the way they describe· their practice and their 
approach to children who don't follow the usual developmental profile. 
The Language OfInstinct 
Many of the Sencos describe their work with children with special needs in tenns of 
'gut feeling' or 'just doing what I thought was best' (Category 2, Working with 
Children with Special Needs). Similarly, the Sencos put their skills down to instinct, 
rather than relating their practice to specific training or skills. 
"We know instinctively when something isn't right." Senco 2 (Category 2, 
Working with Children with Special Needs) 
Working with trainee childcare workers, Penn (1998) similarly found that these women 
attributed their success largely to issues connected to their gender and the naturalness of 
caring work for women rather than to any academic qualifications. 
The vocabulary of 'instinct' employed by the Sencos is used to describe both the 
identification of children with special needs and also the development of provision to 
meet those identified needs (Category 2, Working With Children With Special Needs). 
Although reference is occasionally made to special needs training courses, they describe 
their approach as being largely instinctive. 
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Inclusive Practice 
Foucault proposes that each society has its regime of truth that is, the types of 
discourses which it accepts and makes function as true, and the status of those saying 
what counts as true (Rabinow,1984). In this instance, the dominant discourse in relation 
to children with special needs is that of the Code of Practice. The Code is enshrined in 
statute and proponents justify its use on both moral and educational grounds. It takes the 
form of a scientific discourse, based in behavioural psychology and as such is 
irreproachable. At the same time, the Code of Practice could also be interpreted as a 
gendered concept. Based on a hierarchical model aimed at identifying differences 
between children, the Code enshrines notions of individualising children's difficulties 
and the need for an objective expert (Benjamin, 2002). 
In describing the ways in which they have met children's special needs in the past, the 
Sencos make little reference to the Code of Practice. Indeed when questioned about the 
Code, Sencos describe engagement with only 'Early Years Action Plus' or children with 
'Statements of Special Educational Needs '. In both cases, engagement with the Code of 
Practice is linked with external agency input rather than being something initiated 
within the setting. 'Differentiation' and 'Early Years Action' are not referred to in 
relation to working with children with special needs and none of the Sencos in the study 
indicated that they had children at either of these two stages. 
As demonstrated in Category 2 (Working with Children with Special Needs), the 
Sencos seem to have developed their own ways of addressing children's special needs 
through including them in their regular practice. This is in contrast to the staged model 
proposed by the Code of Practice. Similarly, rather than talking in the Code of Practice 
terms of 'assessment' and 'targets', the vocabulary used by the Sen cos to describe their 
practice is less technical. Their language of emotionality, feeling and experience could 
be seen as the feminised, binary opposite of the rational scientific model of the Code of 
Practice (Lawthom & Burman, 1999). 
Despite seemingly operating outside of the dominant discourse of the Code of Practice, 
the Sencos clearly describe a range of strategies and intervention techniques they have 
used to address individual needs. 
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"I think it helps the child, if you can bend and do things as you go along in the 
normal day and the child is not made to feel different. They're so sensitive and 
pick things up so quickly as babies, they quickly get the idea. I think we have to 
blend in and bend and put things in place. almost without them knowing that it's 
happening" Senco 11, (Category 2, Working with Children with Special Needs) 
On closer examination, it is possible to identify clear parallels between this gendered 
approach to special needs and the espoused principles of inclusion. Ainscow (1995) 
suggests that the ability to modify plans and activities whilst they are occurring in 
response to the reactions of individuals within class is a key tenet of successful 
inclusive practice: 
"Practice develops through a largely intuitive process by which teachers 'tinker' 
,with their classroom plans, arrangements and responses in the light of feedback 
from members of their classes." Ainscow, 1995, p.l49 
Thus, the Sencos' limited engagement with the Code of Practice and its associated 
language does not equate to a lack of awareness of special needs. The Sencos' intuitive 
practice, which they put down to instinct and their innate abilities, is now being 
heralded as the way forward in schools. In schools however, the legacy of 
individualised approaches to special needs has made it difficult for teachers to adjust to 
inclusive practice and has led to a degree of resistance (Gross, 2000). Despite this, the 
Sencos interviewed seemed unaware of the value of the way in which they were 
working, persisting with the notion that they were not experts in this field. 
Giving Children Time 
One of the phrases used repeatedly by Sencos is that of 'giving children time' (Category 
2 - Working with Children with Special Needs). Rather than relating their work with 
children with special needs to the Code of Practice, the notion of 'giving children time' 
is applied to both the identification of individual needs and the way in which such needs 
are met. In essence, 'giving children time' concerns reserving judgement about children 
and allowing them to develop at their own rate. It is about matching provision to a 
child's developmental level and accepting that there is a range of normal development. 
This mindset allows for all children to be treated as individuals and legitimises 
differentiating the curriculum in order to meet a child's needs. 
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"For me, that is part of the normal development - it's no different. .. when you 
get a child (who hasn't been diagnosed) you're doing it all the time. You're 
seeing that a child has a difficulty - what can we do to help that child? You're 
doing that from the start just automatically.... It doesn't mean a child has 
something wrong - has special needs. In actual fact they're just having 
difficulties in their development - not difficulties - just a phase" Senco 15 
(Category 2, Working with Children with Special Needs) 
Historically, the focus on psychological theories and by default educational practice 
(Dahlberg et aI, 1999) has been on the normal individual with deviations from this 
models being interpreted negatively (Bird, 1999). Burman (1,994) writes extensively 
about the normative model of child development and argues that such a notion is 
socially constructed. As such, issues of domination and categorisation abound. 
Billingtqn (1999) suggests that such an application of science is intended to regulate 
economic potential and to apportion difference. 
The way in which the Sencos view children with special needs demonstrates a degree of 
rejection of this mode of pathologising children. Rather than relying on scientific or 
academic interpretations of child development, the Sencos seem to be working on their 
own experience of children - on their instinct. This again could be interpreted as a 
gendered response to the subject of working with children with special needs, reflecting 
both the Sencos' gender and their limited access education or training which reinforces 
the dominant scientific model. At the same time, 'giving children time' can be seen to 
echo the sentiments of Booth et aI's (2000) proposal that in inclusive education, 
diversity is not viewed as a problem to be overcome but as a rich resource to support 
learning for all. 
Thus, whilst the Sencos lack confidence and describe themselves as not being experts, 
the stories that they tell of their practice and of how they have managed children with 
special needs in the past present a picture of mature, inclusive practice. This can be seen 
as demonstrating the emergence of a gendered response to the notion of special needs, 
which has developed both through the gendered nature of childcare work (ie the gender 
balance within the profession) and the gendered institutions and practices associated 
with caring for young children. Rather than being based in the male scientific paradigm 
associated with the Code of Practice, the approach is more relational and intuitive. 
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Summary 3: Whilst the language used by the Sencos to describe their work with 
children with special needs relates mainly to instinct, this belies a mature model of 
inclusive practice that has evolved. 
4) From the outside looking in 
As the separate traditions of care and education have evolved over time, staff working 
within education settings, by virtue of academic training have been tutored in the 
dominant discourse of special needs, based on a male, scientific model (Walkerdine, 
1984). 
~The enterprise of academic institutions is primarily the production of rational, 
scientific knowledge, in contrast to its thereby feminised binary opposite domain 
of emotionality, feeling and experience." Burman, 1999, p.37 
The limited training of those in traditional 'care' settings (Blenkin & Vue, 1994). 
combined with historical and cultural factors associated with their work has resulted in 
the development of a very different, feminised discourse around children with special 
needs. 
The New Care I Education Conflict 
In bringing education and care settings together through the Nursery Education Grant, 
these discourses have been brought into direct conflict. In associating themselves more 
with an intuitive practice, the knowledge and work of the Sencos is subjugated to that of 
other professionals engaged in the dominant discourse of the Code of Practice (Alldred, 
1994). As Marks (1996) suggests, the knowledge of those involved with children on a 
day to day basis (usually the mother) appears groundless, limited, local and 
subsequently less authoritative. Although on paper offering equal educational 
opportunities, the way in which the Sencos talk about what they do is easily interpreted 
as being inferior as it does not engage with the dominant discourse around children with 
special needs. This is demonstrated through examples of external support staff 
discriminating against the Sencos and demonstrating continued ignorance about their 
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practice. For example, on one occasion, this is manifested in children with special needs 
who are making good progress in non maintained settings being directed to specialist 
school based provision. 
'"He was with us two terms and in a way it was hard for us because we thought 
he was making such headway because we are a small group - he was in a small 
group of only 11 children and he had a one to one member of staff. But then he 
left us to. go to a nursery that has a special needs unit. So it was a bit 
disappointing really, because he'd just started making headway and everything, 
and just as we were making progress he was whipped away again. "Senco 4 
(Category 3, Working with Other People) 
Despite this, the practice described by the Sencos fits largely within a model of good 
inclusive practice currently being promoted. As Penn (2000) concludes, the limited 
feminis~d view that childcare students have of their work is likely to contribute to their 
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continued status as second class providers of early years education. The same outcome 
might be predicted for Sencos in non maintained early years settings. Without a shared 
vocabulary, the Sencos inclusive practice is unlikely to be recognised as such and they 
will continue to be seen as less effective than their school based counterparts. 
Pressure To Conform With The Code Of Practice 
In order to attain the same status as school based provision, as well as to meet the 
criteria set out by Ofsted, Sencos need to be seen to be operating within the same 
dominant discourse as education establishments. With regard to children with special 
needs this relates largely to adopting the language and practices of the Code of Practice. 
All Sencos in Nursery Education Grant funded settings are directed to attend a training 
course to introduce them to the requirements and procedures of the Code of Practice. 
Whilst being based nominally within a framework of inclusion, the approach adopted by 
the Code is still intrinsicaJIy 'within child' which is at odds with the approach that 
Sencos in non maintained settings have developed (Category 2, Working with Children 
with Special Needs). At the same time, Code of Practice training is generally delivered 
by professionals operating within the dominant discourse of the Code of Practice and 
who have a limited understanding of the existing inclusive nature of non maintained 
early years provision. 
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It has previously been highlighted that the Sencos are aware of their status in the 
heirachy of working with children with special needs and regard themselves as 'not 
being experts' in this area (Categoryl, On Being a Senco). This is manifested in low 
confidence in their ability to meet the needs of children with special educational needs 
(Category 2 - Working with Children with Special Needs) and the feeling that they have 
to be seen to be doing something in order to be as 'professional' as schools (Category 
3, Working with Other People) 
"I don't want it on my head if she's not assessed right or if she doesn't get the 
proper help when she gets to school and I don't want that responsibility"." Senco 
8 (Category I, On Being a Senco) 
This reinforces Penn's (1998) finding that whilst being sceptical of teachers, childcare 
students strive to be like them because of the status and respect engendered in the 
profession. 
The poor self esteem and the lack of confidence of the Sencos combined with their need 
to be seen to be as good as schools allows them to be seduced by the language and 
status afforded by the Code of Practice. Implicit in this is the notion of an individual 
response to children with special needs. Consequently, Sencos are encouraged to turn 
their back on their existing practice, despite the fact that this has a solid foundation in 
inclusion. Instead of endorsing existing inclusive practice, the Code of Practice pushes 
Sencos towards the individualising response of an Individual Education Programme. 
UThere's more required of us in terms of record keeping for special needs ... we 
would have incorporated that into his normal record and not made it special to 
go in the file particularly ... we just did what we thought was right and what we 
thought we should do .. I would say now there's much more expectation to keep 
records." Senco II (Category 2, Working with Children with Special Needs) 
The recommendation made in 'Removing Barriers to Achievement' (OtES, 2004) that 
Sencos from non maintained settings should be included in the same professional 
development and networking opportunities as their school based counterparts whilst 
well meaning, shows little recognition of the different cultures that the Sencos are 
operating within. 
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Thus, a complex picture emerges whereby access to the dominant discourse of the Code 
of Practice serves to maintain the stratification between maintained and non maintained 
settings. Whilst practice for children with special needs in non maintained settings is on 
the whole inclusive, the Sencos in these settings are largely unaware of the value of 
what they are doing. The language they use to describe their practice underlines this and 
reinforces their $tatus as 'second rate'. The Sencos' existing practice, which has 
developed out of necessity, is undennined by their lack of confidence in their own 
abilities and the desire to become 'just like schools'. Sencos are seduced into rejecting 
their existing inclusive practice in their efforts to engage with the dominant discourse 
and the status that it brings with it. 
Summary 4: The way in which the Sencos talk about children with special needs 
reinforces many of the assumptions external agencies make about the non maintained 
sector. Sencos are keen to embrace the Code of Practice as it offers a way of attaining 
equivalent status to school based provision. This is done however at the expense of 
existing inclusive practice. 
From Parent to Professional 
Role Transition 
Whilst the Sencos demonstrate limited confidence in relation to external professionals 
and their ability to work with children with special needs (Category 1, On being a 
Senco), there is one exception to this. Whilst engaging in discourses relating to the 
parents of children with special needs, there is a subtle shift from aligning themselves 
with the mother/carer role, to an alignment with a professional group. On a number of 
occasions, parents are described as 'not recognising that there is a problem " or 'fussing 
over their children with special needs and trying to make them different. '(Category 4, 
Working with Parents) 
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In these discourses, rather than seeing themselves as non-experts, the Sencos are 
confident in their ability to identify children with special needs and certain of the 
validity of their approach. 
"One of the parents came in and just watched, as she was very unsteady. She 
was actually paralysed, half of her body was paralysed and her parents were very 
careful around her. She was fussing over her all the time and we said 'we just 
wanted to.try to include her; we don't want to make her feel any different'. We 
tried to get that across to the parent really because she was trying to treat her a 
bit differently." Senco 1 (Category 4, Working with Parents) 
During one of the interviews, I was also confronted by this more assertive, professional 
stance. On arriving at one setting with my baby I was given a very frost reception: 
.'! I felt generally as though I was being told off ... "we don't usually allow 
children down here ... " and when Eliza ate a piece of tissue, the way in which 
the manager responded was ever so slightly chastising of me ... teaching me how 
I should care for I manage my baby." Observation Notes, Setting S (Category 4, 
Working with Parents) 
This interplay between roles of carer and professional is highlighted by Marks (1996) 
who suggests that caring is a gendered activity which both binds and separates women 
as professionals and mothers. Similarly, Marshall suggests: 
"Expert advice from both doctors and psychologists concerning motherhood, 
which is based on observation rather than experience, is more valid than 
women's experiences." Marshall, 1991, p.83 
The Sencos seem to oscillate between these twin roles of carer and professional. 
Situations where parents do not share the Sencos' concerns seem to exaggerate this 
dichotomy. The notion of 'parents in denial' is indicative of this, with the Sencos as 
professionals presenting themselves as having greater insight relating to children with 
special needs than their parents. The parents' knowledge is subjugated to them as early 
years practitioners. 
"A mother's own knowledge gained through experience of mothering might be 
understood as what Foucault called subjugated knowledge ie one accorded lower 
status than scientific knowledge." Alldred, 1996, p.149 
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Penn (2000) identifies that there is a hierarchy of prestige attached to different sectors of 
childcare work. School based work is valued most highly, because of the status it 
procures, with those sectors providing the least formal, 4mothering' type care being 
valued least. This is despite the fact that, in Penn's study (2000) the students were proud 
of the differences between them and teachers. 
"We don't think about it - we just do it. It's the jargon - I comfort a child 
because he's sad, not because he's having an 'emotional crisis '." Childcare 
student" cited in Penn, 2000, p.l23 
In addressing issues of special needs with parents, the Sencos reposition themselves in 
the hierarchy so that they are afforded greater status. 
Breaking the News 
This transition from carer to professional is most frequently witnessed when there is a 
need to access additional advice or support regarding a child with possible special 
educational needs. In order to process such a request, Sencos first have to talk to parents 
and gain their consent to proceed with a referral. Sencos describe this initial act of 
'breaking the news' as being one of the most traumatic parts of their job (Category 4, 
Working with Parents): 
"And it doesn't matter how carefully you put it, and we do, 'we're just a little bit 
concerned,' 'how is he at home', you know we don't go in with hobnailed boots 
on with this, but this very, very difficult, and that for us has got to be the big 
issue that you can address" Senco 11 (Category 4, Working with Parents) 
In 'breaking the news' the Sencos' dual positioning as carer and professional are 
brought into direct conflict. The Sencos' intuitive response to a child with special needs 
would be through an inclusive approach. However, in their role as professional and in 
order to attract additional resources or advice, Sencos are called upon to operate in a 
very different way. 
Within school based settings, it is rare for such a task to fall to nursery staff, as the 
majority of children will have previously been identified by a health visitor or other 
medical professional. However, patterns of attendance in non-maintained settings are 
different. Children may begin attending from as young as three months of age and may 
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spend up to ten hours a day with nursery staff. As such, workers in the setting may be 
the first person outside of the family to have regular contact with a child and the first to 
identify that the child's development is delayed. Recent changes to health visitor 
practice reducing routine inspections by health visitors to six days and six weeks are 
bound to exacerbate this trend, leading to more children being identified in early years 
settings. 
Whilst the emotional aspects of delivering 'bad news' to patients is recognised within 
health sector, this has not, until now been an area of need within education. As such 
there is very little training or support ,available to Sencos in relation to this topic. Recent 
developments in this area such as the 'Sharing Concerns' project (Birmingham City 
Council, 2002) and 'Together from the Start' (OfEE I DoH, 2002) demonstrate that this 
issue is now gaining some recognition. 
Summary 5: When working with parents the Sencos' role shifts from being aligned with 
the carer role to being aligned with the professional role. 
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SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSION CHAYfER AND 
IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE. 
Although it is widely recognised that generalisation is neither the aim nor the purpose of 
qualitative research, a number of implications arising from the discussion chapter may 
offer an insight into this area for others in the field. There follows a summary of the key 
fmdings of the research and possible implications for practice. 
The Legacy of the Care I Education Split 
• Whilst there have been changes in the categorisation of settings both in terms of 
how theyare referred to and what they deliver, these changes have not addressed 
the underlying gendered assumptions which delineate the practices of care and 
education. 
Changes in Policy and Resources 
• The gendered divisions between education and childcare are illustrated by the 
differential access to resources and external support services. 
• Whilst technically equivalent, the mechanisms for funding children with special 
needs in maintained and non maintained settings are inequitable. This is 
particularly pertinent to private day nurseries and other profit making 
organisations. 
• The lack of additonaI funds for children with special needs leads to the Sencos 
rarely having paid time to carry out tasks associated with their role. Sencos are 
said to carry out these tasks largely in their own time. 
• In addition to inequitable funding, there is also a discrepancy between 
maintained and non maintained settings in relation to access to external 
specialist support. Sencos describe how until recently, they have had no clear 
way of accessing such advice. 
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• When support has been available, it has come largely as a result of a medical 
referral. Such an approach encourages an individual, within child deficit model 
of special needs. 
• Such a referral led system is dependent on the parent being in agreement with 
the Senco's concern. Sencos report numerous instances of this agreement not 
being forthcoming. In such situations Sencos have no access to specialist advice. 
• Raising the issue of special needs with parents has on numerous occasions led to 
the child being removed from the setting, which in effect reduces the setting's 
income. 
• When parents are not in agreement with the referral, rather than turn children 
away, Sencos have developed their own strategies for supporting children with 
special needs, from within existing resources. 
• As such a form of inclusive practice has evolved relating to both the gendered 
nature of their work and the lack of external support or resources. 
Walking the Talk 
• The Sencos generally lack confidence in their ability to manage children with 
special needs and feel that they are not 'the experts'. 
• The language used by the Sencos to describe how they meet a child's special 
needs is based around instinct and gut feeling rather than academic training or 
professional practice. This is consistent with the findings of other research 
relating to workers in non maintained childcare settings (penn, 2000). 
• Taking the Code of Practice as the dominant discourse around special needs, 
based in a male scientific model, the language used by the Sencos is seen to fall 
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outside of this and be a more female gendered response to special needs, based 
on women's positions as carers. 
• The term 'giving children time' is widely used, referring to not making 
premature judgements about children. This relates to a more intuitive approach 
to education and less access to academic training. 
• Strategies such as responding to individual needs through normal day to day 
activities and 'bending things slightly as they go along' are cited as ways in 
which the Sencos have worked with children with special needs. These 
strategies that have evolved have much in common with the features of good 
inclusive practice. 
From The Outside Looking In. 
• Operating outside of the dominant discourse of the Code of Practice places the 
Sencos in a subjugated position in relation to the external professionals they are 
working with. 
• This serves to reinforce the notion of the non maintained sector as amateur 
childcare rather than education, despite the fact that they are technically 
equivalent according to 'Meeting the Childcare Challenge'. This is reflected in 
children with special needs being directed towards school based settings by 
external professionals. 
• Poor self esteem and confidence in their own status leads to Sencos adopting 
much of the rhetoric of the Code of Practice, in an attempt to be seen to be like 
schools. 
From Parent to Professional 
• In discourses relating to parents of children with special needs, the Sencos align 
themselves more with a professional group, than with the women / carer role. 
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• In these discourses, rather than seeing themselves as non experts, the Sencos are 
confident in their ability to identify children with special needs and the validity 
of their approach. 
• This is particularly evident when addressing issues of special needs with a 
parent who doesn't share the Senco's concern. In these cases, parents are seen as 
lacking.in experience or knowledge and in some cases being 'in denial'. 
• Concerns and difficulties in raising the issue of special needs with parent are 
widely reported. These relate to both emotional and practical aspects of this task. 
So \Vhat Are The Implications Of These Findings? 
Primarily, there needs to be wider recognition amongst those working in the non 
maintained sector that much of the practice is inclusive. Whilst this in part stems from 
the nature of early years provision itself, it is also a reflection of the historical factors ie 
settings have had no option but to include children if they want the revenue they bring 
and to the gendered nature of the work. 
Although the nature of the provision may be inclusive, the language used by the Sencos 
to describe their practice is outside of the dominant discourse of the Code of Practice. 
This language is not that of targets and stages but a more relational language of feeling 
and intuition. If the Sencos' current inclusive practice is to be preserved then careful 
consideration needs to be given to how external agencies offer support to those working 
in non maintained settings. 
With a legacy of being 'second best' to schools and lacking confidence in their own 
skills in the area of special needs, the Sencos are very susceptible to the dominant 
discourse of the Code of Practice. Rather than focusing on adopting the Code of 
Practice, greater emphasis needs to be placed on reinforcing and validating existing 
practice within settings. 
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Validating the Sencos' inclusive practice and helping them to develop a professional 
language that mirrors the Code of Practice would both preserve existing practice and 
enable Sencos to operate with more confidence within the special needs arena. The 
development of such a vocabulary would also help address the residual assumptions 
amongst professionals about the nature of non maintained provision and the people that 
work in that sector. 
If settings are to be placed on an even footing with school based provision, then 
consideration needs to be given to the issues of funding and external support. It is now 
recognised within schools that moving away from an individual referral led model of 
resourcing is influential in the development of more inclusive practice (DfES, 2004). 
Currently, non maintained settings have no routine access to external support (although 
the gradual introduction of the Area Senco model may address this at one level) and the 
OIuy way to access additional funding is through an individual referral. The 
development of funding models which allow settings to make adjustments to staffing 
and resources flexibly and allow routine access to external services such as the 
educational psychology service may go some way to addressing this. 
Making the distribution of support and resources more equitable in this way would also 
address the issues of equal access and choice of placement for the parents of children 
with special needs. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS 
Analytical Stories are presented for the four core data categories. These stories are then 
explored and salient points highlighted in the Discursive Commentaries. Summaries are 
also given of the three subsidiary data categories (Analytical Stories and Discursive 
Commentaries for these categories can be found in Appendix 1) 
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LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
Grounding the Findings in Practice. 
Having adopted a social constructivist stance, how is it possible to know that the issues 
identified as important are representative of the Sencos and the subject under study? 
Would a different researcher with a different background and different experiences 
identify alternative themes in the data and reach different conclusions? 
"I'm concerned that the outcomes of the initial interviews all support the project. 
Is it because I'm making this happen, or is it that I was right all along? Does it 
matter? I guess the important part will be M's feedback, the feedback I 
evaluation by the participants and the feedback from the Airedale group of 
~encos .... "Session Commentary, Session 3.2 
Two measures have been employed to address this, with some degree of success. 
Firstly, use of multiple data sources over time has allowed triangulation of the data. 
Points from the initial interviews were brought back to the Sencos for verification 
during the training session. 
"Final consultation session today. Only one taker. After the consultation, got on 
to talking generally about the private day nursery experience etc. Everything that 
M and M said, it rang true with my findings. Everything they said, I wanted to 
jump up and say "Yes, that's just what I found!" It was so exhilarating and 
exciting!" Dissertation Journal, 10/4/03 
Secondly, following the data analysis, summary copies of the results were given to a 
parallel group of Sencos from non maintained settings, to see if they felt the issues 
identified were grounded in their experience. The outcome of this was very favourable 
with many comments relating to the accuracy of the situation portrayed. This was 
further verified by my co presenter who in her role as 'Area Senco' spends a large part 
of her week working with Sencos from the non maintained sector. Issues identified 
through the process of data analysis are said to be on the whole recognisable to her. 
"I ran the issue of 'Breaking the News' and 'Working with Parents in Denial' 
past Maggie. She said it was clear from going around settings that these are key 
issues. She has people every week asking her about this ... "Session 
Commentary, Session 3.1 
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As such, it seems that the findings are representative of the situation many Sencos find 
themselves in. This was further reinforced on a subsequent presentation of the Inclusion 
ABC training course: 
"Final session of the second cohort Inclusion ABC course. It was like having a 
massive attack of deja-vu. In the group discussion, three of my four main 
categories' came up (unprompted) and even the language being used was the 
same: 'I don't want to say anything's wrong, but I've just got a gut feeling ... '; 'I 
just want to know I'm doing the right thing ... ' "Dissertation Jownal, 4/12/03 
The Nature of the Sample Group 
Despite such positive feedback it could be argued that by the very nature of responding 
to the mvitation to participate in the study, the Sencos had some vested interest in the 
~ea of special needs. Similarly, the groups with which the findings were sounded out 
had a similar inclination. Thus a second limitation could be construed to be the nature of 
the sample group itself. 
The Sencos' positive responses to the ABC training course typify this and this tension is 
apparent from the session commentary: 
"My worry is that the ones that are on the course are somehow the ones who 
would have been interested in SEN anyway. so they were nearly there. But that 
can't be the case except for by chance. I asked all settings in West area, and the 
ones that came were the ones who were free on Thursday mornings. The others 
were keen, but couldn't do the dates." Session Commentary, Session 3.2 
The only way to verify this would be to offer the course more widely. This is currently 
being negotiated with the Early Years Partnership and data from the repeated course 
will hopefully inform this issue. 
Power and Influence 
An additional concern relates to the effects of the power relationship between the 
researcher as an educational psychologist and the Sencos involved. Whilst for the initial 
interview stage, concrete steps were taken to address this (see methodology chapter) it 
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was more difficult during the training sessions and evaluation stage where the values 
and ideals of the researcher were more visible. The ftndings of the research highlight 
notions of the dominant professional discourse and the subjugation of those working 
outside of that discourse. The extent to which this influenced what the Sencos were 
prepared to reveal needs to be taken into account when reading the research report. How 
much what the Sencos described reflects practice in their settings is thus unclear. 
Limitations of Grounded Theory 
The process of developing grounded theory necessitates the generalisation of themes 
across interviewees, within the research context. But from the interviews, it is clear that 
some of the themes are more driven by particular participants. For example, the notion 
of parents refusing to accept concerns over their child's development whilst widespread 
was definitely driven by one particular Senco. The strength of feeling on some of the 
is'sues may have led to them being over prominently represented within the research. In 
order to address this, a more discursive approach would need to be adopted in order to 
establish how individuals construct themselves in response to the individual themes and 
issues arising from the data. 
The Quality of Non Maintained Early Years Provision 
The central findings of the study suggest that in general, non maintained settings have 
developed an inclusive approach and provide well for children with special needs. 
However, as anyone working within this sector will recognise, there is a huge variation 
in the quality of such provision. Not all settings can be regarded as providing well for 
young children, let alone those with additional needs. Some of the practice observed 
during the observations in settings reinforces this. 
"From what the Senco was saying. I got a sense that practice should seem better 
- but it didn't. As I came into the room, all of the 2 - S year olds were sitting on 
chairs in a circle to listen to a story. One of the workers was telling one of the 
younger ones off and chasing him back to his chair. The Senco said she knew it 
wasn't working, but they hadn't had chance to change it yet." Observation Notes, 
Setting 9 
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The recent changes emanating from 'Meeting the Childcare Challenge' (DfEE,1998) 
have been targeted particularly at raising standards. Despite this, a recent study into the 
effective provision of pre school education suggests that non maintained provision 
continues to be less effective than the majority of maintained provision (EPPE Project, 
2001). 
Poor early years provision, with a non reflexive curriculum is not good for any child. As 
such the notion of including children with special needs and not treating them any 
differently to the other children takes on a negative connotation. In such a situation, the 
case for developing an individual approach for a child with special needs, based on the 
model of the Code of Practice might be preferable, in that it would ensure some 
response to children's individual differences. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH. 
As highlighted in the previous section, this study has served to raise a number of issues 
around the experience of being a Senco in non maintained setting. Having established 
these issues, it would be appropriate to use a more discursive approach to investigate 
how the Sencos construct themselves in relation to these themes. 
Issues raised about access to both funding and support pose questions relating to 
equality of access to early years provision for children with special needs. There is a 
case for investigating both how this impacts on parents and the children themselves and 
how a system for delivering such funding and support might be developed. 
At the same time there is a need for further research into the quality of provision in non 
maintained settings. This relates both to the way in which early years philosophy and 
practice are implemented and the way in which children's individual needs are met. 
Evidence from participating Sen cos suggests that they are meeting children's needs in 
an inclusive way, although they may not recognise that this is what they are doing. Is 
this the case, or are those children's needs going un-met? 
Finally, the notion of inclusion as a gendered approach to special needs warrants further 
investigation on account of its value to both pedagogic and feminist research. How 
much does the language used by the Sencos reflect their status, gender and training? 
Should Sencos be trained in the dominant discourse of the Code of Practice? What 
impact would this have on their practice and status? 
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CONCLUSION 
The focus of this study has been on the experiences of Sencos working in non 
maintained early years settings, starting from the proposition that in order to work 
effectively in this sector, it is important to develop a greater understanding of existing 
practice. 
In carrying out the study, it has become clear that the issues surrounding the experience 
of being a Senco in this sector are by no means straightforward. Analysis of the data 
identifies a number of issues which are novel and different to those experienced when 
working with school based early years settings. 
The legacy of the previous care I education split continues to exert much influence. 
Although according to 'Meeting the Childcare Challenge', non maintained settings are 
technically equivalent to school based provision, continuing differences over funding 
and access to external support ensure that this is not the case. This in turn impacts on the 
notion of equality of access for children with special needs and their parents. 
The economic circumstances that many of the settings are working within make 
identifying children as having special needs particularly problematic. Sencos report 
instances of parents removing their children from their settings rather than engaging 
with the notion of special needs. For profit making institutions, this has an impact on the 
degree to which they are able to work in partnership. At the same time, if settings wish 
to access external advice or additional funding to help them manage a child, the only 
route open to them is to ask parents to make a referral to the GP or health visitor. If 
parents do not consent to this, Sencos are left with no option but to manage it on their 
own. 
Limited external support combined with the gendered nature of the work has led to 
many Sencos developing a range of practices and ways of working with children with 
special needs that do not require additional resources. These practices would widely be 
regarded as being inclusive (Ainscow, 1996; Booth et al, 2000). Despite this, Sene os 
themselves are largely unaware of the value of their practice, expressing feelings of 
inferiority in relation to their school based counterparts. 
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Phrases such as 'gut feeling' and 'instinct' are used by the Sencos to describe what they 
do, rather than the professional vocabulary used by school based Sencos. The use of this 
female gendered language is at odds with the dominant discourse of the Code of 
Practice which in turn reinforces the Sencos' self perceived lowly status. This is 
reinforced by examples of external support agencies directing children away from non 
maintained settings toward school based provision. 
Consideration of these issues combined with the gendered nature of the context of 
childcare work leads to the development of a gendered model for understanding the 
experience of being a Senco in a non maintained early years setting. 
Whilst starting from the position of delivering educational psychology services to the 
non maintained sector, the research also has wider implications for all professionals 
coming into contact with this sector. If the Sencos' existing inclusive practice is to be 
preserved, then the way in which external professionals interact with Sen cos, the way in 
which they deliver training to non maintained settings and the status that they afford 
such settings will all need to be re-examined. Rather than focusing on tutoring Sencos 
in the Code of Practice and other aspects of the dominant discourse, a model will need 
to be developed which confinns the Sencos' existing inclusive practice and supports 
them in developing an appropriate vocabulary to describe what it is they are doing. 
Issues relating to inequalities in funding and differential access to external support will 
also need to be addressed if there is to be equality of provision for children with special 
needs across both maintained and non maintained sectors. 
As a matter of urgency, educational psychology services and other support agencies 
need to develop both policy and practice which take into account the findings of this 
research and ensure that all staff are aware of the needs and inclusive practices of the 
non maintained sector. Only in this way will some of the stereotypes and inequalities 
that remain between the different categories of early years provision begin to be 
addressed. 
Beyond these direct implications the work also has relevance at a broader strategic 
level. With the proposed move towards more joined up services for young children and 
their families, it is anticipated that a number of professional groups will be combined to 
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fonn what are tenned 'Children's Trusts' (DfES, 2003). In the same way that early 
years providers from the non-maintained and maintained sectors were joined in statute, 
the same will happen across education, social services and eventually health. The 
findings of this study highlight the underlying difficulties of such a move, for example 
the use of different professional languages and conflicting ideological assumptions. As 
such the research has resonance in this new context and has a valuable contribution to 
make not only in connection with the delivery of services to early years settings, but in 
larger discussions relating to 'remodelling the workforce' and the planning of future 
provision for all children. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
ClosL~ worns 
So nere I &lV\,\.!! It's wttn &I sell\.5e ofjolj &l1II.d yelLeft~tlt ,'M ftl/l.ClLLlj wn.tWl,g tne cLoSLII'-g 
words to V\,\.~ d£Ssert&lHolI\.. Througnout tne wrtttll'-g u-p of tne -pr~ect, I'Ve worRtd n&lrd 
to M&lL.vI.t&lLII\. &I vL.stble 'Presell\.Ce &l1II.d MW t~&lt It's ftl/l.ClLLlj fttA.tsned tne questwll\. n&ls to 
be &lsRtd 'l1ow W&lS tt for Me?' 
Mlj ~-perLell\.Ce of tl1£S wl10Le -process l1&1s beell\. tlj'Ptft.td "lj wadLlj SWLII'-gWl,g eV\il.OtLoII\.5, 
frOM el&itwll\. to des-p&ltr, o-{tell\. wttnt.1I\. nours of e&lcn otner 
·,'M getti.1I'-g Oil\. wttn wrltLII'-g u-p tl1e ev&lLu&ltLolI\. of tl1e COl..(rse, tt's de&ld 
~cLtt.lI'-g. It's suddell\.llj COMLII'-g togetYler LII\. &I btg W&llj .. ,· t>Lssert&ltLolI\.jol..(rll\.&lL 
j/-+103 
·1 feel &IS tnol..(gYl I'M goLII'-g tnroug~ tne 'P&lLII\. b&lmer wtt~ t~e dLssert&ltLolI\. &It 
t~e MOMeVlt .. , I Rtep t~L.vI.R.tIl'-g on C&lll\.'t I just t&lRt &I teYM off, but I ~MW tt 
wOI..(Ldll\.'t get &l1I\.~ e&lsLer,· ]:)Lssert&ltLolI\.jol..(rl/l.Cll 3/~/03 
TIle -pr~ect n&ls tr&lll\.SceMed -pregl/l.CllI\.Clj, btrtn &1M tne ftrst two &l1I\.d &I n&llf lje&lrs of 
6Lt.z&I's tt.fe. I'Ve worl<ud c(oggedt~ eveY!:j sull\.d&l~ MOrv..t~ &1M wedll\.tSd&l~ evell\.L~ 
for &lLV\,\.Qst two ~e&lrs V\.QW. NeLtl1er L&lc~ of sleep Mr n&lll'-gover (Mr evell\. food 
-potsoll\.L~) has c(etr&lcted Me frOM V\,\.tj -Pl..(rpose. 
,:J&lRt ts u-pSt&lt.rs, nowlLII\.9 til\. &III\. rNer c(r&lV\,\.&itLc f&lsnLoII\. &lbol..(t SOMe fet.gll\.td 
t~ I..(rlj. 6uz&I, til\. HI&lt eMe&lrt.~ W&lkj she's developed 1s belLowt.~ u-p tne St&lLrs 
tltj&l~, to ftll\.d Ol..(t wn&lt's wroll'-g. MolLtJ ts C&llltll'-g 6ltZ&I to COMe &1M '}llal:::l 
wtt~ ner &1M StMOII\. ts C&lll~ to 6Ltz&I to stop l:::IeLt~. TIle w&lsner 1s just 
re&lc~LII'-g the 'Petl~ of tts s'}lt.1I\. cljcle &1M t~e TtiVerll\.tr Qu&lrtet tire c&lrrtJ~ Oil\. 
til\. tne b&lc~roull\.d. ~od! It's &I wOMer I ever get &111\.1:::1 worR. doll\.t!!!· 
]:)Lssert&ltLoII\. j Ol..(rl/l.Cl l ~/2I O-t 
There h&lve beell\. otner s&lcrtftces too. I re&lltsed e&lrLtj Oil\. t~&lt Lf I W&lS gotll'-g to sl..(cceed 
tnell\. other tht~s wOl..(ld h&lve to gtve. Ol..(t well\.t tne -pL.&lV\.Q Lessoll\.S &1M b&lll\.d &l1I\.d &IS 
for socL.&ll ltfe - wn&lt's tn&lt7 'lVtth so ltttle free t~, &llI\.tj tt.Me I'M II\.ot wor~LII'-g goes to 
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~!::j tnru !::jou~ enLlolre~ a~ ~!::j lo~ sufferL~ nu.sba~ who has supportta ~ 
t~roug nout. 
The pr~eet ~as enallev..ged ~ at everl:j tUY}ll., brLv..gtv..g a wealth of II\.!W ~perte~. 
Fora!1s tll\to II\.!gottatt~ a~ co~tracttv..g wtth t~e e;arll:j years partll\.!rs~Lp 
ev..ge~erea t~ tne prqiect ~ave bee~ t~valu&lble a~ tnt5 t.X'perte~e ts eurrev..t:t!1 
gutc(t~ furt~er ~gottattoll\S wtth Sure start. Presell\.Hv..g &I~ aeltvert~ trat..u~, 
w~Lcn I h&lve' httnerto aVotdect becalM..e celilA:ral to tne prctiect, brtv..gtv..g tts ow~ 
cVtallev..ges. 
~e ftrst trClL..uv..g sessto~ Ls to~rroW a~ I'm reall1:j lI\.!yVou.s. What tf tt's 
cr&lp? whClt of M Oil\.! turll\S up? WVt&lt tf I C&lIII.'t do ttl I re&lLL!::j aOIll.'t Wu 
jlreselll.ttv..g a~ ft~ tt re&llll:j h&lrd. Ive spe~t two eve..uv..gs prClcttctlll.0 out 
loue( CI~ I sttLl dOIll.'t feel too cOlII.ftdel!'.t:. I'll let !::j0u R.II\.OW to~rrow how tt 
goes!" J)Lssertatto~jour~l '1511/03 
I satol 1.111. Oil\.! of 1M..!::j earlter statemeVlts 'I WCllilA: more thalli. thLs'. I wa~tea to be 
cnCllLev..gea tlll.teLLectu&lll1:j b!1 the doctorClte I W&lS dotlll.0 -. to go that extra ~Ue. 
LooR.Lv..g bClcR. o~ prevtou.s oItssertattoll\S, L~ tne sClme W&I!1 thClt the se~os descrLbe 
tnetr warle till. terl'\o1.S of gut feeLtv..g, I aescrtbea now t~tuttto~ sn&lpea ~l:j rese&lrcn 
oIestg~. M!1 experte~e tnts ttme has beelll. dtfferelll.t tnougn. I reaLL!1 feel tnat I 
u~erst&l~ whl:j IVe aoll\.! wnat IVe aoll\.! a~ ea~ t.X'plaL~ tne pYlLlosopYlLCal 
u~erpL~v..gs. I, ltlee tne se~os, nave ~veol fro~ practtee to prax.ts. 
So now aD I feel, navtlll.0 ftlll.tshed t~e pr~ ect? PCI rt of tt Ls a bout prLde. I'm proua of ml1 
eo~mLtmelll.t, ~!::j aeateatto~ CI~ ~l:j persevera~e. A~ tnere's pri.c;(e t~ tne 
ClcnLevemeVl.t too - ~ tne 'two e;'s at A' level gtrl' co~pLet:t~ the ft~l hurdle of CI 
doctorCll thesLs. I dolll.'t tYltlll.R. there wouLd be m&I~l:j of~!::j teacners or u~ergr&lc(uate 
tutors wno woulol hClve predteted thts for ~. 
'E-ut tt's also tt~eol wtHI regret:. Ml:j tnt~v..g htls ~vec;( o~ so far that MW, tf 
e~barR.t~ upo~ tne sa~ prqject I wouLc( 010 so t~ a totall!1 C;(tfferevJ: wa1:j. I a~ 
sltghtl1:j oItstlppotll'.tec;( t~ tne e~ prooluet I wouLC;( Love to go bacR. to tne oIata a~ 
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retlll.ttYpret: tt USL~ &I ~re (;(LSCL(YSLVe stl::!le. ~L(t thts WOL(l(;( Mt: be til\. Rltpt~ wtt~ 
~I::! (i(estye to (i(e~~ty&lte process &l1i\.d cfevelopw..tli\.t. WL.t~OL(t (i(ot~ W~&lt I'Ve (i(o~, I 
WOL(lcf ~ey l1&1ve &lmvec( &It tl1ts potli\.t. 
So where to III.OW? I'Ve &llre&l(;(1::! h&l(;( tl1ree &lrtteles &lccepte(i( for pL(blte&ltwll\. frOVIA. VlA.I::! 
(i(octor&lt worR, &I~ I'Ve (i(Lscovere(i( t~&lt I ac~lll::!LUu tl1e Lli\.telllctL(&ll stL~l&ltLolI\. of 
wn.tL~. The lutuswll\. ABC COL(yse I (i(evl-Secf ts &llso (;(ot~ well. The ~&lrll::! ye&lrs 
P&lrtll\.trshtp are cOlI\.stcfert~ &I(i(opH~ tt &IS &I core tyatl!l.Ll!I.0 COL(yse for &Ill Seuos 1.11\. 
11\.011\. ~tl!l.t&lt~(i( settLl!I.0s &I ~ l1&1ve asJru(i( w..t to develop &I 1I\.w.~bey of ot~er COL(Yses for 
tl1eVIA. LII\. respoll\.Se to recoVlA.~~&ltLolI\.S V1A.&Itie til\. VlA.I::! eV&llL(&ltwll\.. lli\.terest fro~ a> 
colleClgw.es &lcross I!I."'-~erous loc&lt &lw.t~orttl.es sw.ggests t~&lt t~ere ~&l1::! &llso be scope 
for pL(bUs~tl!l.0 tl1e lulustoll\. A"R-C VIA.&lten.&lls &IS &I tr&ltl!l.Ll!I.0 'P&lcR.age. All til\. goo(;( H~e 
tl1oL(gh. 
At tl1e eM of t~e prqject, I'Ve cow..t to recogl!l.Lse t~&lt V1A.&Il::!be tl1ts ts so~et:~tl!l.0 I'VIA. gooti 
&It. I'VIA. goo(;( Cit tll\.lI\.OVCltLl!I.0 - Cit co~tl!l.0 L(P wtt~ tl1e tdeCls, 'Pl&lll\.l!I.L~ &I progr&lVlA.VlA.e of 
&lctLOII\. &I~ tVlA.pleVlA.ell\.tL~ Lt. The e.x.perteue I'Ve g&ltll\.tti of t~e qL(&lltt&ltLve rese&lrc~ 
process h&ls sl1&1rpell\.td L(P VlA.I::! sRtlls &I~ I WOL(lti feel cOII\.fi,deli\.t to L(~ert&lR.e &l1I\.ot~er 
SL(cl1 prqject usr.~ t~r.s ~tl1otiologl::!' Above &ILL else, (;(or.~ tl1e project l1as 
tie~lI\.StyClte(i( I l1C1ve tl1e tell\.Clc[tl::! to see t~[l!I.0s t~row.g~ to the bl.tter e~! 
I glAtSS wn&lt I'Ve re&lltseti LS tl1at tl1ts ts where I W&I...u: to be. I reltsh tne e.x.cttew..tll\.t of 
tievelopL""'0 &I~ rnll\.vJ.~ wtt~ soV1A.et:l1tl!l.0 II\.tw. I W&llI\.t to be le&ltit~ - &It tne CL(ttt~ 
etige - IMt just pLoddtl!l.0 ato~. So for VlA.e, &llO~SL(;(e &111\.1::1 &lCtltieVlA.LC &lcl1teveVlA.ell\.t 
tnere's beell\. &I persoll\.Cll Oll\.t too 1.11\. teYVIA.S of botl1 VlA.I::! tureasecf stli\.Se of c(trectLoII\. &I~ 
t~e se~e of prtcfe 1.11\. VlA.I::! &lc.coVlA.plts~~Ii\.t. I RIII.OW w~ere I W&l1i\.t to be &l1i\.d I'VIA. 
cOlI\.fu.:teli\.t t~&lt I C&lll\. get: tl1ere. 
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APPENDIX 1 
19S 
CATEGORY FIVE 
"The Nursery Looked Just Like A Double Glazing Showroom!" 
Physical Working Conditions 
Accommodation 
The area chosen as the focus of the study is one of four education areas of a large 
metropolitan borough, containing a mixture of urban and more rural I suburban 
landscapes. Within the area there are many contrasts. This includes 'nice' parts of a 
suburban village, as well as more deprived inner city areas. 
"The nursery is in a small, converted end terrace that has seen better days. Getting 
my things together in the car before the interview, I hear angry voices down the 
street. A man is shouting at a little boy (toddler), threatening to leave him if he 
doesn't come out of the house straight away. I feel quite uneasy getting out of the 
car ... " Observation Notes, Setting 3 
With another setting, I am advised to leave my car at a nearby Social Services car park, 
as it will be safer there, than on the street. 
As with schools, the physical appearance of the different settings varies greatly. Those 
nurseries run on a 'not for profit' basis seem to be housed on the whole in purpose built 
accommodation of some description. 
"The nursery is in what looks like two old static terrapins, on the same site as the 
college building." Observation Notes, Setting 2 
"The nursery is housed in a permanent, modern construction with lots of glass 
and open beams, on what seems to be the grounds of a local school. It used to be 
only a small part of a community centre. but now it has taken over the whole 
building." Observation Notes. Setting 1 0 
Of the private day nurseries. the majority seem to be located in converted houses. This 
is accomplished with varying degrees of success. 
Category S • Physical Working Conditions· Analytical Story 196 
"The nursery is based in a converted house. When I rang the bell, I was escorted 
into a carpeted reception area. The rooms off it all seem light and airy." 
Observation Notes, Setting 4 
"The nursery is in a small end terrace - two rooms downstairs and a double room 
upstairs. We talked in the spare downstairs room. The toys were all laid out and it 
was very cramped." Observation Notes, Setting 3 
In one case, the nursery was in the basement of a huge inner city chapel which had since 
been converted into a smart Indian restaurant. 
"The nursery is in the basement - you go down steep steps straight off the street to 
get to the door. Inside, the building is on a split level. Downstairs is lit by 
reasonable sized windows onto the street above, which was quite pleasant when 
the sun was shining ... " Observation Notes, Setting 14 
The issue of 'light' and 'windows' became increasingly prominent as I worked my way 
though the settings. 
"The nursery looked just like a double glazing showroom - all white UP VC -
even going as far as having a conservatory on one of the rooms!" Observation 
Notes, Setting 4 
"The building is part of a row of shops on the high street. It still has a plate glass, 
shop front window; although the building is obviously a nursery!" Observation 
Notes, Setting 5 
Room size varies, depending on the type of building the setting is housed in. This 
ranges from fairly generous rooms: 
"The rooms were nice and big - light and airy" Observation Notes, Setting 4 
Through to more cramped conditions: 
"There are two rooms upstairs and two rooms downstairs. The upstairs rooms 
are joined and can take up to 12 children - that's really scary - there was hardly 
room with the 6 that were there." Observation Notes, Setting 3 
Of the voluntary groups, the majority of them were housed in multi purpose buildings 
for example, church halls, village halls, civic buildings. 
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''The playgroup is based in a huge Victorian hall in the middle of the village. It 
also houses a swimming pool and a dance hall. The outside of the building must 
have looked quite grand at one time but now it just looks cold and austere." 
Observation Notes, Setting 12 
"The playgroup is in a draughty old church hall... I had to walk around and knock 
on a couple of doors before I found the right one. Everything seemed locked up. It 
looked as though the place had been gutted. There were piles of rubbish at the 
gate - broken toys, old stair gates and the like ..... Observation Notes, Setting 6 
Many of the settings, particularly the housing conversions had a number of staircases 
that would make access difficult: 
"The pre school & toddler room is in a fairly small end terrace - and there's a 
split level within that - lots of steps and tight corners." Observation Notes, 
Setting 5 
Whilst a few of the settings had access to outdoor areas and in some cases had 
developed these to good effect: 
"A grant from the EYDCP has paid for a nice outside area - benches, raised 
beds, sensory garden and a wishing well they use for story time ... " Observation 
Notes, Setting 1 0 
... this was not the norm and many settings had very limited facilities for outdoor play. 
Health and Hygiene 
The issues of health and safety seemed a lot more prevalent in the settings I visited, than 
I expected from my work in schools: 
"there were lots of notices around - Sugar content in infant juices; what 
modelling materials can and can't be used - e.g. no cotton wool; pasta must be 
cooked before using for collage ... " Observation Notes, Setting 5 
"The setting had been freshly painted - Fire doors and safety adjustments were 
very visible ... " Observation Notes, Setting 5 
Standards of hygiene were generally good: 
"As we walked around, everything seemed clean and there was a fresh smell ... " 
Observation Notes, Setting 4 
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"Everything seemed clean and organised ... the planning was out on the table ... " 
Observation Notes, Setting 5 
However, in some settings this was not the case: 
"The interview was carried out in the kitchen .... Modern, 'sparkly' lino floor, but 
very grubby - I didn't want to put Eliza down. As we talked, we were constantly 
interrupted by children running through the kitchen to go to the toilet and back 
again." Observation Notes, Setting 6 
"There was a tiny carpeted area, which was coming unfitted at the edge ..... 
Carpets and everything looked a bit shabby ... the toys looked a bit grubby." 
Observation Notes, Setting 3 
Classification 
The settings visited ranged from privately run day nurseries, to playgroups, to pre-
schools, ,and included creches and 'not for profit' nurseries. 
The differences and distinctions between these categories seem very subtle and at times 
confusing: 
"It's hard to know what the distinction is between the various settings. Pre 
School I Playgroup !Private Day Nursery. I'm not clear about what the technical 
difference is." Observation Notes, Setting 6 
"It's been here nearly 40 years. It started off as a little nursery school only open 
in the mornings. When I got it 14 years ago, we started opening in the afternoon. 
Its only 4 years since we became a day nursery. " Senco 9 
"I still say play-group, because I started when my two were going to play group 
but now it's pre-school. It has to be more structured now you've got all your 
recording." Senco 6 
Sometimes it relates to the source of funding for the groups - whether this is income 
generated, or through councilor other grants 
"The setting runs mainly on grants / project funds, which means most workers 
are on temporary contracts ... " Observation Notes, Setting 7 
''That ... from the private nursery sector is the heart of it ...... because obviously 
we have to work at a profit." Senco 4 
A number of settings had staff uniforms - usually sweatshirts with an embroidered logo. 
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General Ethos 
On each occasion the Senco had remembered that I was coming and was expecting me. 
In the majority of cases, there was a warm welcome: 
"I was ushered promptly into the office - the Senco was concerned for my 
welfare - offered me coffee etc and choice of chair. She was concerned for Eliza 
too: 'First let's get her some bricks or something ... III Observation Notes, Setting 
4 
''The Senco was expecting me. She suggests that we go and talk in the baby 
room so that Eliza can play with the toys up there ... " Observation Notes, Setting 
9 . 
Only on one occasion did I feel that there was a slight 'edge' to the meeting. 
"i got the feeling that I was being told off - as she took me down to the big office 
in the basement, a comment was made: 'we don't usually allow babies down 
here'" Observation Notes, Setting 5 
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CATEGORY FIVE 
Discursive Commentary 
Equal But Different 
The key issue from this category is that all of the settings are very different to one 
another and although there seem to be some similarities within different types of 
provision e.g. playgroup accommodation, even this is very tenuous. 
Very few settings are operating in purpose built accommodation. As such they are 
constrained to varying degrees by the accommodation in which they find themselves. 
Those settings operating in converted houses have issues such as position of stairs and 
windows to deal with. Settings functioning in shared function buildings have the 
problem of the temporary nature of anything they do - ie it has to be cleared up / packed 
a~ay at the end of each session. 
As such, a hierarchy of accommodation might be: 
• Purpose built, single function building; 
• Converted, single function building; 
• Shared function building. 
Whilst all of the settings were functioning more or less successfully within their own 
personal circumstances, the conditions in a number of the settings might be regarded as 
less than satisfactory. This goes to reinforce the low status generally afforded to 
workers in this sector. 
" Low levels of training, poor pay, third rate conditions of employment are a 
statement about how society views both young children and those working with 
them. It is also a recipe for a variety of ills including high staff turnover and 
instability for children, poor quality provision and exploitation of a 
predominantly female workforce." Moss & Penn, 1996, p.l0S 
In terms of working with pre-school settings, the implication is that all settings are 
different. It would be unwise to make assumptions about the situation in which a Senco 
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is working and external agencies need to be aware of the individual circumstances of 
each of the settings they are working with, when making recommendations for action. 
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CATEGORY SIX 
"It's A Fine Balance •.• " 
- Staffing Issues In Non Maintained Early Years Settings 
Age Of Staff 
Whilst many of the people working in the settings were in their late teens or early 20s, 
most of the Sencos didn't fit into this age bracket and might be described as more 
mature in years ie 35 - 50. This phenomenon is commented on a number of occasions 
"The nursery manager seemed to think that I was the sort of person to do it. 
Parents sometimes seem to feel far more confident talking to someone who's a 
bit older. They look on me because I've had children of my own, where they 
l!lay not be as open with an 18 year old." Senco 4 
"The Government have done a survey and they find that it's very rare for a 
person to stop in the private sector for longer than 3 years. It's a combination, 
they come into it young, they're trained as nursery nurses but they go on to do 
other things, some find that after 2 or 3 years that its not for them, or they leave 
when they get married and have families of their own, and maybe come back to 
it. .... (something about professional people .... ) I think it's more I went into it 
late, I've, been doing it now 20 years. I went in through Playgroups with my 
own children and then went and trained." Senco 4 
Having a younger staff is recognised as having some inherent difficulties, particularly 
relating to working with children with special needs: 
"That's why we are so careful because we acknowledge that a lot of our staff 
don't actually have children and we try to use a lot of empathy, well how would 
you feel ... " Senco 11 
And achieving a balance is seen as desirable: 
"It's a balance - we have quite a few middle aged staff and just a few young 
ones ... You want older people and you want young ideas as well. It has to be a 
fine balance. I think Mrs. B downstairs has been here 26 years and she's 
wonderful and she has such high standards. I took my standards from her and I 
think everybody else does as well." Senco 9 
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Equal Opportunities 
All of the staff I spoke to were female, and given the age of many of the workers, issues 
around pregnancy and maternity leave were prominent. 
"I haven't done it for long because the girl that worked here before me left. She 
had a baby, came back after maternity and thought that's it and left." Senco 14 
"(I took it on) earlier this year, me and my other colleague but she's actually 
away on maternity leave at the moment." Senco 3 
" We've got another worker who does the child care ...... she's off sick. The 
worker had been on maternity leave and then she came back and then went off 
sick" Senco 7 
In all but two of the settings the Sencos were white European women. The only 
exceptions to this were in a creche run for a women's centre, in an area with a high 
South East Asian population, where all the worker seemed to be from a South East 
Asian background, and one Senco with African Caribbean heritage. 
The issue of staff with a disability was raised only once, in connection with a recently 
attended training course on the Disability Rights Act. 
"What we were concerned about was if anything happened to any of the children 
when we had somebody with a disability. Like we had a student who has 
epilepsy in one of our nurseries and she hasn't had a seizure for a year, but if we 
said no you can't we would be going contrary to the act, because apparently, I 
think its 12 months now when if they've been clear they're fine. So what if she 
drops a child because she has a seizure and a parent takes us to court, we're 
legless because it's legal. It doesn't make sense though does it? It's hard but 
that's it. You've got to follow it." Senco 2 
Training 
Most but not all of the settings had staff with a range of qualifications relating to 
childcare / early childhood education. 
"One thing she said was that now the creche should be run by qualified people 
and that we don't. We only have one person who's qualified in there an NEB 
person and that's the development worker. Most of the play workers are 
unqualified. One is qualified but she's qualified from back in India. But it 
needs to be NVQ3 and she's NVQ2 so we need to put them on training. That is 
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something on the action plan that I've started looking at. We'll send them on 
courses." Senco 7 
and a number were actively working to develop their training profile: 
"All our staff, apart from Barbara who's just been in, Barbara is 60 and she 
didn't want to do any training, which I can understand. She only lives next door 
and she's worth her weight in gold. We call her stock controller. Apart from 
that, Janet isn't here today, she's done a BTech course, and Mandy she's done 
Level 2 and me and Tracey are working on Level 3. So were all qualified." 
Senco 8 
And in one setting, qualifications and training courses were displayed for parents in 
personal portfolio: 
"It shows we've got copies of different courses we've been on and qualifications 
we have." Senco 6 
Whilst many of the Sencos described attending short courses on special needs issues, 
attendance was reliant to some extent on personal commitment, and the status of the 
Senco within the setting. Whilst the not for profit nurseries and ptaygroups seemed 
fairly confident about being able to attend, workers from private day nurseries were 
more reserved. 
"I've been on a Senco course and there were two other courses I was supposed 
to go on but one of them was cancelled and then I had to cancel as we were short 
staffed but there are a few I am supposed to go on over the next few months." 
Senco 1 
"I've been one course. I'm supposed to have been on a course this week at 
Shipley Community Centre. But I actually missed it because my little girl was ill 
..... " Senco 3 
Management Structure 
A number of settings had clear management structures which were largely related to 
level of qualification, and length of time in post. Within a number of the Private Day 
nurseries, a 'family tree' showing the people working in the setting and their status and 
qualifications was prominently displayed, with photographs of the individuals involved. 
The advantages of having 'owner managers' were described by settings falling into that 
category. This related to issues of being able to purchase resources more easily, and to 
issues of staffing. 
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"We're all isolated here we've all been here hundreds of years as well. When I 
first bought the nursery there were one or two teachers said ... and I had worked 
here for the previous owner. We're careful who we chose and we never 
advertise for staff. It's always word of mouth. Leslie's just come to us because 
we knew that she was good." Senco 9 
Whilst the owner managers encountered seemed to be actively involved with the 
children, this was not the case in all settings. In one particular setting, the manager took 
what seemed to. be a largely 'executive' role. 
"I was met at the door by the nursery manager who was wearing a fitted two 
piece suit. Talk about the boot being on the other foot! fhad deliberately dressed 
casually to try to equalise any inequalities over status, but now it was me feeling 
scruffy and un-professional!" Observation Notes, Setting 5 
Communication 
Whilst in a number of settings there seems to be a level of co-operation and camaraderie 
about the job ... 
"We have staff meetings monthly, or usually it works out six weekly and I pay 
the staff to come in the evening. Well, we close at six so we do it on a Friday 
night. One of our teachers is a piano teacher, she works in the week, so it's 
Friday night from six to half past seven. I think that helps. It's very informal. 
We don't have a lot written down." Senco 9 
"Once a fortnight when the children have gone home on a Thursday we sit in 
here and we all have so many allocated children and we bring the records up to 
date." Senco 10 
In one instance, communication between the different workers in the setting seemed to 
have broken down ... 
"When she (Ofsted Inspector) came in she started asking for stuff so they were 
all looking for it, so she just put 'wasn't there'. And then eventually, when she 
finished all the things were there because while she was talking to the creche 
workers I looked in the drawers. For myself! recorded it as well. I think it's the 
development workers job, she's been told. I've arranged a meeting to say 1 
wasn't happy about it, because nobody was managing her so that's why she just 
stopped. If you came in now and asked for the safety policy etc. I should be 
able to give this to you straight away. Not looking for it all over the place." 
Senco 7 
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CATEGORY SIX 
Discursive Commentary 
Age of Staff 
The age of the Senco is seen as being very important. This is put down to both to 
breadth of experience, (in that they are less likely to jump to conclusions) and also the 
assumption that. parents 'feel more confident in talking to someone who's a bit older' 
(Senco 4). This undermines to some extent the value of academic training and 
experience. As such, Sencos who are younger in age may face double discrimination not 
only from parents but also from their more mature colleagues. These younger Sencos 
would be supported in their role by the introduction of an accredited training course for 
setting based Sencos. Such a course would ensure that they have a core of basic 
experience, which is comparable with their co]]eagues. At the same time they need to be 
able to access support and advice quickly and easily, to compensate for their limited 
experience. As such routine access to the Area Seneo or peer support network seems 
essential. 
Equal Opportunities 
The workforce within early year settings is predominantly female, and there are a large 
percentage of young women workers (Moss & Penn, 1996). As such pregnancy and 
issues pertaining to maternity leave are high on the agenda. Of the Sencos interviewed, 
one was pregnant and another had recently returned from maternity leave. Three other 
Sencos had come into role as a result of the previous Senco leaving to have a baby. 
Whilst this is inevitable given the general make up of staff in settings, there is a real 
issue about the efficiency of losing Sencos through maternity. One Seneo comments: 
"The Government have done a survey and they find that it's very rare for a 
person to stop in the private sector for longer than 3 years. It's a combination, 
they come into it young, they're trained as nursery nurses but they go on to do 
other things, some fmd that after 2 or 3 years that its not for them, or they leave 
when they get married and have families of their own, and maybe don't come 
back to it. " Senco 4 
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If Sencos are to be encouraged to retwn to post after they have had a baby, there needs 
to be some incentive to do so. Within many settings this is not happening. Senco duties 
are carried out on top of existing duties, with little or no financial recompense. 
Until this is addressed, there is likely to be little change. 
Commitment to Training 
Due to the size of settings, and the fact that many of the Sencos have day to day 
commitments within their setting, attendance at courses is highly dependent on 
management support, in providing cover. Sencos recounted previous attempts at 
attending courses ending in failure due to staff absences on the day. 
',I, I've been on a Senco course and there were two other courses I was supposed 
to go on but one of them was cancelled and then I had to cancel as we were short 
staffed but there are a few I am supposed to go on over the next few months." 
Senco 1 
Despite this, many Sencos show immense personal commitment in attending training on 
their day off or in free time. In providing training for early years settings, there needs to 
be a recognition of the particular circumstances of the settings, and courses need to be 
offered at a range of times and on a range of days if maximum take up is to be ensured. 
Implications: 
• Younger Sencos may be supported in their role, by the introduction of an accredited 
training course for setting based Sencos. 
• Younger Sencos in particular need to be able to access support and advice quickly 
and easily, to compensate for their limited experience. As such routine access to the 
Area Senco or peer support network would seem essential. 
• If Sencos are to be encouraged to return to post after they have had a baby, there 
needs to be some incentive for them to do so. This might take the form of financial 
incentive or specific time to carry out their role. 
• In providing training for early years settings, there needs to be a recognition of the 
particular circumstances of the settings, and courses need to be offered at a range of 
times and on a range of days if maximum take up is to be ensured. 
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Organisation 
CATEGORY SEVEN 
"It's Not Playgroup Level Any More. Is It?" 
- Working With Children 
Most Sencos described well developed planning systems for their settings: 
"What they do is they have meetings and they plan the programme they need to 
do for the full week. We know as part of our work what is going on then." 
Senco 7 
"The Senco described how planning was done on a termly / weekly / daily 
basis ... " Observation Notes, Setting 6 
"The planning is displayed on the stairs and landing" Observation Notes, Setting 
3' 
For many settings, the curricular content of this is explicit and linked to the Foundation 
Stage planning document. This is commented on by Sencos: 
I still say play-group, because I started when my two were going to play group 
but now it's pre-school. It has to be more structured now you've got all your 
recording. . ..... .It was just to give them social skills and make that break from 
the parents. Now we get inspected as well." Senco 6 
"I've just had a Mum come in this morning to put her boys name down and she 
stayed for about half an hour and was asking what we do and she said 'well 
you're not really like a play group are you' because he went to a full time 
nursery when she worked full time and she said its on a level with that, because 
its not Playgroup level any more is it, because of guidelines etc. " Senco 8 
There were also settings where the curricular intent of the planning was less obvious 
and the curriculum knowledge of the staff limited. 
"They have an exercise book in which they write the progression. What the 
child can do now and what he could do before. So you can just go to that and 
know that this child didn't know the colours but now he knows the colours. 
They put comments on every child. They've got a book, she'll show you it." 
Senco 7 
Whilst the planning was on display in a number of settings: 
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"The Senco seemed really keen on planning. There were planning files in each 
room and they did seem to be in use ... " DJ Setting 5 
... this didn't always seem to be reflected in what was happening in the rooms: 
"In the Senco's room, despite the planning, the children seemed to be milling 
around without much to do. I don't know whether that was it was getting towards 
lunch time, or whether it was general." 
Also, on other occasions, although the planning seemed very sound this didn't seem to 
be reflected in practice ... 
"From what the Senco was saying, I got a sense that practice should seem better, 
but it didn't. As I came into the room, all of the 2 - S year olds were sitting on 
chairs in a circle to listen to a story. One of the workers was telling one of the 
younger ones off and chasing him back to his chair. The Senco said she knew it 
wasn't working, but they hadn't had chance to change it yet." Observation Notes, 
Setting 9 
Individual progress. 
All of the Senco's described some form of ongoing record keeping for the children in 
their setting. This is usually carried out by individuals within the setting: 
"That's what we start with, filled in by the parents. Then we have those as a 
quick check and go through other individual. The leaders made these up really 
and the observations we do of different areas. One session a week." Senco 6 
However, in some settings, this became more of a shared activity although this required 
higher levels of organisation and commitment: 
"We have early learning goals records. We have a daily book where if anything 
special comes up or they done something different. we just have a jotter that we 
write it down in and then once a fortnight when the children have gone home on 
a Thursday we sit in here and we all have so many allocated children and we 
bring the records up to date. If there's something in the records like, we've five 
levels of these records, so we do one per half term if they haven't achieved it at 
the beginning of that half term we'll be looking out to see if they've achieved by 
middle or so." Senco 8 
"We have staff meetings monthly, or usually it works out six weekly and I pay 
the staff to come in the evening ... we close at six so we do it on a Friday night. 
One of our teachers is a piano teacher, she works in the week, so it's Friday 
night from six to half past seven. I think that helps. It's very informal. We don't 
have a lot written down." Senco 9 
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Resources 
The standard and quality of play materials available for the children varied greatly 
between settings. 
"The toys were all laid out but everything was very cramped. The toys all looked 
a bit grubby and 'past their best'" Observation Notes, Setting 3 
One Senco commented on the benefits of 'owner I manager' nurseries: 
"Access to resources is better - if I say we need something, we can usually get it. 
The manager has young children of her own, so she knows what we need." 
Senco 4 . 
The quality of display within settings also varied hugely. 
"The planning is displayed on the stairs and landing. There are lots of displays 
of work showing the learning intent, but it seems to be mainly adult mass 
produced - overwriting or tracing." Observation Notes, Setting 3 
"The walls are mushroom coloured and absolutely riddled with holes where 
staples and pins have damaged the plaster. The plaster is interspersed with wall 
display boards with children's work on - a combination of 'real' children's work 
and some adult guided work" Observation Notes, Setting 12 
This didn't always tally with the training or general impression of curriculum 
knowledge given by the setting. In one of the settings with the least qualified staff, I 
comment: 
"The displays in the toddler room were really good, and showed 'real' children's 
work, not adult versions of it!" Observation Notes, Setting 7 
On one occasion, there seemed to be as many members of staff engaged with putting up 
a display as there were interacting with the children: 
"There don't seem to be many staff in attendance - two are busy putting up a 
new display!" Observation Notes, Setting 14 
Role of Staff 
In most settings, staff seemed to a large extent, to be engaged with the children. 
However, this was not always the case: 
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"In the first room, the 3 - 5 year olds are engaged in a colouring activity and 
seem to have a large degree of freedom in this (ie no adult input)" Observation 
Notes, Setting 14 
"The 2 - 3 year olds were watching TV. There are 2 - 3 members of staff with 
them - one in particular is sitting engrossed watching the TV. There is very little 
interaction going on with the children - no mediation of the programme." 
Observation Notes, Setting 14 
Also, the content and appropriateness of the activity for the children could also be 
questioned: 
"As I walked through the room, the chairs were all aroUnd in a circle practicing 
for the Christmas concert. They were nearly all boys, between the ages of2 - 3. 
How long had they been sitting there for?!!" Observation Notes, Setting 8 
: 
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CATEGORY SEVEN 
Discursive Commentary 
The Quality of Early Years Provision 
Whilst the introduction of the Foundation Stage and move to education status is credited 
by Sencos as having improved the quality of planning and recording within settings, this 
was not always evident in the practice observed. Throughout the interviews / 
observation, there were a number of examples where staff were failing to engage with 
and extend the learning of children; displays showed predominantly adult assisted work 
and activities were not appropriate to the age range of the children. This view is 
reinforced by the fmdings of a DfEE funded research programme into Effective 
provision of Pre-school Education (Sylva, 1999). This project identified that the quality 
of early learning was highest in nursery schools and combined centres and the lowest in 
playgroups and private day nurseries. 
However, in talking individually to Sencos, the majority seemed to have a reasonable 
grasp of early years philosophy and practice. There seems to be a discrepancy between 
what people know and what people do. There are a number of possible reasons for this 
phenomenon. 
• Within settings, staff have a range of qualifications, including those with little or no 
formal training relevant to their role. The relative proportions of such staff, 
combined with their status within the organisation may have an impact on an 
individual's ability to effect practice. This may particularly be the case where the 
setting manager has little or no understanding of Early year's philosophy. 
• In many cases, the settings are service providers - parents are paying customers. As 
such they are bound to provide what the parents want. Part of the difficulty may be 
the general poor understanding of child development and the value of play. 
• Settings in many instances are competing for custom with schools. Settings may aim 
to provide a more fonnal 'educational' set up, in order to level the playing field. 
Whatever the reason, if the quality of early years experience offered to children is to be 
equitable across maintained and non maintained settings, the issue of theory into 
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practice needs to be addressed One of the basic tenets of this study is that Early Years 
provision and Inclusive provision go hand in hand. If the provision in these settings is 
not based on this foundation, then there will be limited benefit in working with Sencos 
based on this notion. 
Implications: 
• An increasing percentage of those working with pre school children need to have at 
least a basic training in early years philosophy and practice. 
• Settings need access to advice and support from professionals who themselves have 
a sound understanding of early years philosophy and practice. In this way settings 
can be supported and challenged to develop their provision. 
• There needs to be a general move to publicise the value of play and early childhood 
experience with the wider community. 
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APPENDIX 1 
21S 
Delivering Educational Psychology Services To Non-Maintained 
Early Years Settings: Inclusion ABC 
Abstract 
This paper describes a pilot project aimed at developing a cohesive service delivery 
model to the large numbers of non maintained early years settings which may now in 
theory request the support of an educational psychologist. Based on an inclusive model, 
a cluster of sencos met on a regular basis with an educational psychologist and were 
trained to audit their settings for inclusion. Once this basic training had been completed, 
regular consultation sessions were held, in order to help the sencos develop inclusive 
solutions for all the children in their care. This qualitative evaluation of the project 
describ~s its planning and implementation and will be of interest to any educational 
psychology service contemplating service delivery to this sector. 
Introduction 
Academics and commentators have long since berated the state of early years provision 
in this country (Moss & Penn, 1996). Early years provision in this context is taken to 
mean any setting providing care and education for children from birth through to when 
they start school. The policy document 'Early Excellence', published by the Labour 
Party in 1996 brought together many of these criticisms, whilst at the same time 
proposing a model for development. This was later to enter the statute books as a part of 
the 'Excellence in Schools' documentation (DfEE, 1997). Based on previous evidence, 
Meeting the Childcare Challenge (DfEE, 1998) highlights a triad of difficulties relating 
to early years provision. Reflecting the findings of both Rumbold (DES, 1990) and Ball 
(1994), the report found that the quality of childcare was highly variable between 
settings. It was also fOWld that there was a shortage nationally of childcare places and 
that parents' access to these places was hampered by poor information about what was 
available. In addition to this, the cost of childcare was fOWld to be prohibitive in many 
circumstances, unless parents were able to access services provided by the local council, 
or were eligible for more specialist services such as social services day care. 
In order to address these criticisms, a number of measures were introduced and have, to 
a large extent been successful in bringing about the desired changes. Margaret Hodge 
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(2001) describes how since 1997, seventy thousand new childcare places have been 
created across private day nurseries, childminders and out of school clubs. The benefits 
that these settings are able to offer. in terms of hours of work and being open all year 
round mean that an increasing number of parents are opting for such non maintained 
rather than school based provision for their pre school children. This trend has been 
further encouraged by the introduction of the Nursery Education Grant (NEG) system, 
which enables parents to offset the costs of non maintained provision for three and four 
year old children. At the same time. the NEG system has also been influential in 
increasing the quality of non maintained provision. In order to register for NEG. settings 
have to meet a number of quality control criteria including undergoing inspection by 
Ofsted. This in itself introduces the requirements for settings to deliver the Foundation 
Stage Curriculum (DfEE. 2000) and to operate within the Code of Practice (DfES. 
2001) ! 
These developments suggest that educational psychology services may be about to 
experience major changes in the pattern of referrals and casework demands in relation 
to pre school children. Firstly, the increasing number of children being catered for in 
non maintained early years settings indicates that there will be a parallel increase in the 
number of children with special needs being identified in this sector. Anecdotally, this is 
already happening, with colleagues in pre-school support services and within 
educational psychology services reporting an increased amount of casework in non 
maintained settings. Secondly. current practice is that these referrals are made largely 
via the medical route - senior clinical medical officer or paediatrician. There is however, 
an increasing likelihood of referrals being made directly by special needs coordinators 
(sencos) in these non maintained settings, as is their prerogative under the Code of 
Practice (DfES. 2001). 
In order to manage these changes effectively, educational psychology service managers 
will need to consider carefully how to plan their response. Rather than simply 
replicating what has happened in schools, developing a service delivery model to a 
whole new client group could be seen as an exciting opportunity. As yet, educational 
psychologists have very little history of working with non maintained early years 
settings, and vice versa. The time is ripe to evaluate current service delivery models (ie 
to schools) and identify those elements which work well and those that are less useful. 
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Using this information should help to provide a framework for developing a new service 
delivery model for non maintained settings. 
This paper describes an attempt to do just this - to develop a totally new service delivery 
model for non maintained early year settings. The Inclusion ABC project was devised in 
an attempt to address both the logistical and philosophical conundrums associated with 
developing a service delivery model to this sector. The paper is presented in three parts. 
Firstly, a background to the development of the model is explored, culminating in the 
Inclusion ABC project. Secondly, a qualitative evaluation of one aspect of the Inclusion 
ABC project - the Inclusion ABC training course is presented,.and finally, issues 
emanating from the project are discussed and areas for possible future development 
proposed. These areas for development have subsequently been communicated to the 
Early '(ears Partnership which commissioned the work. 
Introducing the Inclusion ABC 
The recent review of current practice within educational psychology (DillE, 2000) 
provides a vast amount of information regarding areas of celebration and concern 
relating to the role of the educational psychologist. Within this, key issues are identified 
that operate as barriers to or opportunities for a shift in the focus of educational 
psychology services. Identified barriers include the way in which special needs have 
come to be regarded as being within the individual child, rather than as an interplay 
between an individual and the environment in which they are located (Dyson, 2001)~ 
the learned helplessness of schools leading to the view that children with special needs 
are the responsibility of the local authority rather than the school that they attend 
(Wagner, 2000) and the way in which such views have been reinforced by government 
legislation (Gross, 2000). 
The corollary of the identified barriers is wholly compatible with what is currently 
being promoted as inclusive practice. As such, in order to address these concerns, any 
new service delivery model adopted should take as its focus the development of the 
practices and principles of inclusive education. In order to address this, the 'Inclusion 
ABC' project was devised presenting a three staged model of service delivery to non 
maintained early years settings, with its guiding principle being that of inclusion. 
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Stage 1 of the service delivery model involves clusters of early year settings being 
allocated a link EP, with whom they meet on a regular basis. Not only does this 
correspond with the model of ~area Sencos' being developed by Early Years 
Partnerships, but it also provides a response to the logistical problem of servicing the 
needs of such a vastly increased number of clients. Justification for such an approach 
can also be found from a number of other sources. Mortimer (1997) found that lack of 
confidence was a key issue for Sencos working in non maintained early years settings. 
As such an approach that offers emotional support as well as developing skills would 
seem essential. Baskett (1983) suggests that social sources of knowledge from peers, 
supervisors and external professionals are of great value. In this context the support 
offered from colleagues combined with the training element of the course should 
support the successful implementation of the project. 
Stage i of the model is the Inclusion ABC training course. Whilst there is a plethora of 
material aimed at developing inclusive practice in schools (see Booth et ai, 1999) there 
are very few examples of this aimed specifically at non maintained early years settings. 
Prior to any casework, setting based sencos are trained in the philosophy and practices 
of inclusion. This is a proactive attempt to avoid many of the difficulties identified in 
school based work (DfEE, 2000). 
The stated aims of the Inclusion ABC training course are: 
• To develop an ethos and culture whereby settings maintain responsibility for all 
of their children, including those with special educational needs; 
• To develop a response to special educational needs which looks beyond the 
problem being located within the child and encourages a social dynamic 
approach whereby teaching content and style are examined; 
• To help practitioners recognise the inclusive potential of what they already do; 
• To place the meeting of special needs at the heart of improvement rather than 
seeing it as a bureaucratic exercise; 
• To support the development of a system, which allows access to advice. support 
and resources without recourse for statementing. 
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The course comprises of four taught sessions presented over an eight week period. 
Following a taught input, setting based sencos are supported to audit their settings for 
inclusive potential in four key areas ie 'Identifying Individual Needs, 'Learning and 
Teaching', 'Working Together' and 'Setting the Scene'. Following the audit, sencos 
negotiate their own targets in each of the four areas, in order to develop and extend 
inclusive practice. Progress towards these targets is reviewed with colleagues during 
subsequent sessions. 
Stage 3 of the Inclusion ABC model provides a structure for looking at individual needs 
on the basis of inclusion ie what the setting needs to do to include a child. This is 
practiced through regular meetings with an educational psychologist, affording sencos 
the opportunity to discuss individual cases from their setting and develop appropriate 
'Actions for Inclusion'. 
Methodological Considerations 
The Early Years Partnership commissioned the author to run the Inclusion ABC project 
on a trial basis, with one cohort of setting based sencos. The project was run jointly with 
the newly appointed area senco for that group of settings, between January and April 
2003. All 42 non maintained settings in an identified geographical area were contacted 
and offered the opportunity to participate. Ultimately fifteen sencos expressed a firm 
interest and participated in the project. 
This evaluation is based on a group interview held during the final session of the 
Inclusion ABC training course. This approach was adopted in an attempt to 
contextualise the data and create an interactional situation that would come closer to 
'real life' than isolated interviews between the author and individual participants (Flick, 
1998).In addition to this, as part of a wider doctoral research project, participants also 
consented to each session being recorded in order to capture ongoing discussions. 
The group interview lasted for approximately 40 minutes and was subsequently 
transcribed. The interview questions were loosely shaped around the aims established in 
the development of the Inclusion ABC training course, but also allowed scope to 
explore issues arising from ongoing analysis of data collected throughout the previous 
sessions. An interview prompt sheet was distributed to participants prior to the 
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interview, in order to help them to gather their thoughts and to avoid the discussion 
being swayed by more dominant members of the group. In all, twelve of the fifteen 
participants participated in the group interview. 
Transcnbed data from both the interview and training sessions was analysed using 
grounded theory techniques (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Units of meaning were identified 
in the text and put together with other units pertaining to a similar theme to form 
categories. Th~ use of multiple data collection techniques combined with multiple data 
sources (ie the different participants) is intended to enhance the internal validity of the 
findings (Merriam, 1988). Further to this, additional validity checks were made through 
discussing the data and my interpretation of it with the area senco with whom the course 
was co presented. 
The analysed data provides an insight into a wide range of issues affecting sencos in the 
n'on maintained sector. Whilst being relevant to those involved in the field, it is beyond 
the scope of this paper to report all of the findings and only data relating directly to the 
project is subsequently included. Thus, the evaluation is presented in two main sections: 
1. A qualitative analysis of the Sencos responses to the course, based on the evaluative 
interview and session data; 
2. Examples of the type of projects undertaken by the sencos, which demonstrate the 
development of inclusive practice within their individual settings; 
1. To what extent did the course achieve its stated aims? 
The course was well received by all participants: 
"1 think we really valued it • we all go on courses that are a bit airy fairy and we 
feel we know what we were supposed to do. We valued this." Senco 10 
Examining the Sencos responses in respect of each aim, there is evidence to suggest that 
each has been achieved. 
Aim 1. To develop an ethos and culture whereby settings maintain responsibility for all 
of their children. including those with special educational needs; 
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All participants described and in most cases demonstrated an increased understanding of 
the concept and practices of inclusion. Whilst some sencos were at an early stage in this 
process, others demonstrated a profound understanding of the notion of inclusion: 
"It's made me focus and understand about inclusion. That if you work in an 
inclusive way in your setting then you're going to be covering all of the 
children's needs / differences, and it somehow plays down the SEN part ... not 
taking it aside as something special any more. Its just part of inclusion." Senco 
11 
"It's somehow shifted the SEN bit... that feels a lot better than thinking of SEN 
as "this child has 'special' needs". They've all got needs at different times and 
we need to do something to help." Senco 2 
And it has also increased awareness of the need to amend and develop practice within 
settings: 
"I will try not to disable children in the nursery environment - make changes 
where necessary to include all children" Senco 1 
"I hope that we will have the knowledge to treat any child the same and offer a 
full and varied learning programme" Senco 4 
Aim 2. To develqp a response to special educational needs which looks beyond the 
problem being located within the child and encourages a social dynamic approach 
whereby teaching content and style are examined~ 
Participants expressed an increased awareness that SEN is an interaction between child 
and environment: 
"(The course) has made me understand that it may not be the child who has the 
needs but the setting and the lack of staff training." Senco 4 
And that special needs can be seen as part of the range of normal development: 
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Aim 3. 
"1 see that all children have special needs to varying degrees." Senco 9 
"SEN doesn't have to be an identifiable problem ... that everyone has needs and 
staff have to be aware - it doesn't have to be anything big - just making small 
changes." Senco 5 
To help practitioners recognise the inclusive potential of what they 
already do. 
Many participants reported increased confidence and a more positive view of children 
with special needs and described how the course has given them increased confidence in 
their role. 
"It's not frightening any more - it doesn't put you otT - make you want to shut 
your eyes and back off. You can cope with it" Senco 2 
This confidence relates to an increased understanding of the links between early years 
practice and inclusion: 
"We shouldn't sell ourselves short because we have got a lot of things there and 
we do do a lot of good things. We don't pat ourselves on the back for doing 
them and that's not good for the morale of the staff' Senco 2 
And to the fact that the course has broken down 'Inclusion' into a series of tasks: 
"I think it helps to break the whole thing into manageable parts. Instead if 
thinking as I did 'there's a lot to do, 1 don't know where to start', it helps you to 
pin it down ... " Senco 6 
Aim 4. To place the meeting of mecial needs at the heart of improvement rather than 
seeing it as a bureaucratic exercise; 
Participants also report an increased confidence and ability to look.at and evaluate 
practice within their settings. 
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"Sometimes I know what needs doing, but I don't know how to go about it. So 
when the course is over, I'll be able to go back and go through the audit again." 
Senco 5 
And confidence to make changes: 
"I'm looking at my whole place and thinking 'am I doing the right things to be 
inclusive? That's what it's done for me" Senco 6 
Aim 5. To support the development ofa system. which allows access to advice. support 
and resources without recourse for statementing. 
The course is also said to have influenced how sencos view their role within their 
setting particularly with regard to sharing responsibility for the children with special 
needs. This has influenced both thinking and practice. 
"You've got to include your staff in the knowledge, working and practice to 
then go on and include children." Senco 10 
Alongside setting based issues, participants also valued having the opportunity to work 
with other sene os from the non-maintained sector. 
"Getting ideas from what other people do - that's been useful too." Senco 15 
A number of sencos also felt that one of the most valuable aspects of the course was the 
increased awareness of support available to them: 
"There is a lot of help out there if I get stuck, or need to share my concerns with 
someone." Senco 5 
"I've worked at my setting for IS years now, so you, to me are .... I can pick up 
the phone and ask for advice and support with SEN. For all those years I've had 
nobody ... " Senco 11 
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2. Examples of the type of projects undertaken by the sencos. which demonstrate the 
development of inclusive practice within individual settings 
An important measure of the effectiveness of a course is whether it has led to any 
change in practice. Following each phase of the ABC audit, sencos set themselves 
targets and associated tasks to develop inclusive practice within their settings. The 
following extracts, presented under the four areas of the Inclusion ABC audit, 
demonstrate som~ of the tasks that the sencos set themselves, and completed as part of 
the course. 
Setting the Scene 
"(Developed) a new ~nformation brochure including a community language or 
welcome in a different language" Senco 10 
"At a community stajJmeeting, involving 2-1 members of staff working in community 
creches, we distributed SEN policy files to all. We raised inclusion awareness amongst 
staff and asked them to assess the suitability of their settingfor inclusion and any 
adaptations that may need to be made . .. Senco 2 
Learning and Teaching 
"Started to use a digital camera. Put up a display in the doorway of 8 • 10 photos of 
what children have been doing that week. It is a talking point for parents. Future plans 
to talk to children about this· what we have done and what we can do next. " Senco 4 
"Set planning with inc/usion always in mind Leave room on the planning/or adding on 
extra activities" Senco J 0 
Identifying Individual needs 
"I take far more time to praise what children do and activities they take part in. Will 
discuss with staff whether we feel our children are too young to discuss Record of 
Achievement files and any ways we can discuss with them what they have done. " Senco 
4 
"Created a new checklist· childfriendly so that children can help record their own 
development" Senco J 3 
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Working Together 
"Put up notice on the hours key workers work and are available to talk to parents. If 
not suitable, we can arrange different times. " 
"Working more closely with a group of staff around SEN and inclusion. Work with one 
member ofstafffrf?m, each section, (in a group) - write an inclusion policy together, 
pass on inforTnCftion, ideas etc. around inclusion. " Senco 11 
Issues arising so far from the Inclusion ABC project. 
From the data collected, it would appear that the course has been successful in 
achieving its aims, and feedback from participants indicates that it was well received. 
There are however a number of issues arising from the project which warrant further 
discussion. These are presented in relation to the three stages of the service delivery 
model. 
Stage I - Working with clusters of early years sencos. 
Participants valued the opportunity to work together and widely supported the idea of 
regular meetings with sencos from other early years settings. The Sencos justified this. 
suggesting that their particular circumstances and the issues effecting them were 
difficult for those in other sectors of education to appreciate. Receiving support from 
colleagues in similar circumstances was cited as being most helpful. Further 
information about the possible content and frequency of these meetings is currently 
being collected by the area Senco involved. Preliminary feedback from the course 
participants suggests the following: 
i) In the fIrst instance. sencos would like the meetings to be organised for them 
by the area Senco rather than managing the group themselves; 
ii) They would like a regular focus for the group for example an outside speaker 
or input on a specific subject such as behaviour management. 
iii) They would like regular opportunities to discuss concerns with external 
professionals such as an educational psychologist or an area senco. 
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Analysis of the session data suggests that it takes some time for sencos to build up 
confidence and trust in one another. This matches the findings of Cline, Frederickson 
and Wright (1990) who suggest that adults in the work place seem to have even more to 
lose than children in terms of status and self esteem, if they feel that they are shown to . 
be incompetent. As such, it would be advisable to maintain a degree of consistency 
amongst cluster group members and link professionals. This is reinforced through the 
feedback that the development of personal relationships between presenters and 
participants was a significant factor impacting on both attendance and commitment. 
At the same time the training and experience of the presenters may also have been an 
influencing factor on the success of the project. A number of Sencos commented on the 
previous lack of focused and appropriate training for Sencos in non maintained early 
years se~ngs. Both presenters of the course were experienced early years practitioners 
and strong proponents of inclusion. As such it was possible to highlight and reinforce 
the inclusive potential of good early years practice. Drawing links between early years 
practice and inclusion enabled sencos to recognise the potential of their existing 
practice, in terms of inclusion and develop the confidence to begin to apply this to all 
children in their setting. This developing understanding is reflected clearly in the 
statements made by the sencos during the evaluation, both in tenns of their confidence 
and the way in which they talk about children with special needs. 
Stage 2 - Training sencos in the philosophy and practice of inclusion. 
From the evaluation exercises, it seems that there has been an increase in the 
understanding and practice of inclusion. To what extent though, are the things that the 
sencos describe an accurate reflection of practice in their settings? For example, how 
do we know that the rankings they awarded themselves in the audit are realistic? 
At one level, it might be argued that the accuracy or otherwise of the audit is not 
essential to the success of the Inclusion ABC project. The Inclusion ABC is about 
developing understanding of and attitudes towards including children with special needs 
and the audit provides a practical way of doing this. Although primarily a benchmarking 
exercise, more importantly the Inclusion ABC audit process sets the context so that 
when sencos have concerns about individual children, they have a framework around 
which to structure their thoughts and this is grounded in inclusion. 
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It could also be argued that the way in which the Inclusion ABC audit is presented, ie as 
part of a taught course on Inclusion, ensures some degree of validity. Rather than sencos 
filling out the audit on their own in their settings, they completed the process with a 
group of colleagues and had to justify to them how and to what extent they met the 
criteria. At the same time, the comse presenters worked with each of the groups of 
sencos in turn in order to challenge sencos to justify and explain their thinking. Not only 
did this lead to ~e audit being completed with some rigour, it also allowed for some 
degree of moderation across settings. 
Interestingly, a pattern seemed to emerge whereby those sencos working in the most 
inclusive settings tended to be most critical of themselves and grade themselves as 
poor. Conversely, the sencos who awarded themselves the highest scores tended to 
operate jn the less inclusive settings. The reasons for this are unclear and warrant further 
investigation. 
Participants reported positively on having to set themselves inclusion targets. The fact 
that they would have to share their progress with colleagues during the following 
sessions was cited as a good source of motivation. The evidence collected of the 
'Actions for Inclusion' undertaken by sencos makes for impressive reading. Feedback 
from colleagues who visit these settings regularly suggests that the changes that sencos 
describe are happening in practice. 
A further extension of the audit would be to extend it into a charter mark for inclusion 
in early years settings. As such, settings achieving a certain level would receive 
recognised status from the Early Years Partnership and be able to advertise themselves 
as such. 
Stage 3 - Inclusion based consultation sessions 
In the evaluation, sencos expressed a firm desire to have regular consultation sessions 
with an educational psychologist. In addition to the consultation session modelled as 
part of the Inclusion ABC training course, two additional consultation sessions were 
held but uptake of these was limited. The first session was attended by three sen cos 
(plus two community creche workers) and the second by only one senco. It is difficult 
however, to predict from these two sessions what future take up might be. Following on 
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directly from the Inclusion ABC training course, many participants may have been 
confident enough to 'have a go' with the children in their settings, rather than needing 
support or advice. However, as time goes on, this may change. Also, feedback from the 
Sencos themselves indicated that they would be most likely to attend consultations 
when there was an additional impetus to attend such as a training input. As yet this has 
not been piloted. 
Evidence froID: other Educational Psychology services (Godfrey, 2003) suggests that 
fortnightly consultation sessions with a cluster of settings may be an appropriate 
frequency at which to offer support. However, as most services. are in a similar situation 
in that they are only now starting to develop service delivery models for non maintained 
early years settings there is no general picture and no information regarding uptake of 
such a service .. 
Those sen cos participating in the Inclusion ABC training course suggested that the 
understanding developed through the course was an important factor in enabling them 
to benefit fully from the consultation sessions. Initial impressions of running the 
consultation sessions reinforces this. Even after the course, many of the sencos 
remained at an early stage in developing their understanding of inclusion. During the 
consultations, they needed regular prompting and support to maintain an inclusive 
stance and not revert to a problem focused model. The 'Actions for Inclusion' prompt 
sheet promoted during the course was particularly useful in structuring the consultations 
sessions and helping sencos develop an 'Action plan for Inclusion'. Rather than 
focusing on what the child needs to do to fit into the setting, the emphasis is on what the 
setting needs to do to include the child more fully. Whilst senco's commented positively 
on the use of this fonnat, it could easily be undermined by other support providers 
directing sencos towards more within child based approaches. If this is to be avoided 
some agreement will need to be reached between external agencies working in the non 
maintained sector. The minimum would be that an introduction to the Inclusion ABC 
model is offered to other agencies working with early years settings so that they are 
familiar with the format and principles enshrined in it. 
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Other Issues 
Inclusion ABC and 'Out of School provision' and Child Minders. 
Out of school clubs and child minders were not included in the pilot project as they 
were thought to be two distinct groups needing a slightly different emphasis. The 
evaluation of the project for playgroups and private day nurseries indicates that it has 
been instrumental in raising awareness of inclusion, developing positive attitudes and 
raising confidence of providers. It also provides a framework for meeting individual 
needs through inclusion rather than through individualisation. 
The practical implications of developing an inclusive approach, based on adaptation of 
existing provision seems appropriate to out of school clubs and child minders, who 
generally provide less formal educational opportunities for children and for whom IEP 
based approaches are difficult to implement. As such the development of an adapted 
version of the Inclusion ABC would provide an appropriate way of supporting children 
with special needs in these contexts. 
Practical Considerations 
Many sencos expressed an interest in visiting each other's places of work. A next step 
would be to draw up a list of settings who have the facilities to be able to host 
consultation sessions or cluster group meetings. As participants recognised, no course 
will be at the right time or day for everyone. As such, Inclusion ABC sessions will need 
to be offered on a range of days and times, in order to maximise participation. Most 
participants voiced strong opposition to sessions being held in the evenings, on the 
grounds that they usually didn't finish work until at least 6pm. Given the high tum over 
of sencos, the Inclusion ABC training course would also have to be run as a rolling 
programme in order to ensure that new sencos were able to benefit from the training. 
Limitations of the Inclusion ABC training project. 
Although some consideration has been given to the issue of validity, an important 
measure of success is the extent to which these changes and developments are 
maintained. This requires a more long term commitment to the Inclusion ABC model by 
both the educational psychology service and the Early Years Partnership. As yet this has 
not been established and the Inclusion ABC stands alone as an individual case study. 
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Next Ste.ps 
One would be ill advised to make generalisations or major policy recommendations 
from such a small pilot. However, feedback from the participants combined with data 
collected throughout the sessions suggests a number of possible next steps, which have 
subsequently been communicated to the Early Years Partnership for consideration. 
These relate to both the training course and the general model of delivering educational 
psychology services. These next steps are as follows: 
Inclusion ABC model: 
1) Inclusion ABC model to be extended to all non maintained setting based sencos 
across the city. 
2) Trainers should ideally be experienced in both early years philosophy / practice 
and inclusion 
3) Training to be offered on a range of days / times in order to maximise 
participation. 
Cluster group / Consultation sessions 
4) A link psychologist to be established for each cluster group, in order to develop 
trust and positive relationship. 
S) Regular cluster group meetings to be organised by the area senco with a named 
focus as proposed by participants .. 
6) Regular consultation sessions with an educational psychologist to be offered, 
initially on basis of one session per term, per cluster group. 
7) A list of settings with facilities to host cluster meetings / consultation sessions 
drawn up. 
Development of the Inclusion ABC training programme 
8) Inclusion ABC audit to be developed as quality charter mark for 'Inclusion in the 
Early Years' . 
9) An adapted version of the Inclusion ABC project to be developed for child 
minders and Out of School clubs. 
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Multi disciplinary support for Inclusion 
10) An introduction to 'Inclusion ABC' to be offered to all agencies offering support 
to early years settings to develop consistency of practice. 
11) • Actions for Inclusion' plan to be promoted by all support workers offering 
support! advice to early years settings. 
Conclusion 
The Inclusion ABC training course represents an innovative response to the question of 
how educational psychology services can begin offering support to non maintained 
early years settings. It takes as its starting point the view that these settings should 
maintain responsibility for a11 of their children. including those with special needs and 
that these children should be seen as the starting point for the development of the setting 
itself. A three staged model is proposed, in order to progress this, and evidence from 
the pilot project suggests that it has been successful in encouraging both inclusive 
thought and practice. 
In considering how to address these new responsibilities to non maintained settings, it is 
time for educational psychologists to consider how they want to work - to shape their 
own future. As Taylor (1994) suggests, once a system has been put into operation, it is 
difficult to alter. Once a within child stance is adopted, it is very difficult to change, as 
we have found to our cost in schools. If we believe in inclusion and want to work in an 
inclusive way we need to actively pursue this. Developing a service delivery model to 
non maintained early years settings gives us the chance to put our words into action. 
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23S 
Initial Interview Promot Sheet 
Areas for discussion 
• Tell me about a time that you've had a child with special needs in the nursery. What 
happened? (Identification, addressing needs, support.) 
• Tell me about a time you've worked with / got support from someone from another 
~ce. VVhathappened? 
• Tell me about any training you've done in connection with children with special 
needs. 
• Tell me some of the things you've done in your role as Senco in your setting. 
• Tell me about the record keeping / planning do you do normally for all the children? 
• Any other questions? 
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IMAGING SERVICES NORTH 
Boston Spa, Wetherby 
West Yorkshire, LS23 7BQ 
www.bl,uk 
ORIGINAL COpy TIGHTLY 
·BOUND 
, Tape 1 Interview 4. 
I Thinking about children with special needs· . Can you think back to a time when you had some children witb .peeial needs! '" [yes, we've had two. One was a little boy whose Mum came to see us. He was a twin, so she wanted to 
'Jf' . know ifwe could take him before he was three. He'd already been seen by an Education Psychologist and 
rtf it was felt that he was autistic but Mum, he used to come two mornings a week and we bad to have a r-- l r. i 
" : member of staff' on a one to one with him. We were told at the time that we would get funding, but it 'l- ~~"\.:) 
. never came through. He was with us two terms and in I way it was hard for us because we thought be was 
: making such headways because we are small groups. He was in a small group of only II children and be .... ,: 
had a one to one member ofstaff. But then he left us to go to a nursery that a special needs unit. So it wasJ~"'~w" 
a bit disappointing really, because he'd just started making headways and everything. and just as we were S:o;· 
making progress he was ~hipped away again .. 
Did you bave to root the biD ror tbe one-to-one in that case! 
Yes. which from the private nursery sector is the heart(?) ...... because obviously 'we have to work at a 1 ~", ~ '"",:) 
profit. But we kept being told that funding would be available but it was just going round and round trying 
to find out who was responsile. By the time it was, he'd gone. . ~ <tI~ 1.'\ 
The other was a little girl she had.,. .... I can't remember the actual name. She was a little person, but her 1 ~!'!Ii • 
Mum was as well. and her Mum was a friend who I'd known for a number of years. She came, then there J ~?' 
were personal problems and she was taken out of nursery. ~e main problem we found was from the J 
Mums point of view because she was in the baby unit and our baby unit is upstairs and Mum come not ,,( u.S,) 
climb up the stairs. Luckily she was confident in us and she said could somebody meet her downstairs and 
take her from her Mum. We managed to do thaL (R.The little girl wu OK witb tbat was sbe?) She J' 
one so she was with us but she left us before she came down, because we were working out ways that ''CI.(.~r1;} 
would need smaller chairs etc. things like that. rw <>111/. 
Can I take you back to tbe boy witb autism· Bow did you manage that! 
. When he came Mum was in denial, because she bad an older child with autism but the older child had ~ ~f~M 
: quite good language, and this little one had no language, but Mum was convinced that he had. She was ~~ 
getting very frustrated and she couldn't see that he was progressing in any way, so therefore because there 
was no language there was no progression. When he came to us all he would do at first was hide himself 
in a corner. He'd found a secure place for himself behind the paint easel and he'd spend the whole session 
September and left us in the April and by the April he was sitting in with the children at diMer times He V\.'\~~~"" 
behind the paint eas, e1. He would ....... , and we progressed by the time he left us. He joined us in the ~ (.Y\V' 
was quite happy to let children go up to him and tickle him, which was brilliant, and we'd just got him that ','Vj u; ....... 
he was sitting at the table with other children and he would do a picture with the others, We thought this , 
was absolutely, you know.... . . . . . . - .!.It. 
. ~~ 
. So how did yon maJUlle with MuDl, did sbe come to see that he wu makinl proaress! '" 
: .. ~""'I~ 
No. I used to have a chat with her each week 'He's done this' and 'he's done that' but 'What has he said?']" 1'''.('(..)<''' 
We told her that be<:ause - but because it wu Ianguage, It was really hard. The other thing we found 
hanI was !bat we tbuDd out who! DIJJ'IeIY he wu soins 10 and I phoned them up, but unfurtunatdy tho uult '] ,..d vJ M, 
ididn't work mornings so there was nobody who could come and visit him, We said if you want to visit and ,).j" V'\.'1 . 
: see what he's doing with us and see what stage he's at. There wu no way they could because nobody . 
. could come out. Lb ~1f,,1..,. .. ~· b roN 
So bow did you feel about that -It sOUDds as If you were ..... 
that with me being Senco, but the two members who were in there were also involved in doing activities • '. 
~ Frustrated and down. It was a lot of hard work. I was the one doing the one to one because we decided J. ~,,1.1 ,1 St., 
, with him and spending time ~th him and he was used to the three of us and it was frustrating for them but V'1 c:,..t ~ t(o 
····-·------1 
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what QWfe it more so the fact that I bumped into someone from the place where he was going and she said ~ W Uk v' .;. \-
'Ob nb be's not making progress'. So obviously it was the change that upset him and knocked him back. I (,u Vl -' 
But then Mum was saying,,'Ob wen I'm not p1anning on keeping him there.' • I want him to move.' You J'. I)J.« .. 
feIt at times as if you were just hitting you're head against a brick wall .f.A 
So actually the euy bit was dealing with the cbDd? l 
. ~,,4""~ 
We managed to get (she couldn't remember his name) 10hn (autism man) .•••. he c::ame in and spent th~ 'S~~. -dJ-(I L.l 
morning and he was really good and gave us some ideas how we could progress. He gave us the ~ ~~'\ 
confidence that what we were doing was fine. But apart from that everything else was negative. 
· Was there anybody else involved apart from Jobo! 
No. 
So you never got to see aoy teacben •••••• _! 
So that's what I'm hoping, especially now we've started Maggie. Because already she helped with. 'J('(,fU"~ 
, problem we had with a health matter, which we were totally stuck on and where the child with a RJoi r . 
...... ? ... had been in hospital ... ? .... but unfortunately they'd been given the ... ? .... but not shown how to 
use it. So Mum brought it in. I had training • few years ago, so I was a bit rusty , but I do have the idea of 
· what to do so I told Maggie and she arranged and we've had her nursing and half of the staff have had 
: training and are already using it and know what to do. 
· With the code of Practice.......... Tbere'. no route to go. TeD me ..... 
. . CAlc:i"s~ 
· It's getting better. It's a lot better than it was. Two years ago even, we were really like. in. wilderness'JS/)"'f~ 
· we didn't know who to contact, or anything and you find yourself on a roundabout somebody would say r 
we'd find such and such and then Oh no we can't and in the end it was such frustration and you were 
getting nowhere. You'd no help for parents and no help for the children but I think since we've been , . . •. J 
involved with the partnership we've done. number of courses so we've got to meet the staff there so you 'l t ~ ( u ~ 
can go there and even if they're not ... - they can put you in contact with somebody who can help so we -1 c..1 ~cif' 
don't feel .... ? and I think with Maggie being appointed it should hopefuJJy make the job .. 
Support from otber services ...... It sounds u if you've been Senco ror lome wbDe, bave you beeD that 
for some time! Are you tbe Nunery Manager? ~llf!;l",I.AVI"" ,,1 
No I'm the deputy. I've been here five years but the nursery I was at before had • couple of children, more" ~." c' (. 
· with health probJems or social and emotional problems, The nursery manager seemed to think that I was 
· the sort of person to do it. (Coughing - can't hear properly) Parents sometimes seem to feel far more] CA't f ' (l} 
, confident talking to someone whose a bit older tbeylook on me because I've·had childrc!n ormy own. ~v1 c' 0 
· where they may not be as open with an 18 year old. 
; All the people in the Duneries rve visited seem to be youog girls, there dOD't seem to be any older 
: age group. What happens to tbem, where do they aD 10! 
! Nurseries nurse~ - the Government have done. survey and they find that its very rare for a person to· Stop J CAtz! ,fl'" 
· in the private sector for longer than 3 years .. It's .• co~bination, they come ~o it.y~.~'re~ed as. .' Sr-t." 
nursery nurses but they go on to do other things, some find that after 2 or 3 years that rts not for ~ or . 
they leave when they get marri~ and have families of their own, and maybe come back to it. . 
, .... (something about professional people .... ) I think its more lwerit into it late., I've, been doing it DOW 20J 0 .. \1 ,,1 
: years. I went in through Play Groups, with my own children. And then w~ and ~ed, . :': ~(~ 
; Bow mucb training have you bad as Seneo, bave you bad • reasoD~ble amount ot~IDlo .. 
:? 
--_ .. _-_.---_.-
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. What have I dO.ne? : I've done th~ days course that was compu!sory with th~ early years. I',,:e done NCFE, [SeN 
behaviour modificatIon course, with somebody called ........ she s the EducattonaJ PsychologIst and that .~~ ." 
covered autism etc. then I've done the early years courses, as many as possible. I took some training. ~ ...J 
As Senco has the role changed, because you were doing it beCore you became official Senco! 
. ~()./.If./) 
It has now because since we've been involved with early years, and I went on the course for tho new 1 r~· 
guidelines, so we know now how to do observations on children, so I'me finding that, the staffwhere·. ' 
before with Private nurseries, you felt as if your hands were tied. You couldn't do anything. nobody . _I - " 
seemed it was aU geared to ... 1.. where now rme finding staff come to me, even with babies and say 1 ,'1\'3,'\1/1'-
we're concerned, we've just got ~ gut feeling. And we say right start observatio1l!. we'll monitor it and see 
how it goes.' k \",w"\t'U.~"''"'Uh 
. So they all know that you're Senco? 
Yes. 
I What happens in terms oC record keeping how do you do that? 
, When we had the little boy with autism, normally what we do for the children we have a folder, and we ("·/~ ~~V" 1 
have deveI~pment sheets which. we t!ck ~tI: write little comments on and put little observations in on what , .' ,t;' 
we w~re ~otng, et~., but w~ d~lded It [IlJg~t not been not be advantageous for ~um to put a development ,p/1..iI\ 
sheet m like we were for his sister because It could make her feel somewhat ... mstead of which we just " 
used to keep a diary and put in some photographic evidence. We didn't do it every session, because I 1 ' ( 
thought if he ~ down days, ~~ we used to do it at th~ end of each month or whatever and just give her the K (. II..,-t,,~.i,..f 
general revue With aU the posItives. Mum took that WIth her when they left so they have a more or less V£JtZ.1' -' 
positive record of what he'd done here. I told her to take it to his nursery and let them have a read. , 
(Ruth ••• which is good because you're getting around the communication between Mum and the 
nursery •••••• ) You don't know about the confidentiality. 
Is there anything you want to ask me about the training? 
No I don't think so, there'll probably be a lot more when we start. 
Explanation about confidentiality •••••••• 
I hope it can be helpful because we sometim~s get gut feelings .. I have a child whose just been registered 11,'1 S h ,1(. r, 
with us and I really think s?e mi~ht have a sireCiat ~ducatIon needs, but the par~ts haven't said an~hing. j -'")e:"1. ft.r\ t-, 
: I've only had the one meeting With her but from sruppets the parents came out WIth once they'd registered r 
, her I think it might be. , . 
: Opportunity during training for what shaD I do etc:. 
. I did some training, but you don't really do enough and you sometimes feel who have I got to help and 
support. 
----------., 
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